
 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Schoene
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 12:28:14 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Schoene, davidschoenedesign@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:davidschoenedesign@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: 415melvilles@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Matthew Melville
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 12:31:13 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Matthew Melville

mailto:415melvilles@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:415melvilles@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: matt ahangi
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 12:34:12 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: matt ahangi, matt@ahangi.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:matt@ahangi.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: wong_dion@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dion Wong
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 12:46:24 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Dion Wong

mailto:wong_dion@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:wong_dion@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Holly Peterson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 12:51:41 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Holly Peterson, holly.peterson@me.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:holly.peterson@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Jung
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 1:06:48 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Jung, maryjungsf@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:maryjungsf@gmail.com
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mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mikhail Kouznetsov
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 1:26:49 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mikhail Kouznetsov, mikhail.kouznetsov@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:mikhail.kouznetsov@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Steven Lee
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 1:10:01 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Steven Lee, bdlineman@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kristap Baltin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 12:34:21 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kristap Baltin, kballin@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joan Barkan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 12:03:15 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Joan Barkan, joan.b.barkan@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Flo Kimmerling
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 11:43:24 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Flo Kimmerling, geokimm@sbcglobal.net

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Paul Holzman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 11:19:09 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Paul Holzman, pbholzman@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alan Burradell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 11:14:46 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Alan Burradell, alanburradell@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:alanburradell@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Goodwin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 10:40:02 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Goodwin, sfhunggar@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:sfhunggar@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Angela Tickler
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 10:28:20 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Angela Tickler, angela.tickler@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:angela.tickler@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: O Donoghue John
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:40:23 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: O Donoghue John, johnod5274@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:johnod5274@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mari Murayama
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:15:38 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mari Murayama, mdmurayama@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:mdmurayama@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

Mari Murayama
District 1

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Wilson Constantine
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:09:24 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Wilson Constantine , wconstantine@me.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:wconstantine@me.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maria Cruz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:03:39 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Maria Cruz, monica_dnc@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:monica_dnc@yahoo.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tony Tran
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:03:37 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Tony Tran, tonyt813@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:tonyt813@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Margaret Parker
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:03:29 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Margaret Parker, parkmar@aol.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:parkmar@aol.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nora Rooney
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:03:25 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Nora Rooney, norarooney26@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:norarooney26@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Molly Elliott
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:00:51 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Molly Elliott, poncasue@aol.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:poncasue@aol.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jay Elliott
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:00:15 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jay Elliott, jayelliott415@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leanna Louie
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 8:39:49 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Leanna Louie, leannalouie28@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 11

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: solo zyscovich
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 8:36:59 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: solo zyscovich , zidsrudioz@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Doherty
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 8:00:50 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Doherty, rebeccadoherty@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Doherty
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 7:45:19 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Doherty, rebeccadoherty@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: victoire reynal
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 7:09:56 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: victoire reynal, victoirereynal@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Spencer Sherwin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 1:30:22 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Spencer Sherwin, spencer.sherwin@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maria Cruz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:54:01 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Maria Cruz, monica_dnc@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anjali Billa
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:24:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Anjali Billa, anjalibilla@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tricia Young
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:21:40 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Tricia Young, hillmanranchgal@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Roberta Economidis
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:12:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Roberta Economidis , reconomidis@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ann Marie Porter
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:09:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ann Marie Porter, porterssf@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Elden
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 10:15:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Elden, peterelden@sbcglobal.net

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Josie Su
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 10:15:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Josie Su, josiesu@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Dymek
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 10:06:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: William Dymek, bdymekster@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.  For example, the no-bid contracts
awarded to Urban Alchemy.  Ambassadors are not a
substitute for academy trained police officers.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.
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This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jordan Pappas
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 10:01:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jordan Pappas, jordanjpappas@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 9

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dearan Roche
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:39:32 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Dearan Roche, dearan.m.roche@tcu.edu

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cullen Roche
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:39:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Cullen Roche, cullen.roche1992@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eamon Roche
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:39:22 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Eamon Roche, eamon415roche@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aislin Palladino
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:39:19 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Aislin Palladino, aislin.palladino@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Roche
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:35:40 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Roche, krochemusic@aol.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marina Roche
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:35:12 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Marina Roche, marinaroche@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan McDonough
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:31:15 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan McDonough, sdrcrm@hotmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Zoe Fuentes
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 8:36:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Zoe Fuentes, travelzoe@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leila Sen
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 8:31:40 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Leila Sen, leila@leilasen.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Liz Le
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 8:26:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Liz Le, lizetsyl@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Allene Jue
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 8:22:35 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Allene Jue, allenejue@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doreen Horstin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 7:45:50 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Doreen Horstin, doreen.horstin@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Edwin Gackstetter
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 7:24:47 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Edwin Gackstetter, hiedwin@duck.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

This is a disqualifier for Mayor. You have lost any chance to
gain my vote. 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.
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This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cole Sapiro
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:56:50 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Cole Sapiro, hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tessa Sapiro
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:56:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Tessa Sapiro, hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eddy Sapiro
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:56:02 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Eddy Sapiro, hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christina Pappas
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:18:22 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Christina Pappas, scoutca66@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:scoutca66@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julie Fitzgerald
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:03:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Julie Fitzgerald, jafitz22@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:jafitz22@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Lehman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:00:33 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Lehman, plehman@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:plehman@yahoo.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
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mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Chris Lehman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:00:33 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Chris Lehman, crlehman@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Lehman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:58:11 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Lehman, aclehman@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:aclehman@yahoo.com
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mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
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mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
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mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carla Schlemminger
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:51:43 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Carla Schlemminger, carlas@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:carlas@yahoo.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
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mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: RICHARD MANSO
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:41:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: RICHARD MANSO, rmanso2016@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erin Murphy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:23:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Erin Murphy, minimurph22@comcast.net

I am a resident of District 11

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maria Aldaz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:18:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Maria Aldaz, mealdaz58@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 9

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Wynn
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:15:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Wynn, andrew@useascend.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Álvaro schor
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:09:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Álvaro schor, alvaroschor@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.
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CAIR-SFBA Calls on Monterey County DA to Press
Charges in Anti-Palestinian Hate Crime

(SANTA CLARA, CA - 11/1/2023) – The San Francisco Bay Area office of the
Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR-SFBA), the nation’s largest
Muslim civil rights and advocacy organization, today called on the Monterey
County District Attorney to take action in response to an alleged hate crime
that occurred more than two weeks ago and to file charges against the
perpetrator.  

The incident involved two Palestinian-American Muslim siblings and a Native
American relative, who were at a beach in Sand City, Calif., when they were
reportedly approached by a stranger, later identified as Max Steiner.

The three women were expressing their support for Palestine by writing Free
Gaza in the sand when they were confronted by Steiner. He reportedly
initiated an argument, vandalized their sand art, and, in an alarming turn of
events, allegedly attempted choked the youngest woman, a 13-year-old, as he
attempted to grab the phone she was using to record the encounter.  
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Although the argument was captured on video and shared on TikTok, the
physical altercation itself was not recorded. Steiner admitted responsibility for
the incident on social media, with the exception of the physical attack.  

SEE: Man ruins “Free Gaza” message written in Sand City dunes by local
Palestinian women, police are investigating 

The victims and their family reported the hate-motivated incident to local law
enforcement and have repeatedly expressed their desire to press charges and
seek justice for the distressing violence they endured.  

In response to this incident, CAIR-SFBA Senior Civil Rights Attorney
Jeffrey Wang stated, "This incident seems to be an example of a blatant hate-
motivated assault, and the legal system must act swiftly to ensure that justice
is served. It is imperative that the Monterey County District Attorney's office
takes this matter seriously and files appropriate charges against the individual
responsible. Hate incidents like this have no place in our society."  

CAIR-SFBA Executive Director Zahra Billoo added, "Justice delayed is
justice denied. This attack happened more than two weeks ago, and these
young women's assailant has yet to be held accountable. The Monterey
County District Attorney's office needs to take action quickly and ensure that
alleged hateful people like Steiner, who would attack a group of young
women, are not given a blank check to do so in our region." 

CAIR-SFBA stands in solidarity with the family, the Palestinian community,
and their allies. We urge the community to remain vigilant, support peaceful
expressions of free speech, and report any suspicious or hate-motivated
activities to local authorities and CAIR-SFBA. It is only by working together
that we can build a society that is free from discrimination, violence, and
hate.       

CAIR-SFBA is an office of CAIR, America’s largest Muslim civil liberties and advocacy
organization. Its mission is to enhance understanding of Islam, protect civil rights, promote

justice, and empower American Muslims.     

END 

CONTACT: CAIR-SFBA Senior Communications Coordinator Lorrie Adam,
ladam@cair.com, 408.986.9874   

CAIR-SFBA
3160 De La Cruz Blvd., Suite 110,

Santa Clara, CA 95054
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jiyeon Kim
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:03:38 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jiyeon Kim, nickkennedy112@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:nickkennedy112@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: jennifer Yan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:00:06 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: jennifer Yan, jennifer.yan@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:jennifer.yan@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Danielle Wang
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:57:05 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Danielle Wang, daniellewy2012@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:daniellewy2012@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ashley DeVore
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:39:19 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ashley DeVore, ashleycdevore@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:ashleycdevore@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Colton Weeks
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:36:33 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Colton Weeks, coltonw@msn.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:coltonw@msn.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Martin-Pinto
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:33:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Martin-Pinto, stephen@stephenmartinpinto.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
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mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erin OGrady
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:28:47 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Erin OGrady, erogrady@pacbell.net

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:erogrady@pacbell.net
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mitchell Smith
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:28:01 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mitchell Smith, htimsm1@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sonny Lee
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:23:38 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Sonny Lee, hobosf2@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Colleen Harvey
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:09:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Colleen Harvey , colleen.harvey@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark Felix
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:00:35 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark Felix, mafelix86@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:mafelix86@yahoo.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Angela Tickler
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:00:32 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Angela Tickler, angela.tickler@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:angela.tickler@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
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mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Todd Davis
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:00:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Todd Davis, td@hoyablue.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:td@hoyablue.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sara Starr
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:57:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Sara Starr, sarastarr2r@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:sarastarr2r@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Roger Wong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:54:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Roger Wong, outersunsetresi@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
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mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jay Lnag
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:49:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jay Lnag, jim.lang.aa@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:jim.lang.aa@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patrick Bedwell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:39:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Patrick Bedwell, pmbedwell@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 9

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:pmbedwell@yahoo.com
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Vikram Gupta
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:33:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Vikram Gupta, vkgsfca@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Victoria Barret
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:33:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Victoria Barret, vbarret@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: ANNIE WONG
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:29:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: ANNIE WONG, annie_wong29@hotmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Angie Yap
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:22:50 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Angie Yap, ayhc69@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jonathan Shulman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:19:57 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jonathan Shulman , shulman.j@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous. We already pay very
high taxes. 
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Paul Morrison
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:09:15 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Paul Morrison, paulhm.sf@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 11

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Forrest Liu
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:06:21 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Forrest Liu, forrest.liu@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Brega
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:03:33 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: William Brega, willbrega36@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karina Velasquez
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:03:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karina Velasquez, karinawinder@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa Shaw
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:51:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa Shaw, tawny.sapient0c@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dea Smeed
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:48:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Dea Smeed, dealazaro@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Shannon Thomson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:48:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Shannon Thomson, thomsonshop1945@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Heather Kirkpatrick
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:45:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Heather Kirkpatrick, h.kirkpatrick3@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kwabena Agyeman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:42:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kwabena Agyeman, kwagyeman@openmv.io

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erica Sandberg
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:42:22 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Erica Sandberg, esandberg_2000@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 
Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:esandberg_2000@yahoo.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anthony Fox
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:39:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Anthony Fox, sftonyfox@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:sftonyfox@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Klein
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:38:12 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Klein, andrew.e.klein@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:andrew.e.klein@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Garry Tan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:34:53 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Garry Tan, garrytan@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:garrytan@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Theo Cincotta
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:34:13 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Theo Cincotta, theocincotta@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:theocincotta@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nikhil Gowda
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:15:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Nikhil Gowda, ngowda1223@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:ngowda1223@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kirill Skobelev
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:15:18 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kirill Skobelev, kskobelev@me.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jan Diamond
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:06:33 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jan Diamond, janmdiamond@pacbell.net

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephanie Lehman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:58:37 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephanie Lehman, slehman21@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ana Duffy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:51:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ana Duffy, anaduffy14@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michelle Quach
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:42:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michelle Quach, lobbieq@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Mathews
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:36:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Mathews, linda.mathews@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

Really?  This is unbelievable. You want to increase our
taxes because we want a fully staffed police force?  We
have a budget larger than entire states. You want to run for
mayor and are asking to increase our taxes when we are
asking for the BASIC services that a city should provide
each and everyone on of their constituents? There is plenty
of money in the budget. Please use it wisely and increasing
taxes so the taxpayers can be provided with a fully staffed
police force is unreasonable when we have a budget of 14.6
billion. I am 100 percent sure the money is there. We will
remember this when it’s time to vote. 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
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ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Homan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:33:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Homan, andrewhoman@mac.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patrick Wolff
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:30:44 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Patrick Wolff, patrick@grandmastercap.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of the
basic city services we already pay for. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. 

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Wynne
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:27:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Wynne, stephenmwynne@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anika Steig
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:18:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Anika Steig, anika.steig@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public safety
and a fully staffed police department to be part of the basic
city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to do
the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually (after
accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit annually
to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for the
city to provide basic law enforcement services and address
a public safety crisis that city leaders should have handled
long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.
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I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and request
that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Wynne
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 7:18:54 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Wynne, stephenmwynne@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Winthrop
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Tuesday, October 31, 2023 2:39:34 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Winthrop, Awinthrop@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elisa Smith
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 1:10:13 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Elisa Smith, elisa_smith1@hotmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: dchangster@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Chang
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 1:20:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
David Chang
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joseph Mangiameli
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 1:20:48 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Joseph Mangiameli, joemangia@comcast.net

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tony Villa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 1:21:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tony Villa, tvobsf@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: rbwilson55@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Russ Wilson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 1:30:24 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Russ Wilson
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From: stevedinsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen DeLuco
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 1:37:02 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Stephen DeLuco

mailto:stevedinsf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:stevedinsf@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: KV Dhillon
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 1:38:45 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: KV Dhillon, kvdhillon@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:kvdhillon@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: ab94107@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Allen Burke
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 1:39:51 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Allen Burke

mailto:ab94107@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ab94107@icloud.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Catherine Dean
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 1:59:09 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Catherine Dean, cathy@piscesinc.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:cathy@piscesinc.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: amanda@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amanda Hoenigman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 2:03:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Amanda Hoenigman

mailto:amanda@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:amanda@hoenigman.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: james horan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 2:06:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: james horan, jph.3037@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:jph.3037@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ainsley Alden
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 2:15:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ainsley Alden, ainsleyvalden@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:ainsleyvalden@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: jasonjungreis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jason Jungreis
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 2:15:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jason Jungreis

mailto:jasonjungreis@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jasonjungreis@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: sandy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alexander Dean
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 2:16:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Alexander Dean

mailto:sandy@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sandy@sansome.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jlyonsaef@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennir Lyons
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 2:20:42 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jennir Lyons

mailto:jlyonsaef@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jlyonsaef@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alberto Tretti
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 2:28:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Alberto Tretti, alberto.tretti@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:alberto.tretti@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: lcc.sf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Loretta Chang
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 2:38:31 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Loretta Chang

mailto:lcc.sf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lcc.sf@me.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Greg Wan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 2:53:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Greg Wan, gregwan@outlook.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:gregwan@outlook.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: judywadesf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judy Wade
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 3:23:21 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Judy Wade

mailto:judywadesf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:judywadesf@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: john.g.lutz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Lutz
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 3:26:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
John Lutz

mailto:john.g.lutz@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:john.g.lutz@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Barkan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 3:29:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Barkan, johnbarkan1@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:johnbarkan1@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elizabeth Statmore
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 3:31:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Elizabeth Statmore, statmore@earthlink.net

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:statmore@earthlink.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ebert Kan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 3:36:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ebert Kan, Nomad627@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:nomad627@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: MaryAnn Cantrell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 3:42:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: MaryAnn Cantrell, cantrell2345@comcast.net

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:cantrell2345@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christine Linnenbach
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 3:55:46 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christine Linnenbach, christinealinnenbach@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

Like so many voters who had hoped to support you, I
have to say that this poison pill is disastrous and
disappointing.  

Why would you do this? Does it help move the needle
forward?  

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should

 

mailto:christinealinnenbach@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Shelly Tong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 4:00:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Shelly Tong, shellytong4@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:shellytong4@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: phnxextant2.0@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Owl
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 4:07:21 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
John Owl

mailto:phnxextant2.0@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:phnxextant2.0@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jfletch02@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jackie Fletcher
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 4:12:21 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jackie Fletcher

mailto:jfletch02@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jfletch02@me.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Meg Kammerud
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 4:19:42 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Meg Kammerud, Mpirnie@stanfordalumni.org

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:Mpirnie@stanfordalumni.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: nathanielweiner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nathaniel Weiner
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 4:23:39 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Nathaniel Weiner

mailto:nathanielweiner@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:nathanielweiner@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: donsteven@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of don papa
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 4:24:27 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
don papa

mailto:donsteven@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:donsteven@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Katie Lyons
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 4:31:05 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Katie Lyons, owner@lagreefit415.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:owner@lagreefit415.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: jamesskirk47@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Kirk
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 4:52:11 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
James Kirk

mailto:jamesskirk47@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jamesskirk47@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: parinarichard8@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Parina
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 5:05:52 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Richard Parina

mailto:parinarichard8@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:parinarichard8@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jjurow@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeff Jurow
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 5:39:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jeff Jurow

mailto:jjurow@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jjurow@rb-sf.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: morkhan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Moraya Khan
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 5:55:51 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Moraya Khan

mailto:morkhan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:morkhan@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: bbritt2440@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Britt
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 6:09:23 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Robert Britt

mailto:bbritt2440@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bbritt2440@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maria Vengerova
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 7:03:47 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maria Vengerova, Maria.Vengerova@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:Maria.Vengerova@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: marianne_oest@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marianne Oest
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 7:04:05 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Marianne Oest

mailto:marianne_oest@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:marianne_oest@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Tom
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 7:27:13 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Tom, babyg_bear@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 11

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:babyg_bear@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Chuck Voliva
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 8:09:41 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Chuck Voliva, cfvoliva@hotmail.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:cfvoliva@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: mbarker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Barker
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 8:18:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Michael Barker

mailto:mbarker@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mbarker@shea-co.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gene Dea
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 8:27:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gene Dea, gene.dea@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:gene.dea@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Josephine Zhao
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 8:30:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Josephine Zhao, josephine_zhao@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:josephine_zhao@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Devorah Joseph
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 8:45:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Devorah Joseph, drdevisf@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:drdevisf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: pkconley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Philip Conley
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Saturday, November 4, 2023 10:24:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Philip Conley

mailto:pkconley@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:pkconley@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: tonyday@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anthony Day
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 1:01:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Anthony Day

mailto:tonyday@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tonyday@earthlink.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brian Nash
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 4:53:57 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Brian Nash, briannash1889@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 9

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:briannash1889@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: davidgcrane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Crane
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 5:24:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
David Crane

mailto:davidgcrane@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:davidgcrane@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: LAUREN PIERIK
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 6:02:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: LAUREN PIERIK, laurenpierik@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:laurenpierik@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: beverley talbott
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 6:03:02 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: beverley talbott, mbtalbott@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:mbtalbott@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Debra Walker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 6:06:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Debra Walker, doddwalker@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 9

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:doddwalker@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark Dutko
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 6:12:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark Dutko, mark@dwelldesigns.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:mark@dwelldesigns.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gregory Batista
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 6:15:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gregory Batista, gbatista@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:gbatista@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Steven Bartolotti
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 6:18:21 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Steven Bartolotti, sabartolotti@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:sabartolotti@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Martha Reney
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 6:24:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Martha Reney , marthareney@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:marthareney@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Torres
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 6:24:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Torres, mtorres253@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago. Stop expecting us to keep
enabling your incompetence by raising our taxes when
you can just do the job you were hired to do.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor

 

mailto:mtorres253@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Thomas Petrovic-Schmidt
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 6:39:30 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Thomas Petrovic-Schmidt, tgschmidt@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:tgschmidt@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jennifer Tobiason
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 6:43:53 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jennifer Tobiason, jentobiason@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to OPPOSE  your amendment to Supervisor
Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel safe in our city.
 This is a top priority for the majority of San Franciscans,
and a fully staffed police force is needed to do the work
that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

I am certain that the money couldn't be found in the city
budget. Perhaps you should consider ending the funding
of just one ineffective non-profit annually to cover that
cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or cancel the bill
entirely.

 

mailto:jentobiason@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


Please be more economical with taxpayer funds. You
have a fiduciary duty to manage the city budget very
carefully. It is important that you consider cuts to existing
programs that have not worked out as planned. Please, I
ask you to reconsider. 

Thank you,

Jennifer

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Billy Hwan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 6:54:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Billy Hwan, symbiosis@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:symbiosis@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: Jmmackowski@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Matt Mackowski
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 7:04:34 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Matt Mackowski

mailto:Jmmackowski@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Jmmackowski@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kenneth Camp
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 7:06:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kenneth Camp, kennycamp@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:kennycamp@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Devon Johnson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 7:06:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Devon Johnson, dpj@FangJohnson.net

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:dpj@fangjohnson.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: barbarapletz4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Pletz
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 7:15:04 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Barbara Pletz

mailto:barbarapletz4@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:barbarapletz4@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mario Ramirez
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 7:15:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mario Ramirez, unesceptico@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:unesceptico@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: K Stryker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 7:15:30 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: K Stryker, kstrykerdesign@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:kstrykerdesign@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marny Homan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 7:18:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marny Homan, marny.homan@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:marny.homan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eric Nytko
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 7:21:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eric Nytko, enytko@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:enytko@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: lehr.david@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dave Lehr
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 7:24:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Dave Lehr

mailto:lehr.david@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lehr.david@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bruce Bourne
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 7:27:28 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bruce Bourne, bwbourne@sbcglobal.net

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:bwbourne@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: dpj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Devon Johnson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 7:43:53 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Devon Johnson

mailto:dpj@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dpj@fangjohnson.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Iris Vaughan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 7:53:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Iris Vaughan, iris.l.vaughan@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:iris.l.vaughan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: gayle_pete@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gayle Ginsburg
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 7:55:05 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Gayle Ginsburg

mailto:gayle_pete@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gayle_pete@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: HELEN MCCLURE
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:03:20 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: HELEN MCCLURE, Helen@castrocbd.org

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:helen@castrocbd.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robb Fleischer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:03:21 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robb Fleischer, rfleischer@amsiemail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:rfleischer@amsiemail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Fred Bullock
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:06:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Fred Bullock, epitaph_foul_0q@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to Supervisor
Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our taxes to
solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible and
demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle to
afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety NOW so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

I  am hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:epitaph_foul_0q@icloud.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alan Burradell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:09:30 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Alan Burradell, alanburradell@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:alanburradell@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: jake.decker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jake Decker
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:09:35 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jake Decker

mailto:jake.decker@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jake.decker@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jennifer Laska
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:09:40 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jennifer Laska, jennlaska@me.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:jennlaska@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robb Fleischer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:12:28 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robb Fleischer, rfleischer@amsiemail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rfleischer@amsiemail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: susanmackowski@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Mackowski
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:16:19 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Susan Mackowski

mailto:susanmackowski@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:susanmackowski@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: susanmackowski@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Mackowski
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230973 - Supervisor Stefani’s Nonprofit Auditing Ordinance
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:16:37 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Stefani’s Nonprofit Auditing Ordinance and urge you to
vote in support of it.

The City currently spends $1.7 billion on contracts with over 600 nonprofits. While many of these organizations
provide valuable services to our communities, the City’s lack of guidelines for these contracts has resulted in waste
and redundancy.

By requiring the Controller to develop guidelines on metrics that must be included in City contracts, it will ensure
consistency across the variety of contracts that nonprofits have with the city, thereby enabling that nonprofits to best
deliver against clear metrics. Not only is this good governance to hold nonprofits accountable for results, it is needed
to enable the City to measure progress towards addressing its most pressing problems, including homelessness and
the drug and mental health crisis.

Finally, the high profile collapse of Baker Places and corruption discovered at United Council of Human Services
highlights the need for increased oversight of service providers to ensure money is accounted for and is being used
effectively to provide our most vulnerable the help they need.

Ultimately, this legislation will help improve oversight of taxpayer money, address the issues faced by nonprofits
contracting with the City, and increase public access to information around nonprofit contracts.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation.

Sincerely,
Susan Mackowski
San Francisco, CA 94133

mailto:susanmackowski@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:susanmackowski@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doerte Murray
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:24:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Doerte Murray, doerte.murray9655@sbcglobal.net

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:doerte.murray9655@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Daniel Bowermaster
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:27:18 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Daniel Bowermaster, scramboleer@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:scramboleer@yahoo.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ella Brittingham
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:27:27 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ella Brittingham, ellabrittingham@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:ellabrittingham@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ashley DeVore
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:30:40 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ashley DeVore, ashleycdevore@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cheryl Belansky
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:30:40 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Cheryl Belansky, clbelansky@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:clbelansky@yahoo.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ditka Reiner
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:30:41 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ditka Reiner, ditka@reinerassociates.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:ditka@reinerassociates.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nancy Zajac
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:33:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nancy Zajac, njzajac@aol.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:njzajac@aol.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sandra Jadallah
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:33:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sandra Jadallah, sjadalla@pacbell.net

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Crist
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:45:26 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Crist, sfcalgal@hotmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



From: kdalysf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Daly
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Opposition to File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment as Amended
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:53:25 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my opposition to the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act as amended by
Supervisor Safai and to urge you to vote against it.

Safai’s amendment ties increased public safety to an unknown future tax that voters must approve and leaves the
legislation without an actual funding source. Asking voters to raise taxes in order to get a fully staffed police
department, a basic city service that should be included in a $14 billion budget, is both bad budgetary policy and bad
governance.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Unfortunately due to Supervisor Safai’s amendment, this legislation will not help us address these issues, but instead
prevent SFPD from recruiting and hiring the officers needed to keep residents and small business owners safe.

I hope you will vote in opposition to this legislation and work with Supervisor Dorsey to draft legislation that will
actually prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Daly

mailto:kdalysf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kdalysf@outlook.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Assunta Young
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 8:59:56 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Assunta Young, assuntayoung46@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. Our city
budget is huge with some funds wasted on ineffective
services that do not meet residents' needs. Perhaps
there should be an audit by an independent consultant to
find some wasted resources. I'm sure $20M can be found
by being more efficient without having to fleece residents
again for services the city is supposed to provide.

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

 

mailto:assuntayoung46@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Driver
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 9:06:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Driver, davidrandolphdriver@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 9

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:davidrandolphdriver@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alexandria Buehlmann
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 9:12:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Alexandria Buehlmann, alex.buehlmann@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services for which we already pay.

We need the restoration of public safety.   This is a top
priority for the majority of San Franciscans, and a fully
staffed police force is needed to do the work that is
necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

I am hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't be
found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and a breach of your fiduciary duty
to the taxpayers of San Francisco.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:alex.buehlmann@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jane Dunlap
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 9:26:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jane Dunlap, jc_dunlap@hotmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:jc_dunlap@hotmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Antonio Massa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 9:33:27 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Antonio Massa, antonio.massa@comcast.net

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:antonio.massa@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: hilary shirazi
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 9:39:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: hilary shirazi, shirazi.hilary@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:shirazi.hilary@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dennis Lim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 9:45:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Dennis Lim, Fay_doy356@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:fay_doy356@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Caroline Pougnier
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Sunday, November 5, 2023 9:54:30 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Caroline Pougnier, pougnier@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:pougnier@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Mathews
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:04:38 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Mathews , Linda.mathews@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ashley Wessinger
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:09:18 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ashley Wessinger, ashleywessinger@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Ashley Wessinger 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Victoria Barret
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:09:30 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Victoria Barret, vbarret@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation moi
as a safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do
not have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alison Fong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:09:33 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Alison Fong , ayfong1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ayfong1@gmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Wynn
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:15:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Wynn, wynnandrewj@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa Shaw
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:24:21 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa Shaw, tawny.sapient0c@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tawny.sapient0c@icloud.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Homan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:24:28 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Homan , andrewhoman@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:andrewhoman@mac.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lee Hsu
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:09:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lee Hsu, lee@leehsu.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lee@leehsu.com
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From: mawindisch@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michelle Hughes
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:14:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Michelle Hughes
San Francisco, CA 94123

mailto:mawindisch@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mawindisch@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jennifer Z Yan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:24:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jennifer Z Yan, jennifer.yan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jennifer.yan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michelle Raczek
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:24:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michelle Raczek, raczekme@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:raczekme@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dirk Probstel
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:27:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Dirk Probstel, didirkprobstel@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:didirkprobstel@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gnarity Burke
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:45:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gnarity Burke, urban42n81@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:urban42n81@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: lala.t.wu@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lala Wu
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:57:33 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Lala Wu
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:lala.t.wu@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lala.t.wu@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julianne Hopkins
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:15:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Julianne Hopkins, juliehopkins@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:juliehopkins@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marianne Hesse
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:27:42 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marianne Hesse, mhesse@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mhesse@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Natalie Jamison Tiret
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:51:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Natalie Jamison Tiret, nsjamison@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nsjamison@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: susan sangiacomo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:51:46 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: susan sangiacomo, susan333s@outlook.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:susan333s@outlook.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Fred Medick
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:54:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Fred Medick, fredm04@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:fredm04@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ryan Tiret
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:54:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ryan Tiret, rtiret@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rtiret@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: michael bradley
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:54:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: michael bradley, mbradley@mpbf.co

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mbradley@mpbf.co
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brian Mullin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Brian Mullin, mulls@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mulls@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Evers
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: William Evers, wevers@tiedemannadvisors.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:wevers@tiedemannadvisors.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Russell Notides
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Russell Notides, rnotides@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

This is incredibly important for all of San Francisco. All
Supervisors should be squirting full staffing of the police!

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rnotides@mac.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sherry Lau
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sherry Lau, slaufu@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:slaufu@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Forrest Liu
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Forrest Liu, forrest.liu@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:forrest.liu@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christopher Nalen
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christopher Nalen, christophernalen@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:christophernalen@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Woeber
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Woeber, andrew.woeber@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:andrew.woeber@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: jeremy liew
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: jeremy liew, jeremy@liew.vc

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jeremy@liew.vc
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Helen Spalding
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Helen Spalding, helenmspalding@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:helenmspalding@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lee Wittlinger
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lee Wittlinger, lee.wittlinger@silverlake.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lee.wittlinger@silverlake.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jaclyn Safier
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:35 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jaclyn Safier, jsafier@prometheusreg.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jsafier@prometheusreg.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lindsey Millikan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:35 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lindsey Millikan, lindseymillikan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lindseymillikan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kit Chong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:03:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kit Chong, kittsechong@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kittsechong@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mindy Henderson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:06:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mindy Henderson, melinda@hendersonsf.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:melinda@hendersonsf.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nick Podell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:12:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nick Podell, nick@podell.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nick@podell.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tamara Greenberg
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:15:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tamara Greenberg, tamaragreenberg@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tamaragreenberg@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sandy Tom
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:15:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sandy Tom, mootomtom@gamil.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mootomtom@gamil.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Holly Peterson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:24:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Holly Peterson, holly.peterson@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:holly.peterson@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Betsy Blumenthal
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:24:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Betsy Blumenthal, bsq1028@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bsq1028@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elliot Evers
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:27:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Elliot Evers , eevers@hl.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:eevers@hl.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barry Baron
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:27:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Barry Baron, bbaronmd@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bbaronmd@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carl Kawaja
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:30:39 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carl Kawaja, cmkawaja@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cmkawaja@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Greg Vilkin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:30:39 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Greg Vilkin, gvilkin@thebaylands.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gvilkin@thebaylands.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Hillary Murphy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:39:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Hillary Murphy, hillaryjeanette@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:hillaryjeanette@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Perry Klebahn
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:42:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Perry Klebahn, perry_k2003@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:perry_k2003@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Emily Martin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:42:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Emily Martin, emilymartin@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:emilymartin@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Irina Khait
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:45:16 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Irina Khait, irinakhait27@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:irinakhait27@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: forrest.liu@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Forrest Liu
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:46:36 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Forrest Liu
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:forrest.liu@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:forrest.liu@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: anaduffy14@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ana Duffy
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:47:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Ana Duffy
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:anaduffy14@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:anaduffy14@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Roberta Baron
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:48:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Roberta Baron, robertalbaron@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:robertalbaron@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Katherine August
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Katherine August, kdewildesf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kdewildesf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Katherine August
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Katherine August, kdewildesf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kdewildesf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Katherine August
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Katherine August, kdewildesf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kdewildesf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julie Purnell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Julie Purnell, juliehpurnell@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:juliehpurnell@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David deWilde
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David deWilde, daviddewilde2650@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:daviddewilde2650@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jennifer Biederbeck
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:57:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jennifer Biederbeck, jbiederbeck@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jbiederbeck@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lev Kling-Bronstein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:57:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lev Kling-Bronstein, lklingbronstein531@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lklingbronstein531@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Laura Kline
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:57:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Laura Kline, lfklaz@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lfklaz@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Daphne Alden
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:00:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Daphne Alden, daphne@cal.berkeley.edu

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:daphne@cal.berkeley.edu
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Young
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:03:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Young, dave@artichokelabs.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dave@artichokelabs.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Timothy Johnson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:03:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Timothy Johnson, tim@timjohnsondesign.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tim@timjohnsondesign.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ryan Jones
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:03:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ryan Jones, RYAN.J.JONES10@GMAIL.COM

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ryan.j.jones10@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sandra Bley
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:15:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sandra Bley, sandybley@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sandybley@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Faizan Ali
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:15:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Faizan Ali, faizanali619@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:faizanali619@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Roberta Economidis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:15:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Roberta Economidis, reconomidis@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:reconomidis@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christine Segalas
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:18:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christine Segalas, lemartinet1@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lemartinet1@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Leider
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:18:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Leider, rleider@leidergroup.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rleider@leidergroup.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Josh McHugh
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:18:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Josh McHugh, joshmchugh@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:joshmchugh@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Pat Houden
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:21:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Pat Houden, phouden@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:phouden@mac.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kenneth Camp
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:24:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kenneth Camp, kennycamp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kennycamp@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Josh Hartley
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:30:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Josh Hartley, joshuahartley92@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:joshuahartley92@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Puccinelli
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:39:16 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Puccinelli , michaelpooch@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:michaelpooch@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Adam Segall
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:39:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Adam Segall, amsegall1995@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:amsegall1995@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Thieriot
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:39:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Thieriot, rtt@rthieriot.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rtt@rthieriot.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marina Roche
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:48:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marina Roche, marinaroche@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:marinaroche@icloud.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leanna Louie
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:48:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Leanna Louie, leannalouie28@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:leannalouie28@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jimmy O’sullivan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:51:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jimmy O’sullivan , dblbirdy@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dblbirdy@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Roche
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:51:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Roche, krochemusic@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:krochemusic@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rosemary Mckay
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:54:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rosemary Mckay, siobhanorford@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:siobhanorford@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joyce Yun
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:00:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Joyce Yun, joyce.yun@hotelzephyrsf.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:joyce.yun@hotelzephyrsf.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Caroline Pougnier
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:03:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Caroline Pougnier, pougnier@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:pougnier@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: brad shafer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:18:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: brad shafer, bshafer442@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bshafer442@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: aferguson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Aisling Ferguson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:24:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Aisling Ferguson
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:aferguson@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:aferguson@gmwest.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julia Baron
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:27:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Julia Baron, juliaebaron@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:juliaebaron@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Amy Cleary
To: DorseyStaff (BOS); SafaiStaff (BOS); Waltonstaff (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Cc: Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Peskin, Aaron (BOS)
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:29:24 PM
Attachments: GGRA Letter of Support for the Charter Amendment Mayor Approval Required for Certain SFMTA Budget

Proposals.pdf

 

Supervisor Matt Dorsey
Supervisor Ahsha Safai
Supervisor Shamann Walton
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Rules Committee,

I am writing on behalf of the Golden Gate Restaurant Association (GGRA), in support of
Supervisors Safai and Peskin’s Charter Amendment for the March 5, 2024 election that
would require the Mayor of San Francisco to approve SFMTA’s budget and any proposed
increases to fares, parking meter maximum rates, and hours or days of operation.
 
Earlier this year, the GGRA, many community organizations, and the Board of Supervisors
opposed the SFMTA plan to extend parking meters until 10 pm Monday through Saturday,
and on Sundays from 12 pm to 6 pm. While we understood the significant financial
challenges that SFMTA is facing and strongly support the need for a robust public
transportation system in the city, the plan was ill conceived and the implementation plan
was problematic. Although we are grateful that the program has been paused for further
study, it illustrates a need for greater oversight of certain SFMTA programs.

As such, we strongly support this measure to fix this problem and require the Mayor to
affirmatively approve in writing certain San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
(SFMTA) proposals as part of the SFMTA’s proposed budget or budget amendment,
including changes to fares, parking meter maximum rates, and hours or days of parking
meter operation. We believe that this additional oversight would benefit San Francisco and
our small business community. 

We thank you for your consideration.

Laurie Thomas

mailto:amy@ggra.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:safaistaff@sfgov.org
mailto:waltonstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://sfgov.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=6359404&GUID=C06141AC-CC0A-4C91-AE76-0116EEF64B9D&Options=ID%7CText%7C&Search=___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzpkZmU3YTgyMzY2NDYyNzg1YjM1NDY1ZDlhOWFlY2UxMTo2OjM1NWY6YWY3OWJmZTc4YzIxY2E3NDA5YzJiNDNjZjY2MmU1ODZiY2E2OWZmNTU5OTQyMDk0MWYwNTYxZTczYTI2MTU5ODpoOlQ



Supervisor Matt Dorsey
Supervisor Ahsha Safai
Supervisor Shamann Walton
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102


Dear Rules Committee,


I am writing on behalf of the Golden Gate Restaurant Association (GGRA), in support of
Supervisors Safai and Peskin’s Charter Amendment for the March 5, 2024 election that would
require the Mayor of San Francisco to approve SFMTA’s budget and any proposed increases to
fares, parking meter maximum rates, and hours or days of operation.


Earlier this year, the GGRA, many community organizations, and the Board of Supervisors
opposed the SFMTA plan to extend parking meters until 10 pm Monday through Saturday, and
on Sundays from 12 pm to 6 pm. While we understood the significant financial challenges that
SFMTA is facing and strongly support the need for a robust public transportation system in the
city, the plan was ill conceived and the implementation plan was problematic. Although we are
grateful that the program has been paused for further study, it illustrates a need for greater
oversight of certain SFMTA programs.


As such, we strongly support this measure to fix this problem and require the Mayor to
affirmatively approve in writing certain San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA)
proposals as part of the SFMTA’s proposed budget or budget amendment, including changes to
fares, parking meter maximum rates, and hours or days of parking meter operation. We believe
that this additional oversight would benefit San Francisco and our small business community.


We thank you for your consideration.


Laurie Thomas


Executive Director
Golden Gate Restaurant Association


cc:
Mayor London Breed
Supervisor Aaron Peskin



https://sfgov.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=6359404&GUID=C06141AC-CC0A-4C91-AE76-0116EEF64B9D&Options=ID%7CText%7C&Search=





Executive Director
Golden Gate Restaurant Association

cc:
Mayor London Breed
Supervisor Aaron Peskin

-- 
Amy Cleary
Director of Public Policy and Media Relations
Golden Gate Restaurant Association
415.370.9056
amy@ggra.org

mailto:alexandra@ggra.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mike Ruiz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:38:03 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mike Ruiz, mik2ru@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mik2ru@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Chris Lehman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:38:50 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Chris Lehman, crlehman18@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:crlehman18@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Josh McHugh
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:48:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Josh McHugh, joshmchugh@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:joshmchugh@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Winnie Fung
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:51:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Winnie Fung, wfung94122@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:wfung94122@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Morandi
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:51:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Morandi, michaelmorandi@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:michaelmorandi@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lily Tong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:03:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lily Tong, lilyytong@gamil.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lilyytong@gamil.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kenneth So
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:09:40 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kenneth So , kennethso53@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kennethso53@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Annie Klebahn
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:12:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Annie Klebahn, anniebdk@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:anniebdk@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Pellegrini
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:12:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Pellegrini , rpp7575@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rpp7575@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rex Ridgeway
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:24:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rex Ridgeway, chivis.bris71@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:chivis.bris71@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elizabeth Townsend
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:49:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Elizabeth Townsend, inclinebeth@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:inclinebeth@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anthony Roumph
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:50:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anthony Roumph, troumph@noblehousehotels.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:troumph@noblehousehotels.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ed Wang
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:03:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ed Wang, lined065@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lined065@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jan Diamond
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:09:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jan Diamond, janmdiamond@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:janmdiamond@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Annette Perry
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:12:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Annette Perry, ablf@cmcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Having more police will solve many problems.
1. Citizen safety
2. Tourist safety
3. Lower smash and grabs
4. Help small mom and pop businesses being robbed 

I am not asking for nasty racist police . That does NOT
have to happen.

Therefore I support  Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on
the ballot in March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s
reputation as a safe destination to live, work, visit, and
shop if we do not have a fully staffed police force.
 Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has short-, medium-, and long-
range solutions to quickly fill the current gaps in
personnel while making retention and recruitment
possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

mailto:ablf@cmcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bette Wadsworth
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:18:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bette Wadsworth , SusyWadsworth@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:susywadsworth@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anne Boswell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:18:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anne Boswell, annebos@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:annebos@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ellen Grantz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:21:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ellen Grantz, ellen@mothersagainstdrugdeaths.org

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ellen@mothersagainstdrugdeaths.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Vliktoria Kolesnikova
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:27:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Vliktoria Kolesnikova, vxk.viktoria@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:vxk.viktoria@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Thompson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:43:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Thompson, davidtsf1170@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:davidtsf1170@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan Coveleski
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:51:12 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan Coveleski, Coveleskisusan59@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:Coveleskisusan59@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jennifer Li
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:10:51 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jennifer Li, jenniferl7367@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jenniferl7367@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karina Velasquez
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:15:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karina Velasquez , Karinawinder@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:Karinawinder@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sandra Jeong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:21:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sandra Jeong, snjeong@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:snjeong@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: JOAN WAKEFIELD
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:21:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: JOAN WAKEFIELD, joansenz@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:joansenz@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Courtney Dickson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:21:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Courtney Dickson, dicksonc85@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dicksonc85@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: LAURA WAKEFIELD
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:24:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: LAURA WAKEFIELD, laurawake23@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:laurawake23@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gloria Leung
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:30:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gloria Leung , leungg11@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:leungg11@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Calum Mackay
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:36:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Calum Mackay, calumlmackay@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:calumlmackay@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mabel Mar
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:45:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mabel Mar, bearyblondie@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bearyblondie@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carol Vistnes
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:03:54 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carol Vistnes, carolvistnes@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:carolvistnes@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Archibeque
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:18:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Archibeque, davidarchibeque@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:davidarchibeque@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Braden Edwards
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:28:50 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Braden Edwards, bradenedwards@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bradenedwards@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anthony Fox
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:33:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anthony Fox, sftonyfox@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sftonyfox@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Silvia Dziurzynski
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:36:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Silvia Dziurzynski, silvianayaa95@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:silvianayaa95@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Claire Mills
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:48:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Claire Mills, clarable@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:clarable@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Yu
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:51:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Yu, Amylalayu@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:amylalayu@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maria Dela Cruz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:54:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maria Dela Cruz, monica_dnc@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:monica_dnc@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robin Donohoe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:57:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robin Donohoe, robin@draperrichards.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Liz Karr
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:06:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Liz Karr, polacrew@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Liz Karr
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:06:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Liz Karr, michael.pola@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nate Pola
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:06:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nate Pola, natepola@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kristin Morse
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:06:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kristin Morse, kristin.morse@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ann Poletti
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:18:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ann Poletti, annpoletti@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matthew Wyndowe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:18:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Matthew Wyndowe, wyndowe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Briganti
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:24:11 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Briganti , artfulhammer@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Margaret de Clercq
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:46:52 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Margaret de Clercq, ninadeclercq@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Margaret Jacobsen
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:47:51 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Margaret Jacobsen, majacobsen1@live.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maria Pasos
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:54:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maria Pasos, mariapasos@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrea Candell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:06:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrea Candell, andreacandell@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Steele Davidoff
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:06:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Steele Davidoff, steele.davidoff@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: RICHARD GOSS
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:31:51 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: RICHARD GOSS, rwgoss@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Goss
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:32:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Goss, kbgoss@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kbgoss@pacbell.net
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nyla Moore
To: Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; EngardioStaff (BOS);

boardofsupervisors@sfgov.org; Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I oppose the Marina Improvement and Remediation Project.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:32:34 PM

 

 

 
 Message to the Rec and Park Commissioners, the City Attorney, and the
Board of Supervisors, PG&E, Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Advisory

Committee, and RPD Project Staff

 

  

From your constituent Nyla Moore

Email nylap@att.net

Zipcode 94123

I live in Cow Hollow 

District 9

  

I plan to give public comment
at the October 19 meeting:

Can't make it

 I oppose the Marina Improvement and Remediation
Project.

Message Dear Mayor London Breed, Rec and Park Commissioners,
David Chiu-City Attorney, Board of Supervisors, PG&E,
PROSAC, and RPD Project Staff,

(My family and) I oppose the Marina Improvement and
Remediation Project.  
I (we) join nearly 2,700 people who signed a petition opposing
this plan.  

What we want:  

• Abandon plans for a new yacht harbor in front of the Marina
Green!
• Clean up toxins in Gas House Cove!
• Renegotiate settlement with PG&E to use funding for
restoring and maintaining existing East Harbor facilities!

We attended the August RDP meetings and are concerned we
are not being heard!

 

mailto:nylap@att.net
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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mailto:boardofsupervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


• The current plan provides a nominal amount of dredging and
leaves 85% of the toxic waste in place.
• Residents from the entire Bay Area and all over the world
come to the Marina to enjoy the view.  Detrimental changes to
the area are not isolated to Marina residents.
• Iconic views that attract millions in revenue-generating
tourism will be forever eliminated by building a big yacht harbor
across the entire Marina Greens.  Think America’s Cup,
Alcatraz Triathlon, and Fleet Week.
• Already horrendous flooding in the Marina during storms may
be exacerbated since the project design has not been
coordinated with the PUC at this stage.

The diversity of the city is not represented due to bad
communication!
• The city is not being transparent; we had to find out from
neighbors and other residents about the toxins in the water and
full details of the plan
• The diversity of users of the Marina Green is not being
represented. Communications by RPD were limited to
residents within 1000 feet of the project, yet residents citywide
use the Marina Green for recreation.    
• The necessary reviews and approvals haven't been
completed, yet RPD has publicly referred to it as a “done deal,"
discouraging feedback.

Please STOP the Marina Improvement and Remediation
Project in its current form before it's too late!

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anjali Billa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:42:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anjali Billa, anjalibilla@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:anjalibilla@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Yana Rathman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:45:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Yana Rathman, yana_rathman@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Steven Callow
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:54:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Steven Callow, sdcallow@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sdcallow@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Phyllis Lim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:07:50 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Phyllis Lim, kwidoy@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kwidoy@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Yuanda Zhang
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:12:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Yuanda Zhang, yuandazhang@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:yuandazhang@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kathryn Kimball
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:22:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kathryn Kimball, kathykinsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kathykinsf@gmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Chan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:19:26 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Chan, RobertYChan@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:RobertYChan@aol.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stefan Muhle
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:19:37 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stefan Muhle, smuhle@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dorothy Chan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:20:09 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Dorothy Chan, dorothywaichan@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dorothywaichan@aol.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Chan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:21:20 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Chan, AmyRchan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:amyrchan@gmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ryan Chan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:24:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ryan Chan, ryanjchan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ryanjchan@gmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Isaiah Lan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:36:21 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Isaiah Lan, isaiahyuanlan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:isaiahyuanlan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barbara Heffernan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:03:50 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Barbara Heffernan, barbarajheffernan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:barbarajheffernan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nikhil Sachdev
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:27:35 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nikhil Sachdev, nsachdev@insightpartners.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nsachdev@insightpartners.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sophie Edwards
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:53:57 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sophie Edwards, sophieedwardslax@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sophieedwardslax@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sandra Jadallah
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:57:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sandra Jadallah, sjadalla@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sjadalla@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Grace Monares
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:13:54 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Grace Monares, gmonares67@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gmonares67@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eileen Michael
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:18:37 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eileen Michael , eemmichael@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:eemmichael@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Steve Avigian
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:51:55 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Steve Avigian, montgomerybush@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:montgomerybush@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Chris Conroy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:56:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Chris Conroy, topherc1023@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:topherc1023@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Steven Marais
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:45:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Steven Marais, smarais@noblehousehotels.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:smarais@noblehousehotels.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Caho
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:48:18 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Caho, amycacho@gmail.comn

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:noreply@jotform.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: janesjoint5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jane Perry
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:10:30 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jane Perry
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:janesjoint5@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:janesjoint5@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Howell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:39:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Howell, linda@lindahowell.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:linda@lindahowell.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Schutte
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:47:39 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: William Schutte, schuttewr@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:schuttewr@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Russell Keil
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:57:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Russell Keil, rkeil@keilcompanies.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rkeil@keilcompanies.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Vicky He
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:12:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Vicky He, vicky.he@harborcourthotel.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:vicky.he@harborcourthotel.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: carrie_mainelli@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carrie Mainelli
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:47:43 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Carrie Mainelli
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:carrie_mainelli@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:carrie_mainelli@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rgrant06@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rachel Grant
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:48:36 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Rachel Grant
San Francisco, CA 94122

mailto:rgrant06@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rgrant06@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jasonjungreis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jason Jungreis
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:49:52 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jason Jungreis
San Francisco, CA 94121

mailto:jasonjungreis@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jasonjungreis@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ayhc69@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Angie Yap
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:50:04 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Angie Yap
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:ayhc69@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ayhc69@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mbeis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Eisler
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:51:46 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Michael Eisler
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:mbeis@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mbeis@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: litagent@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cherie Fehrman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:53:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Cherie Fehrman
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:litagent@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:litagent@earthlink.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: sunny.evans23@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sunny Evans
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:55:37 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Sunny Evans
San Francisco, CA 94121

mailto:sunny.evans23@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sunny.evans23@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: anthony.ducomb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anthony DuComb
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:59:05 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Anthony DuComb
San Francisco, CA 94122

mailto:anthony.ducomb@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=user77be6886
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jjh49@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Justin Hughes
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:00:46 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Justin Hughes
San Francisco, CA 94123

mailto:jjh49@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jjh49@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: pstanton1224@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pat Stanton
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:10:34 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Pat Stanton
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:pstanton1224@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:pstanton1224@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Olga Kaplan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:12:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Olga Kaplan, olga.lozovskaya@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:olga.lozovskaya@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: scot.conner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scot Conner
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:13:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Scot Conner
San Francisco, CA 94123

mailto:scot.conner@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:scot.conner@berkeley.edu
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carole McNeil
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:15:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carole McNeil, carole@mcneilcapital.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:carole@mcneilcapital.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Harrison Dillon
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:18:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Harrison Dillon, harrisonfdillon@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 ACTUALLY READ THIS

I'm tired of hearing about incidents of police misconduct
as justification for not hiring more police officers.  These
are two separate issues and it is insulting to hear some of
you try to conflate them.  I support the full staffing
amendment for SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on
the ballot in March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s
reputation as a safe destination to live, work, visit, and
shop if we do not have a fully staffed police force.  

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:harrisonfdillon@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: hel_kong@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Helen Kong
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:22:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Helen Kong
San Francisco, CA 94127

mailto:hel_kong@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hel_kong@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rbwilson55@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Russell Wilson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:33:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Russell Wilson
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:rbwilson55@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rbwilson55@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jonathon.d.hunt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jonathon Hunt
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:38:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jonathon Hunt
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:jonathon.d.hunt@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jonathon.d.hunt@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides
Cc: BOS-Operations; Young, Victor (BOS); Calvillo, Angela (BOS); De Asis, Edward (BOS); Entezari, Mehran (BOS);

Mchugh, Eileen (BOS); Ng, Wilson (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS)
Subject: 176 Letters Regarding File No. 230985
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:44:21 PM
Attachments: 176 Letters Regarding File No. 230985.pdf

Hello,
 
Please see attached 176 Letters Regarding File No. 230985:
 
                Charter Amendment (First Draft) to amend the Charter of the City and County of San
Francisco to establish minimum staffing levels for sworn officers of the Police Department.
 
Regards,
 
John Bullock
Office of the Clerk of the Board
San Francisco Board of Supervisor
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-5184
BOS@sfgov.org l www.sfbos.org
 
Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to
disclosure under the California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information
provided will not be redacted.  Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information
when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that
members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to
all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these
submissions. This means that personal information—including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar
information that a member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees—may appear on the Board
of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Sean Stenstrom
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Support for Full Staffing Charter Amendment - File #230985
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:26:56 AM


 


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I hope this email finds you in good health and high spirits. My name is Sean Stenstrom, and I
am a parent proudly residing within the San Francisco community. I am writing to express my
strong support for the proposed Full Staffing Charter Amendment which would re-establish a
minimum police staffing level within our city.


As a concerned parent, I believe it is crucial for our City government to prioritize public safety
as a key issue for all San Franciscans. The Full Staffing Charter Amendment aims to ensure
precisely that, by focusing on maintaining an effective police presence. This, in turn, will
contribute to a safer and more secure environment for our children, families, and all citizens
who call San Francisco home.


This proposed amendment also carries significant democratic value, as it seeks to provide the
voters with an opportunity to weigh in on such a critical measure. With the health and safety
of our city at stake, it is essential that the San Francisco community has a chance to participate
in deciding the outcome of this amendment. By placing this issue on the ballot for next March,
you will empower our voices and facilitate a more engaged and collaborative approach to
public safety policy in our city.


I respectfully submit my support for the Full Staffing Charter Amendment and encourage you,
our elected representatives, to prioritize this policy in the best interests of our community's
safety. Let us work together towards a brighter future for San Francisco and uphold the values
that make our city a thriving and welcoming place to live.


Thank you for your attention to this critical matter. I look forward to your response and the
Board of Supervisors' actions to address the pressing need for full police staffing in our
communities.


Sincerely,


Sean Stenstrom
District 6



mailto:seanstenstrom@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Rana Chang
To: Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Support File #230985 (Police Full Staffing Charter Amendment) in the subject heading, sent
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:39:51 AM


 


To whom it may concern 
I am a homeowner on 520 Natoma St, SF.  I would like to encourage support for the
amendment for full staffing of the police. The city has always claimed to be short staffed and
the drug and street situation has gotten so bad we cannot afford to be understaffed. The crime
has attracted more crime so under staffing costs us more and more in the long run.


Much thanks for your service 
Rana


1. Support File #230985 (Police Full Staffing Charter Amendment) in the subject heading,
sent



mailto:rana@housekombucha.com

mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Linda Mathews
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:04:39 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Linda Mathews , Linda.mathews@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ashley Wessinger
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:09:19 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ashley Wessinger, ashleywessinger@mac.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 


Ashley Wessinger 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Victoria Barret
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:09:30 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Victoria Barret, vbarret@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation moi as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Alison Fong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:09:31 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Alison Fong , ayfong1@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Andrew Wynn
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:15:28 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Andrew Wynn, wynnandrewj@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Teresa Shaw
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:24:27 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Teresa Shaw, tawny.sapient0c@icloud.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Andrew Homan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:24:29 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Andrew Homan , andrewhoman@mac.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Duncan Kennedy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:50:53 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Duncan Kennedy, dunkennedy@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Christian Foster
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:00:34 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Christian Foster, fosterchristianj@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Bonnie Kalbrosky
To: EngardioStaff (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Cc: David Harrison; John Bryant
Subject: SFPD Full Staffing Act
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:01:08 PM


 


Dear Supervisors,  


I have been a San Francisco resident and worked in the Financial and SOMA districts managing office
buildings for over 30 years.  I currently live in the Sunset District for now over 20 years and have
seen the increase in crime in what used to be a really nice area.  I was never concerned about
walking around my neighborhood or West Portal, but have seen drug deals on the corners,
unattractive cars slowly cruising up and down streets, and won’t go to Stonestown unless my
husband drops me off right in front of an entrance – I’m not going to risk having my car broken into
or someone attacking me in those parking lots.  But I’ve also visibly seen the decline in police officers
in the Sunset as well as Downtown.  It doesn’t feel good.  I am always on alert for who/what is
around me.


I am writing to ask you to support the SFPD Full Staffing Act because: 


SFPD faces a staffing shortage of over 30%, and up to 50% with upcoming retirements. We
must act now to solve this generational issue.  
The national reputation for lack of public safety resources that San Francisco has earned is
undercutting our potential revenue sources for the City, from office leasing to tourism. We
must send a signal that we are willing to address this. 
We support more proactive community policing activities, including foot-patrols, which
cannot be accomplished without more adequate staffing. 
Crime disproportionately impacts our most vulnerable residents, including service workers
and other front-line workers that work uncommon hours.  


We have GOT to literally make this City safer for its full-time residents as well as for those who
commute in to work or travel here from all over the world to visit.  And we can’t turn around our
reputation or the crime statistics without additional police officers.
 
Thank you for your attention to this critical matter.
 
Sincerely,
Bonnie Kalbrosky
 
Bonnie Kalbrosky, RPA, FMA
General Manager
 


Seagate Properties, Inc.
San Francisco, CA 
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DRE# 01208191
DIRECT LANDLINE: 415-508-4570
MOBILE: 415-412-4067
www.seagateproperties.com
Seagate Properties provides real estate property management, asset management and receivership services to
sophisticated clients throughout California.


P Please consider the environment before printing this email.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Liz Farrell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:09:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Liz Farrell, lizbriggsfarrell@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Lee Hsu
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:09:32 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Lee Hsu, lee@leehsu.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Michelle Hughes
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:12:17 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Michelle Hughes, mawindisch@hotmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: William Brega
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:12:20 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: William Brega, willbrega36@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Jennifer Z Yan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:24:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Jennifer Z Yan, jennifer.yan@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Michelle Raczek
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:24:30 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Michelle Raczek, raczekme@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Dirk Probstel
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:27:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Dirk Probstel, didirkprobstel@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Gnarity Burke
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:45:30 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Gnarity Burke, urban42n81@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Julianne Hopkins
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:15:20 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Julianne Hopkins, juliehopkins@comcast.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Marianne Hesse
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:27:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Marianne Hesse, mhesse@pacbell.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: susan sangiacomo
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:51:20 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: susan sangiacomo, susan333s@outlook.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Natalie Jamison Tiret
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:51:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Natalie Jamison Tiret, nsjamison@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ryan Tiret
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:54:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ryan Tiret, rtiret@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Fred Medick
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:54:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Fred Medick, fredm04@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: michael bradley
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:54:22 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: michael bradley, mbradley@mpbf.co


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Sherry Lau
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Sherry Lau, slaufu@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Russell Notides
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Russell Notides, rnotides@mac.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


This is incredibly important for all of San Francisco. All
Supervisors should be squirting full staffing of the police!


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: William Evers
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: William Evers, wevers@tiedemannadvisors.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Brian Mullin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Brian Mullin, mulls@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Forrest Liu
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:32 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Forrest Liu, forrest.liu@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Christopher Nalen
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Christopher Nalen, christophernalen@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: jeremy liew
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: jeremy liew, jeremy@liew.vc


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Andrew Woeber
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Andrew Woeber, andrew.woeber@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Lee Wittlinger
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:30 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Lee Wittlinger, lee.wittlinger@silverlake.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Jaclyn Safier
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:31 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Jaclyn Safier, jsafier@prometheusreg.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Helen Spalding
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:34 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Helen Spalding, helenmspalding@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Lindsey Millikan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:35 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Lindsey Millikan, lindseymillikan@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Kit Chong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:03:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Kit Chong, kittsechong@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Mindy Henderson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:06:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Mindy Henderson, melinda@hendersonsf.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Nick Podell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:12:34 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Nick Podell, nick@podell.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Tamara Greenberg
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:15:19 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Tamara Greenberg, tamaragreenberg@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Sandy Tom
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:15:31 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Sandy Tom, mootomtom@gamil.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Holly Peterson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:24:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Holly Peterson, holly.peterson@me.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Betsy Blumenthal
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:24:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Betsy Blumenthal, bsq1028@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Barry Baron
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:27:20 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Barry Baron, bbaronmd@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Elliot Evers
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:27:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Elliot Evers , eevers@hl.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Carl Kawaja
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:30:31 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Carl Kawaja, cmkawaja@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Greg Vilkin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:30:42 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Greg Vilkin, gvilkin@thebaylands.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Hillary Murphy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:39:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Hillary Murphy, hillaryjeanette@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Emily Martin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:42:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Emily Martin, emilymartin@me.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Perry Klebahn
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:42:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Perry Klebahn, perry_k2003@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Irina Khait
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:45:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Irina Khait, irinakhait27@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Roberta Baron
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:48:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Roberta Baron, robertalbaron@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Katherine August
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:17 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Katherine August, kdewildesf@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Katherine August
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Katherine August, kdewildesf@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Katherine August
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:19 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Katherine August, kdewildesf@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Julie Purnell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Julie Purnell, juliehpurnell@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Katherine August
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Katherine August, kdewildesf@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: David deWilde
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: David deWilde, daviddewilde2650@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Lev Kling-Bronstein
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:57:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Lev Kling-Bronstein, lklingbronstein531@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Jennifer Biederbeck
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:57:27 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Jennifer Biederbeck, jbiederbeck@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Laura Kline
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:57:27 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Laura Kline, lfklaz@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Daphne Alden
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:00:27 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Daphne Alden, daphne@cal.berkeley.edu


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Timothy Johnson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:03:17 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Timothy Johnson, tim@timjohnsondesign.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Susan Mackowski
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:03:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Susan Mackowski, susanmackowski@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ryan Jones
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:03:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ryan Jones, RYAN.J.JONES10@GMAIL.COM


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: David Young
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:03:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: David Young, dave@artichokelabs.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Cassriel, Will
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: I support the SFPD Full Staffing Act
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:08:06 PM


 


Dear Supervisors,  


I am writing to ask you to support the SFPD Full Staffing Act because: 


SFPD faces a staffing shortage of over 30%, and up to 50% with upcoming
retirements. We must act now to solve this generational issue.  
The national reputation for lack of public safety resources that San Francisco has
earned is undercutting our potential revenue sources for the City, from office
leasing to tourism. We must send a signal that we are willing to address this. 
Share a personal story about how crime has impacted you at work or in your
community. 
We support more proactive community policing activities, including foot-patrols,
which cannot be accomplished without more adequate staffing. 
Crime disproportionately impacts our most vulnerable residents, including service
workers and other front-line workers that work uncommon hours.  


 
Will Cassriel
Tenant Representation
JLL San Francisco
+1 925 876 3602
RE Lic. #02150662
 


One of the 2023 World’s Most Ethical Companies®


Jones Lang LaSalle


For more information about how JLL processes your personal data, please click here


This email is for the use of the intended recipient(s) only. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately
and then delete it. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not keep, use, disclose, copy or distribute this email without the author's
prior permission. We have taken precautions to minimize the risk of transmitting software viruses, but we advise you to carry out your
own virus checks on any attachment to this message. We cannot accept liability for any loss or damage caused by software viruses. The
information contained in this communication may be confidential and may be subject to the attorney-client privilege. If you are the
intended recipient and you do not wish to receive similar electronic messages from us in the future then please respond to the sender to
this effect.
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Jack Sesto
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: SFPD Full Staffing ACT
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:14:47 PM


 
I am writing to ask you to support the SFPD Full Staffing Act because: 


SFPD faces a staffing shortage of over 30%, and up to 50% with upcoming retirements. We
must act now to solve this generational issue.  
The national reputation for lack of public safety resources that San Francisco has earned is
undercutting our potential revenue sources for the City, from office leasing to tourism. We must
send a signal that we are willing to address this. 
Share a personal story about how crime has impacted you at work or in your community. 
We support more proactive community policing activities, including foot-patrols, which cannot
be accomplished without more adequate staffing. 
Crime disproportionately impacts our most vulnerable residents, including service workers and
other front-line workers that work uncommon hours. 


Jack Sesto
Engineering Manager


ABM | Business & Industry


600 Harrison Street, 6th Floor, San Francisco, CA  94107
415-351-4332 EXT: 111332 (Office)
415-419-9894 (Cell)


Jack.Sesto@abm.com


Interested in joining our team?
We’re looking for people who want to make a difference every day.  Visit ABM.com/Careers for opportunities in
your area.
 
ABM’s Mission: To make a difference, every person, every day.


_____________________________________________________________________________
The information transmitted is the property of ABM and is intended only for the person or
entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Statements and opinions expressed in this e-mail may not represent those of the company. Any
review, retransmission, dissemination and other use of, or taking of any action in reliance
upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If
you received this in error, please contact the sender immediately and delete the material from
any computer. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secured or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, received late or incomplete, or
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could contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any error or omission
in the contents of this message, which arises as a result of e-mail transmission. www.abm.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Faizan Ali
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:15:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Faizan Ali, faizanali619@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Sandra Bley
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:15:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Sandra Bley, sandybley@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Roberta Economidis
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:15:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Roberta Economidis, reconomidis@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Richard Leider
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:18:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Richard Leider, rleider@leidergroup.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Josh McHugh
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:18:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Josh McHugh, joshmchugh@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Christine Segalas
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:18:33 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Christine Segalas, lemartinet1@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Pat Houden
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:21:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Pat Houden, phouden@mac.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Kenneth Camp
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:24:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Kenneth Camp, kennycamp@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Josh Hartley
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:30:32 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Josh Hartley, joshuahartley92@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Michael Puccinelli
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:39:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Michael Puccinelli , michaelpooch@comcast.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Adam Segall
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:39:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Adam Segall, amsegall1995@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Richard Thieriot
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:39:30 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Richard Thieriot, rtt@rthieriot.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Christopher Alden
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:45:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Christopher Alden, calden@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Marina Roche
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:48:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Marina Roche, marinaroche@icloud.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Leanna Louie
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:48:27 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Leanna Louie, leannalouie28@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Jimmy O’sullivan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:51:19 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Jimmy O’sullivan , dblbirdy@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Kevin Roche
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:51:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Kevin Roche, krochemusic@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Rosemary Mckay
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:54:19 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Rosemary Mckay, siobhanorford@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Joyce Yun
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:00:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Joyce Yun, joyce.yun@hotelzephyrsf.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Caroline Pougnier
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:03:48 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Caroline Pougnier, pougnier@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: brad shafer
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:18:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: brad shafer, bshafer442@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: olivia ryan
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Support of the SFPD Full Staffing Act
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:21:29 PM


 


Dear Board of Supervisors,


I am writing to ask you to support the SFPD Full Staffing Act because: 


SFPD faces a staffing shortage of over 30%, and up to 50% with upcoming
retirements. We must act now to solve this generational issue. 
The national reputation for lack of public safety resources that San Francisco
has earned is undercutting our potential revenue sources for the City, from
office leasing to tourism. We must send a signal that we are willing to address
this. 
We support more proactive community policing activities, including foot-
patrols, which cannot be accomplished without more adequate staffing. 
Crime disproportionately impacts our most vulnerable residents, including
service workers and other front-line workers that work uncommon hours.  


 


Thanks,


District 3 Resident


Olivia Ryan
Assistant Website Merchant | Wall, Lighting, Gear, Seasonal


pottery barn kids
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Emma Casey
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Please Support the SFPD Full Staffing Act
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:21:33 PM


 


Good afternoon Board of Supervisors ,


I am writing to ask you to support the SFPD Full Staffing Act because:
- SFPD faces a staffing shortage of over 30% and up to 50% with upcoming retirements. We
must act to solve this generational issue. 
- The national reputation for lack of public safety resources that San Francisco has earned is
undercutting our potential revenue sources for the City, for office leasing to tourism. We must
send signal that we are willing to address this. 
- Crime disproportionality impacts our most vulnerable residents, including service workers
and other front-line workers that work uncommon hours. 


Thank you,
Emma Casey, a District 2 Resident
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Julia Baron
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:27:27 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Julia Baron, juliaebaron@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Mike Ruiz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:38:06 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Mike Ruiz, mik2ru@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Chris Lehman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:38:46 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Chris Lehman, crlehman18@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Josh McHugh
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:48:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Josh McHugh, joshmchugh@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Michael Morandi
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:51:22 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Michael Morandi, michaelmorandi@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Winnie Fung
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:51:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Winnie Fung, wfung94122@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Lily Tong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:03:32 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Lily Tong, lilyytong@gamil.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Kenneth So
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:09:42 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Kenneth So , kennethso53@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Annie Klebahn
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:12:30 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Annie Klebahn, anniebdk@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Richard Pellegrini
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:12:30 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Richard Pellegrini , rpp7575@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Rex Ridgeway
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:24:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Rex Ridgeway, chivis.bris71@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Matt Hayes
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Support Full Staffing of Police
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:33:39 PM


 


To Whom It May Concern:


Lawlessness is on full display every day on the 500 block of Natoma Street in the South of
Market neighborhood. I own a condominium there and moved out because of crime. 


Captain Martin and the police officers in our district constantly say they need more help.
Please support the full police staffing initiative. 


Thank you,


Matt Hayes
520 Natoma Street
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Elizabeth Townsend
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:49:16 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Elizabeth Townsend, inclinebeth@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Anthony Roumph
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:50:11 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Anthony Roumph, troumph@noblehousehotels.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ed Wang
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:03:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ed Wang, lined065@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Jan Diamond
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:09:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Jan Diamond, janmdiamond@pacbell.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Annette Perry
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:12:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Annette Perry, ablf@cmcast.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


Having more police will solve many problems.
1. Citizen safety
2. Tourist safety
3. Lower smash and grabs
4. Help small mom and pop businesses being robbed 


I am not asking for nasty racist police . That does NOT have
to happen.


Therefore I support  Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the
ballot in March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation
as a safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do
not have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Anne Boswell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:18:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Anne Boswell, annebos@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Bette Wadsworth
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:18:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Bette Wadsworth , SusyWadsworth@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ellen Grantz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:21:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ellen Grantz, ellen@mothersagainstdrugdeaths.org


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Vliktoria Kolesnikova
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:27:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Vliktoria Kolesnikova, vxk.viktoria@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: David Thompson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:43:39 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: David Thompson, davidtsf1170@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Susan Coveleski
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:51:13 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Susan Coveleski, Coveleskisusan59@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Jennifer Li
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:10:55 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Jennifer Li, jenniferl7367@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Karina Velasquez
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:15:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Karina Velasquez , Karinawinder@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Courtney Dickson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:21:19 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Courtney Dickson, dicksonc85@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Sandra Jeong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:21:22 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Sandra Jeong, snjeong@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: JOAN WAKEFIELD
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:21:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: JOAN WAKEFIELD, joansenz@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: LAURA WAKEFIELD
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:24:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: LAURA WAKEFIELD, laurawake23@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Gloria Leung
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:30:39 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Gloria Leung , leungg11@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Calum Mackay
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:36:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Calum Mackay, calumlmackay@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Mabel Mar
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:45:27 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Mabel Mar, bearyblondie@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Carol Vistnes
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:04:01 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Carol Vistnes, carolvistnes@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: David Archibeque
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:18:32 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: David Archibeque, davidarchibeque@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Braden Edwards
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:28:51 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Braden Edwards, bradenedwards@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Anthony Fox
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:33:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Anthony Fox, sftonyfox@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Silvia Dziurzynski
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:36:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Silvia Dziurzynski, silvianayaa95@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Claire Mills
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:48:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Claire Mills, clarable@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Amy Yu
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:51:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Amy Yu, Amylalayu@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Maria Dela Cruz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:54:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Maria Dela Cruz, monica_dnc@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Robin Donohoe
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:57:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Robin Donohoe, robin@draperrichards.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Nate Pola
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:06:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Nate Pola, natepola@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Liz Karr
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:06:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Liz Karr, polacrew@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Liz Karr
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:06:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Liz Karr, michael.pola@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Kristin Morse
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:06:31 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Kristin Morse, kristin.morse@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Matthew Wyndowe
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:18:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Matthew Wyndowe, wyndowe@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ann Poletti
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:18:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ann Poletti, annpoletti@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Michael Briganti
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:24:17 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Michael Briganti , artfulhammer@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Margaret de Clercq
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:46:49 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Margaret de Clercq, ninadeclercq@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Margaret Jacobsen
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:47:42 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Margaret Jacobsen, majacobsen1@live.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Maria Pasos
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:54:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Maria Pasos, mariapasos@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Steele Davidoff
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:06:20 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Steele Davidoff, steele.davidoff@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Andrea Candell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:06:20 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Andrea Candell, andreacandell@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: RICHARD GOSS
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:31:54 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: RICHARD GOSS, rwgoss@pacbell.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Karen Goss
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:32:35 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Karen Goss, kbgoss@pacbell.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Anjali Billa
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:42:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Anjali Billa, anjalibilla@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Yana Rathman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:45:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Yana Rathman, yana_rathman@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Steven Callow
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:54:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Steven Callow, sdcallow@pacbell.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Phyllis Lim
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:07:48 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Phyllis Lim, kwidoy@sbcglobal.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Yuanda Zhang
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:11:59 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Yuanda Zhang, yuandazhang@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Kathryn Kimball
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:22:38 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Kathryn Kimball, kathykinsf@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Robert Chan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:19:27 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Robert Chan, RobertYChan@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Stefan Muhle
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:19:38 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Stefan Muhle, smuhle@hotmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Dorothy Chan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:20:08 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Dorothy Chan, dorothywaichan@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Amy Chan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:21:30 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Amy Chan, AmyRchan@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ryan Chan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:24:29 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ryan Chan, ryanjchan@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Isaiah Lan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:36:21 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Isaiah Lan, isaiahyuanlan@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Barbara Heffernan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:03:46 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Barbara Heffernan, barbarajheffernan@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Nikhil Sachdev
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:27:48 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Nikhil Sachdev, nsachdev@insightpartners.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Sophie Edwards
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:53:54 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Sophie Edwards, sophieedwardslax@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Sandra Jadallah
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:54:30 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Sandra Jadallah, sjadalla@pacbell.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Grace Monares
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:13:53 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Grace Monares, gmonares67@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Eileen Michael
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:18:34 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Eileen Michael , eemmichael@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Steve Avigian
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:52:02 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Steve Avigian, montgomerybush@hotmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Chris Conroy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:56:17 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Chris Conroy, topherc1023@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Jack Duboff
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: SFPD Full Staffing Act
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:20:20 AM


 


Dear Catherine/Board of Supervisors,


 


I am writing to ask you to support the SFPD Full Staffing Act because: 


SFPD faces a staffing shortage of over 30%, and up to 50% with upcoming
retirements. We must act now to solve this generational issue.  
The national reputation for lack of public safety resources that San Francisco
has earned is undercutting our potential revenue sources for the City, from
office leasing to tourism. We must send a signal that we are willing to address
this. 
We support more proactive community policing activities, including foot-
patrols, which cannot be accomplished without more adequate staffing. 
Crime disproportionately impacts our most vulnerable residents, including
service workers and other front-line workers that work uncommon hours.  


 


Thanks,


District 2 Resident


Jack Duboff
Analyst, Investments
415.609.7474
jduboff@eqr.com


Equity Residential
135 Main Street, Suite 1600  
San Francisco, CA 94105
EquityResidential.com| live remarkably
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Steven Marais
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:45:33 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Steven Marais, smarais@noblehousehotels.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Amy Caho
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:48:19 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Amy Caho, amycacho@gmail.comn


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Linda Howell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:39:16 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Linda Howell, linda@lindahowell.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: William Schutte
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:47:39 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: William Schutte, schuttewr@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Russell Keil
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:54:35 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Russell Keil, rkeil@keilcompanies.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Vicky He
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:12:28 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Vicky He, vicky.he@harborcourthotel.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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From: jfletch02@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jackie Fletcher
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:57:56 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jackie Fletcher
San Francisco, CA 94127

mailto:jfletch02@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jfletch02@me.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jlyonsaef@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennie Lyons
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 1:09:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jennie Lyons
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:jlyonsaef@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jlyonsaef@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mcwgorski@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary WalshGorski
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 1:09:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Mary WalshGorski
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:mcwgorski@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mcwgorski@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matthew Brewer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 1:28:01 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Matthew Brewer, mdbrewer8@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mdbrewer8@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: davidtsf1170@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Thompson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 1:29:24 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
David Thompson
San Francisco, CA 94108

mailto:davidtsf1170@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:davidtsf1170@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Vishal Saluja
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:06:01 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Vishal Saluja, vsaluja@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:vsaluja@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aaliyah Yusuf
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:12:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Aaliyah Yusuf, aaliyah@wcpm.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:aaliyah@wcpm.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: bdlineman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Lee
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:20:05 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Steven Lee
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:bdlineman@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bdlineman@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Moise Cohen
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:21:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Moise Cohen, moise@luxforlife.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:moise@luxforlife.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: L Wong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:24:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: L Wong, renonv87@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:renonv87@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jason Jungreis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:43:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jason Jungreis, jasonjungreis@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jasonjungreis@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kenneth Camp
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:44:05 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kenneth Camp, kennycamp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kennycamp@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matthew Rhoa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:45:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Matthew Rhoa, matthew@brailer-rhoa.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:matthew@brailer-rhoa.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erica Sandberg
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:48:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erica Sandberg, esandberg_2000@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:esandberg_2000@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Howard Epstein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:48:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Howard Epstein, howardepstein.sf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:howardepstein.sf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doug McKirahan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:48:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Doug McKirahan, ratt57@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ratt57@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jenealann@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of JeNeall Granieri
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:50:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
JeNeall Granieri
San Francisco, CA 94122

mailto:jenealann@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jenealann@att.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marcin Szychowski
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:51:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marcin Szychowski, marcin.szychowski@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:marcin.szychowski@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Solange Levy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:51:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Solange Levy, solange94121@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:solange94121@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Liv Selle
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:51:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Liv Selle, livkselle@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:livkselle@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ebert Kan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:51:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ebert Kan, Nomad627@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nomad627@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Martin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:54:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Martin, kevmartin23@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kevmartin23@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Schwartz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:54:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Schwartz , kielygomes@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kielygomes@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patrick Cannon
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:54:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Patrick Cannon, pecannon1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:pecannon1@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mari Murayama
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:54:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mari Murayama, mdmurayama@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Mari Murayama
District 1

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mdmurayama@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark Lerdal
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:00:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark Lerdal , lerdalmark@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lerdalmark@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Norah Uyeda
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:00:39 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Norah Uyeda, yuenuyeda@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:yuenuyeda@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jennifer Brooks
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:03:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jennifer Brooks, jenndackbrooks@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jenndackbrooks@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rick Lee
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rick Lee, glock226@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:glock226@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doris Hallanan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Doris Hallanan, bhallanan3@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bhallanan3@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Chris Lambert
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Chris Lambert, chrislambert@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:chrislambert@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kate English
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kate English, kenglish1775@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kenglish1775@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Mathews
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Mathews, Linda.mathews@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:linda.mathews@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jay Elliott
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jay Elliott, jayelliott415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jayelliott415@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jane Willson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jane Willson, janemwillson@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:janemwillson@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: craig greenwood
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: craig greenwood, craig.gwood@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:craig.gwood@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nora Rooney
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nora Rooney, norarooney26@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:norarooney26@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Molly Elliott
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Molly Elliott, poncasue@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:poncasue@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bilques smith
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bilques smith, bilquessmith@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bilquessmith@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Margaret Parker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:18:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Margaret Parker, parkmar@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:parkmar@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jack Harding
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:18:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jack Harding, jackjharding@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jackjharding@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ryan Harding
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:21:14 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ryan Harding, rharding837@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rharding837@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Beshears
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:21:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Beshears, jlbeshears@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jlbeshears@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Thomas Henderson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:24:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Thomas Henderson, tshend1949@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tshend1949@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Phil Larson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:24:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Phil Larson, splarson77@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Casey Larson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:24:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Casey Larson, caseyeagan@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jessica Spaly
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:30:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jessica Spaly, jessica.spaly@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melissa Abbe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:30:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Melissa Abbe, mcabbe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

While we all know policing is a fraught issue, I do support
Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for SFPD
and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. Please unite as a BOS on this issue to show us
you care about our safety and to show the world we are
not a broken liberal city.  

We all know where the most dangerous areas are—I was
attacked in my car at the intersection of Geary and
Divisadero by a man who repeatedly tried to kick in my
driver’s side window, at 9am on a weekday—and there
should be regular patrols who have ties to the
neighborhoods they are in. 

Long-term residents are finding it increasingly difficult to
balance the risks of living here with the rewards.  And
downtown has made us a national punchline. We cannot
regain the city’s reputation as a safe destination to live,
work, visit, and shop if we do not have a fully staffed
police force.  And for everyone’s safety, additional funds
should be set aside for increased training of these
officers. Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has short-, medium-,
and long-range solutions to quickly fill the current gaps in
personnel while making retention and recruitment
possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to all your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

 

mailto:mcabbe@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


Melissa Abbe, D1

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Angie Yap
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:33:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Angie Yap, ayhc69@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ayhc69@gmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Hurabiell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:39:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Hurabiell, Lotusman@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. Listen to the people of San Francisco.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Will Webb-Purkis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:39:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Will Webb-Purkis, willwp1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: ANNIE WONG
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:39:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: ANNIE WONG, anniewong29@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:anniewong29@gmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stan Wong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:42:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stan Wong, swong3028@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melissa Aurand
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:42:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Melissa Aurand, melissa.w.aurand@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jacqueline Murphy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:42:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jacqueline Murphy, jaxsonbrwn@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Strawn
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:42:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Strawn, lstrawn264@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sam Korol
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:45:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sam Korol, samuelaronkorol@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Juliette Kruse
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:45:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Juliette Kruse, juliette@sonic.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: anne leschin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:45:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: anne leschin, aleschin@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Norman Kondy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:48:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Norman Kondy, nkondy@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tris Thomson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:51:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tris Thomson, tris.thomson@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tris.thomson@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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From: Hickey, Jacqueline (BOS)
To: Young, Victor (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS)
Cc: Petersen, Patricia (BOS)
Subject: RE: New body Memos - Behavioral Health and reentry council
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:53:09 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Sorry – I misunderstood. Yes, pls wait until Alisa reviews.
 

From: Young, Victor (BOS) <victor.young@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:40 PM
To: Hickey, Jacqueline (BOS) <jacqueline.hickey@sfgov.org>; Somera, Alisa (BOS)
<alisa.somera@sfgov.org>
Cc: Petersen, Patricia (BOS) <patricia.petersen@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: New body Memos - Behavioral Health and reentry council
 
Jackie:
 
I normally send it to Alisa for review before giving to AC for review and signature.  Do you think she
wants an advance copy?
 
Victor Young
Assistant Clerk
Board of Supervisors 
phone 415-554-7723    |     fax 415-554-5163
victor.young@sfgov.org | www.sfbos.org

 

From: Hickey, Jacqueline (BOS) <jacqueline.hickey@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:28 PM
To: Young, Victor (BOS) <victor.young@sfgov.org>; Somera, Alisa (BOS) <alisa.somera@sfgov.org>
Cc: Petersen, Patricia (BOS) <patricia.petersen@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: New body Memos - Behavioral Health and reentry council
 
Hi Victor,
 
Please send a copy of this email to Angela.
 
Thanks,
Jackie
 

From: Young, Victor (BOS) <victor.young@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:41 PM
To: Somera, Alisa (BOS) <alisa.somera@sfgov.org>; Hickey, Jacqueline (BOS)
<jacqueline.hickey@sfgov.org>
Cc: Petersen, Patricia (BOS) <patricia.petersen@sfgov.org>

mailto:Jacqueline.Hickey@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:alisa.somera@sfgov.org
mailto:patricia.petersen@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
http://www.sfbos.org/
mailto:jacqueline.hickey@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:alisa.somera@sfgov.org
mailto:patricia.petersen@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:alisa.somera@sfgov.org
mailto:jacqueline.hickey@sfgov.org
mailto:patricia.petersen@sfgov.org



Subject: New body Memos - Behavioral Health and reentry council
 
Attached is a new body memo for revising the Behavioral Health Commission 231076.  I have also
included a new proposed Vacancy notice implementing the changes.   For your review and
signature.   Do I need to inform AC as this was regarding the body in the newspaper article. 
 
Also 231081 is only an extension of the sunset for the Reentry council .  do we need a new body
member for it???  
 
 
Victor Young
Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, City Hall., Room 244
San Francisco CA 94102
phone 415-554-7723    |     fax 415-554-5163
victor.young@sfgov.org | www.sfbos.org

  Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.
 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation, and archived matters
since August 1998.

 
Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to
disclosure under the California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information
provided will not be redacted.  Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information
when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that
members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available
to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from
these submissions. This means that personal information—including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar
information that a member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees—may appear on the
Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.

 

mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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http://www.sfbos.org/index.aspx?page=104
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amanda Hoenigman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:54:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amanda Hoenigman, amanda@hoenigman.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carmen Woo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:54:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carmen Woo, carmenwoo68@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Douglas Biederbeck
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:57:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Douglas Biederbeck, bixman@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Mahoney
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:57:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Mahoney, roodad@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Perry Klebahn
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:00:40 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Perry Klebahn, perry_k2003@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erika Kim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:09:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erika Kim, e_kimch@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tom Flint
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:09:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tom Flint, thomasflint1@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erika Kim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:09:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erika Kim, e_kimch@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Hall
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:12:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: William Hall, wiliamhall2020@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:wiliamhall2020@icloud.com
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From: danolley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Nolley
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:15:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
David Nolley
San Francisco, CA 94122

mailto:danolley@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:danolley@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Chesnosky
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:21:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Chesnosky , dcrentsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Martinelli
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:24:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Martinelli , johnm@jonestrading.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: brandon breon
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:24:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: brandon breon, brandonbreon@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nancy Bronstein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:24:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nancy Bronstein, nstirm@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nstirm@aol.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Steven Merrill
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:27:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Steven Merrill, smerrill@benchmark.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We are in a public safety crisis and cannot
regain the city’s reputation as a safe destination to live,
work, visit, and shop if we do not have a fully staffed
police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has short-,
medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  
Solving the police shortage will simply not happen
without this Charter Amendment.

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:smerrill@benchmark.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melissa Ippolito
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:27:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Melissa Ippolito, melissaippo@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:melissaippo@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stacie Johnson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:27:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stacie Johnson, stacielyn_99@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:stacielyn_99@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: janetleegamble@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janet Gamble
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:32:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Janet Gamble
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:janetleegamble@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:janetleegamble@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christopher Placencia
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:39:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christopher Placencia, heycddp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:heycddp@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Dart
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:46:48 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Dart, michaeldart@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:michaeldart@mac.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jeff Ricker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:48:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jeff Ricker, the_dreadnought@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:the_dreadnought@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin breslin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:54:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin breslin, kevinbreslin10@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kevinbreslin10@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: johnnylewiscorey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Corey
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:07:31 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
John Corey
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:johnnylewiscorey@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:johnnylewiscorey@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Clifford
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:09:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Clifford, kevinfclifford@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kevinfclifford@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: gisella donohoe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: gisella donohoe, gvdonohoe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gvdonohoe@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: chris donohoe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: chris donohoe, chris@donohoe.org

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:chris@donohoe.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: viva donohoe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: viva donohoe, vdsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:vdsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Raphaela Donohoe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Raphaela Donohoe, raphaeladonohoe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:raphaeladonohoe@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Strawn
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Strawn, lstrawn264@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lstrawn264@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Neil Dahlke
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:18:16 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Neil Dahlke, neil.dahlke@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:neil.dahlke@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barbara Marre
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:18:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Barbara Marre, barbaramarre@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:barbaramarre@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: marco donohoe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:18:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: marco donohoe, marcodonohoe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:marcodonohoe@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Demian Fitzgerald
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:18:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Demian Fitzgerald, demian1a@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:demian1a@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Paul Ellison
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:21:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Paul Ellison, ellisonpaulm@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ellisonpaulm@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Ernst
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:24:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Ernst, steve.ernst@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:steve.ernst@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julie Zberg
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:24:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Julie Zberg, jzbetg@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jzbetg@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ken Friedman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:24:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ken Friedman, ken.friedman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ken.friedman@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Randy Fitz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:27:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Randy Fitz, spotsoffun@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:spotsoffun@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doug DesCombaz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:33:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Doug DesCombaz, doug@descombaz.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:doug@descombaz.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leslie Taglio
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:39:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Leslie Taglio, leslietaglio@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:leslietaglio@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Kim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:39:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Kim, gocaljohn@somasf.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gocaljohn@somasf.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Harry Flotemersch
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:39:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Harry Flotemersch, flotemer@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:flotemer@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elaine Fry
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:42:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Elaine Fry, ejnf49@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ejnf49@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Moraya Khan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:42:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Moraya Khan, morkhan@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:morkhan@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matthew Ahangi
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:45:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Matthew Ahangi, matt@ahangi.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:matt@ahangi.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rola Johnson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:48:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rola Johnson, rola.johnson@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6d326f90a3a24447a81910f221a45f4f-DPH-rola.jo
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Caroline Bush
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:48:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Caroline Bush, cabush@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cabush@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marjorie Fulbright
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:54:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marjorie Fulbright, fulbrightm@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:fulbrightm@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Raj Lathigara
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:54:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Raj Lathigara, raj@lathigara.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:raj@lathigara.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Regina Anavy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:54:33 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Regina Anavy, ranavy@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ranavy@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ellen Haude
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:00:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ellen Haude, ELLEN.HAUDE@GMAIL.COM

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ellen.haude@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nalin Balan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:06:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nalin Balan, nbalan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nbalan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark E. Sackett
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:06:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark E. Sackett, MSackett@Reflectur.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:msackett@reflectur.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa Hurley
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:09:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa Hurley, thurleysf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:thurleysf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patti McMahon
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:24:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Patti McMahon, pattired12@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:pattired12@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: r g
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:29:14 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: r g, rgraham452@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rgraham452@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kaaren alvarado
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kaaren alvarado, kaaren25@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kaaren25@att.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kaaren alvarado
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kaaren alvarado, kaaren25@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kaaren25@att.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bradley Forgang
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bradley Forgang, bforgang@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

The public is turning against those supervisors who are
not ensuring police force is staffed and will be holding all
you accountable and voting out those who are against
this measure. I’m also voting against any superior court
justices who are letting people arrested for committing
crimes and not holding them in jail until trial. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bforgang@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kaaren alvarado
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kaaren alvarado, kaaren25@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kaaren25@att.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kaaren alvarado
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kaaren alvarado, kaaren25@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kaaren25@att.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Steve Armstrong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:51:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Steve Armstrong, strongarmace@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:strongarmace@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Kennedy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:51:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Kennedy, rick.kennedy2015@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rick.kennedy2015@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ella Brittingham
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:10:05 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ella Brittingham, ellabrittingham@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ellabrittingham@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: rebecca saroyan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:10:55 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: rebecca saroyan, rebecca.saroyan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rebecca.saroyan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elizabeth Gamarra
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:15:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Elizabeth Gamarra, eao814@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:eao814@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anthony Day
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:18:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anthony Day, tonyday@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tonyday@earthlink.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Phyllis Nabhan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:27:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Phyllis Nabhan, phyllisnabhan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:phyllisnabhan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Yvonne Cocino
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:30:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Yvonne Cocino, ycocino@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ycocino@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jon Schwark
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:42:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jon Schwark, jscgm@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jscgm@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Garrett Hoffman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:52:40 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Garrett Hoffman, garrett.z.hoffman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:garrett.z.hoffman@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan Yip
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:00:51 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan Yip, susandyip@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:susandyip@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Libby Benedict
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:06:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Libby Benedict, lbenedict55@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lbenedict55@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: david cheng
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:15:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: david cheng, endlesshanon@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:endlesshanon@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Ng
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:15:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Ng, JohnNgSF@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:johnngsf@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Callum Hutchins
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:24:48 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Callum Hutchins, callum@callumhutchins.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:callum@callumhutchins.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Lehr
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:34:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Lehr, lehr.david@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lehr.david@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Nicol
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:35:00 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Nicol, lisanick1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lisanick1@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Barker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:42:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Barker, mbarker@shea-co.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mbarker@shea-co.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ann Baglin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:42:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ann Baglin, dancingbags@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dancingbags@earthlink.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amrit Nagpal
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:51:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amrit Nagpal, anagpal37@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:anagpal37@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Masood Samereie
To: Young, Victor (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS)
Cc: Samereie Masood
Subject: Re: SFBOS File # 230985
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:54:17 PM
Attachments: SFBOS File # 230985 - Supervisor Dorsey Charter Amendment.pdf

 

San Francisco Board of Supervisors and Rules Committee,

Please find attached SFCDMA letter of support for Supervisor Dorsey 
Charter Amendment proposal.

With gratitude,

Masood Samereie
Co-Owner | Aria Properties 
Co-Owner | The Artist's Gallery | ABMS

President, San Francisco Council of District Merchants
Associations
Co-Founder, Avenue Greenlight
Board Member, SFPUC Rate Fairness Board
President Emeritus, Castro Merchants
 
Mobile | 415.215.6017
Office | 415.552.5555
Email | Msamereie@yahoo.com
Email | Samereie@gmail.com

Advocating for 94,000 tiny Businesses with 364,000 employees, many of
them living and voting in SF (10 or fewer employees).

mailto:masood@sfcdma.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:samereie@gmail.com
mailto:Msamereie@yahoo.com
mailto:Samereie@gmail.com



October 20, 2023


Dear Supervisors Dorsey, Walton and Safai


The SFCDMA Executive Board is writing today in support of SF BOS File #230985, the
charter amendment establishing minimum police department staffing and five-year
annual funding requirements to be put to San Francisco voters in March of 2024. It’s our
opinion that significant changes must be made as quickly as possible so that the
precipitous attrition we have seen at SFPD is halted and reversed. Our members report
that SFPD Station Captains regularly cite short-staffing as a reason for lack of timely
response to many, if not most, incidents occurring in our commercial corridors such as
graffiti and rampant shoplifting or nuisance complaints like aggressive panhandling or
wild animal feeding. Sadly, our trust that SFPD will be able to respond to more serious
incidents of violent crime is eroding as we see the reported number of officers short
steadily climb from 400 to 500 and now, nearly 600 officers short. Meanwhile,
burglaries and vandalism incidents at our businesses continue unabated and crimes
such as car smash and grabs, open air drug dealing and drug use and armed robberies
deter our customers from visiting the neighborhoods. Lawlessness threatens to
dominate and the media attention that has resulted only hurts our businesses more
as we continue to recover and pivot after the global pandemic.


SF BOS File# 230985 will allow SFPD to compete with other municipalities in attracting
and retaining officers. We also feel that, if passed, the measure will send a strong
message that San Francisco will not accept the situation as it is and that our community
welcomes law enforcement professionals to share in the work of keeping San Francisco
one of the greatest cities in the world to visit and to live and work in.


For 73 years, SFCDMA has sought to ensure that neighborhood commercial corridors
flourish. We provide advocacy, education and resources for our members. We
appreciate your attention to this matter and all your efforts to help improve the
small business climate in San Francisco


Sincerely,


Masood Samereie, President


San Francisco Council of District Merchants Associations • 58 West Portal Avenue, #389, San Francisco, CA 94127 • info@sfcdma.org • www.sfcdma.org







San Francisco Council of District Merchants Associations • 58 West Portal Avenue, #389, San Francisco, CA 94127 • info@sfcdma.org • www.sfcdma.org







 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa Durling
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:54:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa Durling, tadurling@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tadurling@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brian Bonham
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:12:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Brian Bonham, mayumikamon@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mayumikamon@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Breeda Kenneally
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:26:00 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Breeda Kenneally, Kenneallybreeda@yahoo.comc

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:Kenneallybreeda@yahoo.comc
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alison Sonsini
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:26:45 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Alison Sonsini, alisonsini@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
My

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:alisonsini@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Donati Anthy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:33:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Donati Anthy, anthydonati@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:anthydonati@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Miguel Gonzalez
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:45:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Miguel Gonzalez, miguelg415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:miguelg415@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carla Gonzalez
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:45:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carla Gonzalez, mrscarlag@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mrscarlag@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sarah Byun
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:38:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sarah Byun, sarahmhardman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sarahmhardman@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carolyn Conwell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:41:40 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carolyn Conwell, cmconwell@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cmconwell@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Bitoff
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:51:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Bitoff, bitoffj@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bitoffj@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Joa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:08:11 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Joa, senorjoa@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:senorjoa@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: efsullyjr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edward Sullivan
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:10:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Edward Sullivan
San Francisco, CA 94116

mailto:efsullyjr@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:efsullyjr@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Justin Truong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:24:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Justin Truong, justintruong56@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:justintruong56@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: gregtolson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Greg Tolson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:49:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Greg Tolson
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:gregtolson@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gregtolson@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Benjamin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:11:39 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Benjamin, mary.hall.benjamin@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mary.hall.benjamin@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mandy Leung
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:28:52 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mandy Leung, mmlleung@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mmlleung@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Yee
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:34:34 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Yee, Lyee21@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:Lyee21@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda R Miller
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:46:51 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda R Miller, millerlr@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:millerlr@mac.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kristin Schober
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:25:05 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kristin Schober, schober2@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:schober2@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Barnes
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:47:08 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Barnes, lindabarnessf@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lindabarnessf@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: barbarapletz4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Pletz
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:09:45 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Barbara Pletz
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:barbarapletz4@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:barbarapletz4@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Yasmin Staton
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:13:17 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Yasmin Staton, ydmello@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ydmello@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark Staton
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:14:08 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark Staton, msstaton@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:msstaton@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christina Tucker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:18:26 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christina Tucker, ctucker.0306@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ctucker.0306@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Shannon Thomson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:21:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Shannon Thomson, thomsonshop1945@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:thomsonshop1945@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marshall Terpstra
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:49:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marshall Terpstra, mjterps@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mjterps@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Yedi Wong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:57:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Yedi Wong, wongye@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:wongye@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robb Fleischer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:08:20 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robb Fleischer, rfleischer@amsiemail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rfleischer@amsiemail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aldo Castaneda
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:15:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Aldo Castaneda, Aldo@JyARz.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:aldo@jyarz.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: LAUREN PIERIK
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:29:13 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: LAUREN PIERIK, laurenpierik@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:laurenpierik@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matt Stringer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:33:54 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Matt Stringer, matt.a.stringer@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:matt.a.stringer@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Louis Chan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:48:33 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Louis Chan, louiskchan46@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:louiskchan46@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tim Manning
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:48:38 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tim Manning, Timmanning12@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:timmanning12@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Paul Kirkland
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:51:27 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Paul Kirkland, paulkirkland28@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:paulkirkland28@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Coll
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:54:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Coll, kellsconstructioninc@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kellsconstructioninc@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gail Rutherford
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:00:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gail Rutherford, gail_rutherford@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gail_rutherford@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Spencer Sherwin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:07:37 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Spencer Sherwin, spencer.sherwin@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:spencer.sherwin@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christina Pappas
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:14:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christina Pappas, scoutca66@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:scoutca66@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tessa Sapiro
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:18:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tessa Sapiro, tessorca9@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tessorca9@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eddy Sapiro
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:18:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eddy Sapiro, eddysapiro@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:eddysapiro@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cole Sapiro
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:18:28 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Cole Sapiro, riptidelax31@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:riptidelax31@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Garrett
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:21:20 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Garrett, johnwgarrett@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:johnwgarrett@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Annabelle Charbit
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:21:36 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Annabelle Charbit, arcb74@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:arcb74@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Theresa Belcher
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:30:40 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Theresa Belcher, terribel329@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:terribel329@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Belcher
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:33:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Belcher, terribel@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:terribel@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael White
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:39:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael White, white1639@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:white1639@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jason Bergenfeld
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:42:21 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jason Bergenfeld, jsbergenfeld@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jsbergenfeld@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: cstark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christopher Stark
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:58:03 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Christopher Stark
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:cstark@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cstark@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sylvia Terpstra
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:05:56 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sylvia Terpstra, skterp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:skterp@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rosemary Cassidy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:13:59 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rosemary Cassidy, rohcass@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rohcass@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gifford Brooks
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:25:09 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gifford Brooks, brooks1389@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:brooks1389@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: CELESTE Wolter Sempere
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:30:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: CELESTE Wolter Sempere, celeste@bedford-grove.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:celeste@bedford-grove.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Malouf, Rima (POL)
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: 1. 230985 [Charter Amendment - Minimum Police Department Staffing and Five-Year
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:35:37 AM
Attachments: STAFFING PRESENTATION 10.23.2023.pdf

Good morning,
 
Attached please find SFPD’s PPT for Monday’s Hearing.
 
Rima Malouf, Legislative Liaison

Policy & Public Affairs | San Francisco Police Department

1245 3rd Street, 6th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94158
Desk: 415.575.7007
https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents may contain confidential and/or legally privileged
information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure
is prohibited and may violate applicable laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.
 

mailto:rima.malouf@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/
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PUBLIC SAFETY IN SAN FRANCISCO







Safety with Respect
SFPD3


AVERAGE CALL RESPONSE TIMES


Priority B (Target = 20 min)


Priority C (Target = 60 min)


Priority A (Target = 8 min)







Safety with Respect
SFPD4


Calls Dispatched to SFPD 
Dispatched to Patrol 2021 2022 2023 (YTD)


Priority A 81,889 81,570 63,073


Priority B 113,461 108,166 80,445


Priority C 109,763 97,867 71,731


Total 305,113 287,603 215,249


CIT-Related Calls Volume


2021 43,870


2022 36,996


2023 (YTD) 25,410


Source: DataSF, 2023 data as of 10/13/2023


Source: DataSF, 2023 data as of 10/13/2023. CIT call types include 800, 801, 910, and 5150







Safety with Respect
SFPD5


San Francisco Crime Trends 







SFPD STAFFING ANALYSIS







Safety with Respect
SFPD7


BACKGROUND & CONTEXT


Matrix 
Consulting 


Group
Staffing Task Force


 


SFPD 
Staffing 
Analysis


Proposition 
E


2017 – 2019
Per BOS Resolution No. 63-
17, SFPD forms Task Force 
on Strategic Police Staffing.


2020
Matrix releases report.
Voters approve 
Proposition E.


2021
Police Commission 
prescribes staffing analysis 
methodologies in 
Resolution No. 21-60.
SFPD conducts analysis.


2019 – 2020
SFPD hires police staffing 
expert to develop 
methodologies with input 
from Staffing Task Force and 
conduct the staffing analysis.


2023
SFPD conducts 
analysis and 
updates the 
staffing report.







Workload-based Methodology
This analysis uses community generated calls for service – demand 
for police services – and a target percentage of time devoted to 
community engagement to determine recommended staffing levels.
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Methodologies Used to Determine Staffing


Safety with Respect


The workload-based methodology using calls for service from the public 
is the industry best practice, used in previous SFPD staffing analyses: 
Matrix Consulting Group (2020), Controller’s Office (2018), PERF (2008).







Safety with Respect
SFPD9


CITY SWORN STAFFING 


2,176 2,182


2,074


1,869
1,829


1,770


1,588


1,475


1,300


1,500


1,700


1,900


2,100


2,300


2019 2020 2021 2022 2023


Prop E Recommended (incl. short-term leave, excludes DP & recruits)


Full Duty (excludes short-term leaves, DP, & recruits)







Sworn Members Retirement Eligibility


Safety with Respect
SFPD


City Airport


Retirement Status by Service Non-
Eligible Eligible Non-


Eligible Eligible


Less Than 10 Years of Service 718 15 0 0


10 to 20 Years of Service 513 87 38 14


20 – 25 Years of Service 110 136 12 27


25 – 30 Years of Service 13 134 3 30


More Than 30 Years of Service 0 19 0 2


Totals 1,354 391 53 73
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Note: Does not include any service time served at other agencies







District Station Sworn Staffing Levels


Safety with Respect
SFPD


Station Recommended* Current** Gap
Bayview 158 96 -62
Central 154 112 -42
Ingleside 143 98 -45
Mission 186 114 -72
Northern 168 118 -50
Park 88 71 -17
Richmond 98 69 -29
Southern 159 103 -56
Taraval 120 83 -37
Tenderloin 154 130 -24
Totals 1,428 994 -434
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* From 2023 Staffing Analysis Report draft, includes all ranks (779 Q2 Full-Duty for District Stations as of 10/02/23)


** Count based on HRMS data, may include members on short-term medical-leave







SFPD RECRUITMENT, HIRING & RETENTION







Recruitment, 
Hiring, and 
Retention


RECRUITMENT MISSION STATEMENT


We will ensure that the San Francisco 
Police Department offers the highest 
level of service to the community by 
recruiting the best, diverse and highest 
quality candidates for the San Francisco 
Police Department.


RETENTION MISSION STATEMENT
We will ensure members of the San 
Francisco Police Department continue to 
offer the highest level of service possible 
by retaining and continually developing 
members dedicated to the values of the 
department.
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ACADEMY RECRUITS


Safety with Respect


Year # of Apps Apps 
Cleared


Hired Entered FTO  Passing FTO


2017 3,717 841 165 114 89


2018 2,974 760 197 113 90


2019 2,621 572 127 93 81


2020 1,806 201 86 54 39


2021 1,404 247 41 27 21


2022 1,756 255 64 34 29


2023 2,490 552 71* 27 N/A**
*52 are completing the Academy, 6 graduated and 13 separated to date in 2023.


**Class 279 began 2/6/23 and is currently in field training.


SFPD is plans to hire 100 recruits in FY24
and


120 recruits in FY25
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Safety with Respect


SFPD


Recruits Entering Academy by Race







SFPD STRATEGIC PLAN & RECOMMENDATIONS
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RECRUITING ELIGIBLE NON-CITIZENS


Safety with Respect
SFPD


 Effective January 1, 2023, SB960 modified California Government Code Section 1031 to allow 
non-citizens legally authorized to work in the United States to become Police Officers


 On April 22, 2023, SFPD issued Press Release 23-042 announcing that San Francisco would be 
one of the first major cities in CA to revise its hiring requirements to include eligible non-
citizens


 The JOINSFPD.com website advertises this change in two areas of the FAQ page:
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Incentive Comparison to Other Cities


Safety with Respect


Major Metropolitan Cities New Recruits Lateral Bonuses
San Francisco* $0 $5,000
Alameda $75,000 $75,000
Antioch $40,000 $40,000


Plus $60,000 home down payment assistance for academy graduates


BART $15,000 $15,000
El Cerrito $10,000 $5,000
Fremont $10,000 $20,000
Hayward $10,000 $20,000
New Orleans* $20,000 $20,000
Vacaville $20,000 $20,000
Seattle $7,500 $30,000


SFPD


* Denotes a consolidated City & County government
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FY23 Recruitment, Hiring, & Retention Strategies & Budget


Safety with Respect
SFPD


Recruitment Staffing Budget
Academy
*Academy class of 25 new recruits


Salary & Benefits for recruits $3,750,000
OT Training S&B  $600,000


FTO Premium $56,537
Training Temp S&B $109,421


Uniform/Equip  $175,000
Services (hiring/testing) $100,000
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Safety with Respect


SFPD


 Police Officer Referral Incentive Program 
(PORIP) 


 Projected: 100 hires 
           - $3k/hire = $300K
           - $5k/hire = $500K


 *possibly expanding to other city employees


 Hiring Bonus (Entry Level)
 Projected: 100 hires 
           - $5k/entry level = $500k
           - $10k/entry level = $1M
           - $15k/entry level = $1.5M


 Hiring Bonus (Lateral)
 Projected: 20 hires
           - $50k/lateral = $1M 
           - $100k/lateral = $2M


Recruitment, Hiring, and Retention Future Enhancements
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Safety with Respect


SFPD


• Educational Incentives
Bachelorette Programs and Certification Training (e.g. AB 89)


• Family Wellness (Relocating Costs, Childcare, etc.) Incentives
Projected: 100 hires
$15k/hire = $1.5M


• Recruitment Consultant
All-Star Talent – Advertising and Marketing Firm - $150k per year 
(2-year contract)


• Videography/Photography Shoots - $100k


Recruitment, Hiring, and Retention Future Enhancements
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Safety with Respect


SFPD


• Background management software
Guardian Alliance- $200k


• Addition of 2 Professional Staff to 
implement Recruitment tool and 
develop recruitment and retention strategies
$150/staff = $300k


• Media Advertising (Billboards, Commercials, 
Print, etc.)
$500K


• Social Media Advertising (Meta-Based 
Companies, Search Engine Optimization, etc.
$40K


Recruitment, Hiring, and Retention Future Enhancements
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Thank you.


Any questions?


Thank you.
Any Questions? 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bernadette Hyland
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:36:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bernadette Hyland, bernadettehyl@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bernadettehyl@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Simone Davey
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:42:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Simone Davey, sbdavey@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sbdavey@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cecille Caterson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:45:26 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Cecille Caterson, ccaterson@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ccaterson@earthlink.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marla Landa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:57:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marla Landa, marlalanda@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:marlalanda@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jasmine Madatian
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:00:38 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jasmine Madatian, madatian.j@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:madatian.j@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Willa Callahan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:03:30 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Willa Callahan, willa.callahan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:willa.callahan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tony Abdulmassih
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:06:17 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tony Abdulmassih, tonymassih@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Thomas Shanahan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:06:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Thomas Shanahan, tshanahan24@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Liz Le
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:12:36 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Liz Le, elizle@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Grauel
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:18:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Grauel, john@carbonrose.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Harry Wong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:27:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Harry Wong, hoarser_aphid.0i@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carol Russo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:33:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carol Russo, sfrussos@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark J. Fiore
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:39:27 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark J. Fiore, markfiore50@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joe Faulkner
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:39:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Joe Faulkner , joemangolf@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carol Faulkner
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:39:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carol Faulkner , cmoelarrycarol@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Paul Ybarbo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:45:28 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Paul Ybarbo, paul.ybarbo@sothebyshomes.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: George Markov
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:51:34 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: George Markov, george.markov@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Thank you

Best,
George Markov
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From: Carroll, John (BOS)
To: Lew, Lisa (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS); Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Cabrera, Stephanie (BOS);

Petersen, Patricia (BOS); Wong, Jocelyn (BOS); Khoo, Arthur (BOS)
Subject: RE: Clerk"s Notes - Board Agenda - October 24, 2023
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:57:31 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Reviewed, updated, initialed—JEC
 

From: Lew, Lisa (BOS) <lisa.lew@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:23 AM
To: Somera, Alisa (BOS) <alisa.somera@sfgov.org>; Young, Victor (BOS) <victor.young@sfgov.org>;
Carroll, John (BOS) <john.carroll@sfgov.org>; Jalipa, Brent (BOS) <brent.jalipa@sfgov.org>; Cabrera,
Stephanie (BOS) <stephanie.cabrera@sfgov.org>; Petersen, Patricia (BOS)
<patricia.petersen@sfgov.org>; Wong, Jocelyn (BOS) <jocelyn.wong@sfgov.org>; Khoo, Arthur (BOS)
<arthur.khoo@sfgov.org>
Subject: Clerk's Notes - Board Agenda - October 24, 2023
 
Hello,
 
Please see the link provided for the Clerk’s Notes for the Board Agenda of October 24, 2023. Please
review the items and make your changes and updates on the PDF. Please also reply all to the email
thread to confirm you have reviewed and signed off. Thank you.
 
Lisa Lew
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
T 415-554-7718 | F 415-554-5163
lisa.lew@sfgov.org | www.sfbos.org
 
(VIRTUAL APPOINTMENTS) To schedule a “virtual” meeting with me (on Microsoft Teams), please ask and I can answer your
questions in real time.

    Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation, and archived matters since August 1998.
 
Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the
California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted.  Members of
the public are not required to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its
committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or
hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information
from these submissions. This means that personal information—including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that
a member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees—may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other
public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Fall
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:00:38 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Fall, rbfall@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: cynthia o"neill
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:06:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: cynthia o'neill, near.guppies.0d@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Law
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:06:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Law, amylau@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kendra Robins
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:09:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kendra Robins, kendrasrobins@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Penny Palou
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:09:21 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Penny Palou, pennypalou@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Katsiaryna Makaranka
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:09:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Katsiaryna Makaranka, stasianok@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Robins
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:09:27 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: William Robins, billy.robins@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amanda Holt
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:12:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amanda Holt, amanda.holt@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: linda radler
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:12:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: linda radler, lindaradler@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joseph McFadden
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:18:18 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Joseph McFadden, fadsmcfadden@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:fadsmcfadden@yahoo.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Fay
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:18:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Fay, areacode@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patricia Huey
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:18:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Patricia Huey, pat.huey@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I have lived in San Francisco for almost 40 years and
have watched its level of safety decline. Yet when the
police came to protect the attendees at a women's rights
conference I attended in September, I was impressed
(but not surprised) at their level of competence and
professionalism when they dealt with a large number of
immature and violent protesters who came to harass us.
The event could have resulted in far more harm had the
police not been there. We need to support our police
department here in San Francisco. Their job is a difficult
one. 

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Thank you,
Patricia Huey

 

mailto:pat.huey@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Scott Brittain
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:21:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Scott Brittain, scottpbrittain@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gregory Chua
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:24:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gregory Chua, gregchua@sonic.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard E Higson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:27:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard E Higson, rhigson1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Harris
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:30:33 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Harris, Maryharris_sf@outlook.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marty Cerles
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:33:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marty Cerles, martycerles@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anika Steig
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:36:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anika Steig, anika.steig@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Anika
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rachel Barnard
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:36:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rachel Barnard, rachel@rachelbarnardhomes.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brenda Kwee McNulty
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:39:18 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Brenda Kwee McNulty, kweenulty@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stuart PETERSON
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:48:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stuart PETERSON, sp@av.co

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

We support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment
for SFPD and hope you will help make this a reality and
vote to put it on the ballot in March 2024. We cannot
regain the city’s reputation as a safe destination to live,
work, visit, and shop if we do not have a fully staffed
police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has short-,
medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sp@av.co
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: istvan.szanda@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Istvan Szanda
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:49:01 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Istvan Szanda
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:istvan.szanda@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:istvan.szanda@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: biancanlarson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bianca Larson-Saarman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:51:07 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Bianca Larson-Saarman
San Francisco, CA 94117

mailto:biancanlarson@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:biancanlarson@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: joc242@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John O"Connor
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:51:54 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
John O'Connor
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:joc242@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:joc242@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: dsaarman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Saarman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:53:58 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
David Saarman
San Francisco, CA 94117

mailto:dsaarman@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dsaarman@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christina Bui
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:54:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christina Bui, buitina02@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:buitina02@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: bbritt2440@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bob Britt
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:54:39 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Bob Britt
San Francisco, CA 94158

mailto:bbritt2440@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bbritt2440@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: wconstantine@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wilson Constantine
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:55:24 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Wilson Constantine
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:wconstantine@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:wconstantine@me.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kennycamp@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kenneth Camp
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:56:13 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Kenneth Camp
San Francisco, CA 94102

mailto:kennycamp@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kennycamp@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: tdehnel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tom Dehnel
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:57:09 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Tom Dehnel
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:tdehnel@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tdehnel@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Spencer guthrie
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:57:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Spencer guthrie, spencer.guthrie@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:spencer.guthrie@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kimberly Legocki
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:57:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kimberly Legocki, kvwheeler@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kvwheeler@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: alanbillingsley215@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alan Billingsley
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:58:14 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Alan Billingsley
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:alanbillingsley215@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:alanbillingsley215@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: gamsscbn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carolyn Nieland
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:00:15 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Carolyn Nieland
Alamo, TX 78516

mailto:gamsscbn@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gamsscbn@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andre Vick
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:00:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andre Vick, andrewvik@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Mr. Mandelman,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:andrewvik@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: tln4dwild@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Nieland
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:00:44 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Thomas Nieland
Alamo, TX 78516

mailto:tln4dwild@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tln4dwild@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: suzyagold@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Suzy Gold
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:02:37 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Suzy Gold
South Pasadena, CA 91030

mailto:suzyagold@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:suzyagold@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: sharad1774@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharad Singh
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:03:00 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Sharad Singh
San Francisco, CA 94123

mailto:sharad1774@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sharad1774@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Frings
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:03:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Frings, pfrings@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:pfrings@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robb Fleischer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:06:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robb Fleischer, rfleischer@amsiemail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rfleischer@amsiemail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: davidgcrane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Crane
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:06:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
David Crane
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:davidgcrane@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:davidgcrane@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: lucafacchin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Luca Facchin
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:08:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Luca Facchin
San Francisco, CA 94109

mailto:lucafacchin@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lucafacchin@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ana Guevara
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ana Guevara, quench_unmoved.0t@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:quench_unmoved.0t@icloud.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Marsiano
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Marsiano, dmarsiano@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dmarsiano@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Irene Fan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Irene Fan, irene.a.fan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:irene.a.fan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gloria Aburto
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gloria Aburto, gloria197524@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gloria197524@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dina DiBattista
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Dina DiBattista , ddibattista@msn.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gary Decad
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:12:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gary Decad, gmdecad@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,
Yes we need more police but where are the SFPD we
already have on staff? No where to be seen.  They are
MIA.  Fire the current Police Commissioner while you are
at it.  The taxpayers of SF are not idiots and you will all
be fired if we don’t see action.
I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gmdecad@gmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ed McEachron
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:12:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ed McEachron, edmceachron@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:edmceachron@hotmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Montanez
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Montanez, escobarantonia77@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:escobarantonia77@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Boris Berdichevsky
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Boris Berdichevsky, bboris9@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jeffrey Bernstein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jeffrey Bernstein, jeffre_bernstein@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Chris Yost-Bremm
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Chris Yost-Bremm, cyb@sfsu.edu

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Charles Lim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Charles Lim, charles.dexter.lim@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marla Allen
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marla Allen, marlaj43@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Florence Schwartz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:41 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Florence Schwartz, schwartzhar@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amanda Michael
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:18:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amanda Michael, mssamanda1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mssamanda1@gmail.com
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mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lee Meier
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:21:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lee Meier, leemeier@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:leemeier@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bev Spector
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:21:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bev Spector , buzbev@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:buzbev@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ken Lips
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:21:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ken Lips , klips007@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:klips007@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: HOLLY SHEFFER
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:21:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: HOLLY SHEFFER, hollly.sheffer@prodigy.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:hollly.sheffer@prodigy.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Barnard
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:24:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Barnard, kevin@barnardgraphics.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kevin@barnardgraphics.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bruce Wicklund
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:24:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bruce Wicklund, bmwicklund@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bmwicklund@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: allennikka@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Allen Nikka
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:24:31 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Allen Nikka
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:allennikka@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:allennikka@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: scott@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Jacques
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:24:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Scott Jacques
San Francisco, CA 94121

mailto:scott@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:scott@nk-interactive.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Donna Naughton
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:27:33 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Donna Naughton, dmnaughton@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dmnaughton@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jennifer Soller
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:27:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jennifer Soller, sollje2002@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support San Francisco police officers!
Police staffing shortages make me feel less safe.

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  

Please listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sollje2002@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sean St Germain
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:30:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sean St Germain, seanstgermain@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Below is a message that I'm guessing you'll get from
many folks. I've been living in SF for over 10 years and
we need real change, now. We need more focus on
public safety - I know a number of my clients (private
equity/investment bankers) that don't want to come here
and are flocking to New York because of public safety. 

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:seanstgermain@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Tejeda
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:39:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Tejeda, dtrepairs@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dtrepairs@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Breslin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:39:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Breslin, kbsmail@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kbsmail@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Nolley
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:39:43 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Nolley, danolley@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:danolley@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Stephens
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:42:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Stephens, sfsenator@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sfsenator@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lauren Parry
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:45:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lauren Parry , laurenparry@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:laurenparry@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Wallace
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:48:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Wallace, kevinwallace415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kevinwallace415@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Marie Lewis Lyman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:48:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Marie Lewis Lyman , Bellalisa9380@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bellalisa9380@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Adhikari
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:51:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Adhikari, rawriter@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rawriter@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: dan richman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:54:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: dan richman, danrichman@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:danrichman@earthlink.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: alvaro schor
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:54:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: alvaro schor, alvaroschor@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:alvaroschor@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tamara Sypult
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:54:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tamara Sypult, tsypult@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tsypult@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: tague@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tague Griffith
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:57:07 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Tague Griffith
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:tague@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tague@minion.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Geo Li
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:57:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Geo Li, gworld@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gworld@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jacqueline Holen
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:57:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jacqueline Holen, jackie.holen@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jackie.holen@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tyrone Dorian
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:00:43 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tyrone Dorian, thdorian@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:thdorian@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kristap Baltin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:03:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kristap Baltin, kbaltin@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kbaltin@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sallie Latch
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:06:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sallie Latch, slatch107@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:slatch107@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: stephanieadraktas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephanie Adraktas
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:07:12 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Adraktas
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:stephanieadraktas@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:stephanieadraktas@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melody Hom
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:09:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Melody Hom, melodyh606@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:melodyh606@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eleanor Pollak
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:12:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eleanor Pollak, eleanor.pollak@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:eleanor.pollak@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: danric.jaime@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Danric Vargas
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:14:58 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Danric Vargas
San Francisco, CA 94124

mailto:danric.jaime@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:danric.jaime@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nikki Yoshikawa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:15:35 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nikki Yoshikawa, nikkiyoshikawa@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nikkiyoshikawa@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kathryn.duryea@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathryn Duryea
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:23:23 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Kathryn Duryea
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:kathryn.duryea@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kathryn.duryea@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Donald Sambucci
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:26:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Donald Sambucci, donald.sambucci@sir.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:donald.sambucci@sir.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joan Neilson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:36:02 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Joan Neilson, joaneneilson@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:joaneneilson@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alisa Weinstein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:39:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Alisa Weinstein, alisaweinstein@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:alisaweinstein@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: patrick mounsey
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:39:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: patrick mounsey, pjm642000@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:pjm642000@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Calum Mackay
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:42:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Calum Mackay, calumlmackay@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:calumlmackay@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Torres
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:45:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Torres, mtorres253@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

It's time to take control of the chaos on our streets. We
see it every day and it's past time we had a fully staffed
police force to fix this. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mtorres253@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rick Grossman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:45:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rick Grossman, rick.grossman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rick.grossman@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melissa Aurand
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:45:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Melissa Aurand, melissa.w.aurand@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:melissa.w.aurand@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Garret Tom
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:51:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Garret Tom, gntom@bu.edu

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gntom@bu.edu
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: morkhan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Moraya Khan
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:52:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Moraya Khan
San Francisco, CA 94108

mailto:morkhan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:morkhan@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Frederick Bullock
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:54:16 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Frederick Bullock, epitaph_foul_0q@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:epitaph_foul_0q@icloud.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kimiaklein@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kimiko Klein
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:57:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Kimiko Klein
San Francisco, CA 94105

mailto:kimiaklein@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kimiaklein@sbcglobal.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: johnnylewiscorey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Corey
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:00:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
John Corey
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:johnnylewiscorey@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:johnnylewiscorey@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: DAVID GREENBERG
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:03:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: DAVID GREENBERG, maroja257@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Make SF great again!

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:maroja257@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Catherine Riedel
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:03:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Catherine Riedel, ccriedel@mindspring.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Just last night our dear neighbor, a mailman serving the
city, explained how he had been accosted for the second
time and his keys stolen. And that wasn't the worst part of
his day. Someone had stolen the catalytic converter from
his old Toyota while he was at work. Last night (the same
night), multiple business' windows on Irving St. near 9th
Ave were smashed, including our hardware store and a
few food businesses. These are small, locally owned,
neighborhood stores. It has to stop.

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

mailto:ccriedel@mindspring.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Milo Trauss
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:03:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Milo Trauss, milotrauss@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:milotrauss@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anita Ho
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:03:44 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anita Ho, cordeon@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cordeon@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John and Zahra Sobolski
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:12:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John and Zahra Sobolski, Fatiehk@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:fatiehk@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Assunta Young
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:12:43 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Assunta Young, assuntayoung46@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:assuntayoung46@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: njdanford@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nicholas Danford
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:13:21 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Nicholas Danford
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:njdanford@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:njdanford@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: allen1618@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Allen Lee
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:15:15 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Allen Lee
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:allen1618@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:allen1618@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christine Vitiello
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:18:43 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christine Vitiello, cvitiello.lac@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cvitiello.lac@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Holly Peterson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:18:44 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Holly Peterson, holly.peterson@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:holly.peterson@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Charlotte Worcester
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:24:33 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Charlotte Worcester, beaubarlotte@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:beaubarlotte@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: donnabhurowitz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Hurowitz
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:27:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Donna Hurowitz
San Francisco, CA 94116

mailto:donnabhurowitz@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:donnabhurowitz@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julia Brown
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:27:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Julia Brown, juliabrown.sf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:juliabrown.sf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alan Burradell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:27:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Alan Burradell, alanburradell@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:alanburradell@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Irene Whetstone
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:27:44 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Irene Whetstone, imwhetstone@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:imwhetstone@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: cloudsrest789@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen WONG
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:30:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Karen WONG
San Francisco, CA 94108

mailto:cloudsrest789@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cloudsrest789@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: MARIE HURABIELL
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:33:43 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: MARIE HURABIELL, mhurabie@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mhurabie@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cynthia Walker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:36:46 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Cynthia Walker , cynwalk20@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cynwalk20@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan Abbott
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:39:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan Abbott, abbott.susan57@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:abbott.susan57@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: maureen barry
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:42:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: maureen barry, maureensbarry@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:maureensbarry@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: amanda@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amanda Hoenigman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:43:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Amanda Hoenigman
San Francisco, CA 94123

mailto:amanda@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:amanda@hoenigman.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Sherialh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sherial Heller
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:44:09 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Sherial Heller
San Francisco, CA 94108

mailto:Sherialh@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Sherialh@sbcglobal.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: SHIRLEY CLIFT
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:45:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: SHIRLEY CLIFT, shirleyclift@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:shirleyclift@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carrie Goodman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:45:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carrie Goodman, carriebgoodman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:carriebgoodman@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Heather Kirkpatrick
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:45:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Heather Kirkpatrick, heather@x.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:heather@x.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ravi Kalyanaraman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:03:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ravi Kalyanaraman, sfrunner1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sfrunner1@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: fernandezjuano@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Juan Carlos Fernandez
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:03:42 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Juan Carlos Fernandez
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:fernandezjuano@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:fernandezjuano@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Licy75@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Felicity Hohenshelt
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:08:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Felicity Hohenshelt
Jacksonville, FL 32257

mailto:Licy75@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Licy75@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: libby@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Libby Dodd
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:08:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Libby Dodd
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:libby@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:libby@libbydodd.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Schwartz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:12:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Schwartz , kielygomes@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kielygomes@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christopher Xavier
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:12:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christopher Xavier, acxavier@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:acxavier@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alice Xavier
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:12:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Alice Xavier, acxavier@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:acxavier@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marvin Horton
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:27:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marvin Horton, marvin.horton@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:marvin.horton@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nate Tico
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:37:01 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nate Tico, nateotico@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nateotico@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Lord
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:41:42 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Lord, rob@roblord.org

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rob@roblord.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Josephine Herrera
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:42:46 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Josephine Herrera, jorubher@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jorubher@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gregory Batista
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:45:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gregory Batista, gbatista@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gbatista@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Katherine Long
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:48:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Katherine Long, kslong1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kslong1@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sheri Mitchell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:48:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sheri Mitchell, SheriMitchellSF@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sherimitchellsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julie Ruskin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:00:39 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Julie Ruskin, julieruskin524@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:julieruskin524@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ed Fisch
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:03:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ed Fisch, efisch116@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:efisch116@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: wiseguy908@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Solomon
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:06:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Steven Solomon
San Francisco, CA 94107

mailto:wiseguy908@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:wiseguy908@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: efisch116@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ed Fisch
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:12:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Ed Fisch
San Francisco, CA 94117

mailto:efisch116@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:efisch116@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Harriet Ingram
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:22:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Harriet Ingram, harriet_ingram@att.nrt

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:harriet_ingram@att.nrt
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carolyn Chatham
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:23:10 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carolyn Chatham, cipress@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cipress@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Isadore Rosenthal
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:27:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Isadore Rosenthal, isadore.rosenthal@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:isadore.rosenthal@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gary Egan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:30:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gary Egan, egan.w.gary@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:egan.w.gary@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kielygomes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Schwartz
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:32:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Karen Schwartz
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:kielygomes@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kielygomes@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Edward Sullivan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:36:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Edward Sullivan, efsullyjr@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:efsullyjr@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kim Simms
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:36:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kim Simms, kssimms4@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kssimms4@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maurice Fisher
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:43:50 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maurice Fisher, mauricefisher13@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mauricefisher13@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: sfisch116@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Fisch
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:44:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Susan Fisch
San Francisco, CA 94117

mailto:sfisch116@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sfisch116@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kaiyuanmo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of kaiyuan mo
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:45:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
kaiyuan mo
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:kaiyuanmo@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kaiyuanmo@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Hazel Kawaja
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:06:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Hazel Kawaja, hazelkawaja@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:hazelkawaja@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Parina
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:39:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Parina, parinarichard8@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Sincerely,

Richard Parina
737 Post St.
San Francisco, 94109

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:parinarichard8@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: dan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dan Langford
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:46:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Dan Langford
San Francisco, CA 94109

mailto:dan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dan@langfordsf.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Yana Rathman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:52:42 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Yana Rathman, yana_rathman@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:yana_rathman@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Martin Murphy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:54:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Martin Murphy, martymurphy04@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:martymurphy04@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Kinahan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:54:45 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Kinahan, karen.kinahan@ssf.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Krista Loretto
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:08:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Krista Loretto, kristaspenceloretto@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bill Zolan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:08:44 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bill Zolan, nalozb5@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Angel Colon
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:09:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Angel Colon, 1angelyoga@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Moore
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:10:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: William Moore, BillGMoore@Yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Do this for the residents for whom you work. We don't
work for you, you work for us the residents of San
Francisco! This city is getting more untenable, unlivable
and unaffordable for many of us and you do little to
nothing to solve these critical issues. Why should we
reelect you when you've done little for us other than give
lip service, crickets or the finger behind our backs?
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Larry Lee
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:13:53 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Larry Lee, Lawrencelsf49@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erin OGrady
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:13:56 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erin OGrady, erogrady@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephanie Jeong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:14:02 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephanie Jeong , stephaniejeong52@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erin Boylan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:15:14 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erin Boylan, ekbcelt@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: MaryLee McNeal
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:18:02 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: MaryLee McNeal, mleemcneal@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rachel Miller-Garcia
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:19:40 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rachel Miller-Garcia, rachelmg2121@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Emma Genesen
To: Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; EngardioStaff (BOS);

boardofsupervisors@sfgov.org; Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I oppose the Marina Improvement and Remediation Project.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:19:50 PM

 

 

 
 Message to the Rec and Park Commissioners, the City Attorney, and the
Board of Supervisors, PG&E, Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Advisory

Committee, and RPD Project Staff

 

  

From your constituent Emma Genesen

Email genesen.emma@gmail.com

Zipcode 94123

I live in Marina 

District 2

  

I plan to give public comment
at the October 19 meeting:

Can't make it

 I oppose the Marina Improvement and Remediation
Project.

Message Dear Mayor London Breed, Rec and Park Commissioners,
David Chiu-City Attorney, Board of Supervisors, PG&E,
PROSAC, and RPD Project Staff,

My family and I oppose the Marina Improvement and
Remediation Project.  
We join nearly 2,700 people who signed a petition opposing
this plan.  

What we want:  

• Abandon plans for a new yacht harbor in front of the Marina
Green!
• Clean up toxins in Gas House Cove!
• Renegotiate settlement with PG&E to use funding for
restoring and maintaining existing East Harbor facilities!

We attended the August RDP meetings and are concerned we
are not being heard!

 

mailto:genesen.emma@gmail.com
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• The current plan provides a nominal amount of dredging and
leaves 85% of the toxic waste in place.
• Residents from the entire Bay Area and all over the world
come to the Marina to enjoy the view.  Detrimental changes to
the area are not isolated to Marina residents.
• Iconic views that attract millions in revenue-generating
tourism will be forever eliminated by building a big yacht harbor
across the entire Marina Greens.  Think America’s Cup,
Alcatraz Triathlon, and Fleet Week.
• Already horrendous flooding in the Marina during storms may
be exacerbated since the project design has not been
coordinated with the PUC at this stage.

The diversity of the city is not represented due to bad
communication!
• The city is not being transparent; we had to find out from
neighbors and other residents about the toxins in the water and
full details of the plan
• The diversity of users of the Marina Green is not being
represented. Communications by RPD were limited to
residents within 1000 feet of the project, yet residents citywide
use the Marina Green for recreation.    
• The necessary reviews and approvals haven't been
completed, yet RPD has publicly referred to it as a “done deal,"
discouraging feedback.

Please STOP the Marina Improvement and Remediation
Project in its current form before it's too late!

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christine Kirkland
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:05:01 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christine Kirkland, thehairblair@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: carole glosenger
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:19:54 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: carole glosenger, carole.glosenger@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jeremiah Boehner
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:34:41 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jeremiah Boehner, Jeremiahboehner@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Caroline Matthews
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:55:06 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Caroline Matthews, CarolineM_Matthews@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short, medium, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer. It is long overdue that we take steps to help our
officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please listen
to your constituents who have repeatedly requested more
funding for the police and more staffing of SFPD. 
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From: rjakub@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rose Jakubaszek
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230973 - Supervisor Stefani’s Nonprofit Auditing Ordinance
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:57:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Stefani’s Nonprofit Auditing Ordinance and urge you to
vote in support of it.

The City currently spends $1.7 billion on contracts with over 600 nonprofits. While many of these organizations
provide valuable services to our communities, the City’s lack of guidelines for these contracts has resulted in waste
and redundancy.

By requiring the Controller to develop guidelines on metrics that must be included in City contracts, it will ensure
consistency across the variety of contracts that nonprofits have with the city, thereby enabling that nonprofits to best
deliver against clear metrics. Not only is this good governance to hold nonprofits accountable for results, it is needed
to enable the City to measure progress towards addressing its most pressing problems, including homelessness and
the drug and mental health crisis.

Finally, the high profile collapse of Baker Places and corruption discovered at United Council of Human Services
highlights the need for increased oversight of service providers to ensure money is accounted for and is being used
effectively to provide our most vulnerable the help they need.

Ultimately, this legislation will help improve oversight of taxpayer money, address the issues faced by nonprofits
contracting with the City, and increase public access to information around nonprofit contracts.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation.

Sincerely,
Rose Jakubaszek
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:rjakub@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rjakub@msn.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Curiel
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:23:52 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Curiel, dcs984@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dcs984@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Judy Goldstein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:29:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Judy Goldstein, judgold22@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:judgold22@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Markison
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:33:12 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Markison, remhand@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

I fear for my family daily - no one wishes to leave the
house day or night.

Please act immediately.

Our lives and property are at stake.

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:remhand@aol.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doo doo Poo poo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:36:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Doo doo Poo poo, whataridiculouspetition@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Let’s be honest. 

In the age of citizen reporting and cell phone cameras
capturing the police violence that has ALWAYS plagued
our country paired with a united and growing call for
police accountability and a national protest against police
 corruption in the wake of George Floyd (among the
hundreds of other men and women murdered by police),  
I ask you this:

Who wants to be a cop? Why are people NOT going to
the academy? Think about it. 

Locally, let’s talk about what  SFPD has done to create
terrible public perception and turn our young people
against them because of the incompetent and brutal
abuse of young San Franciscans at the Dolores Park
skate event. 

No one will forget the massive turn out of officers in RIOT
GEAR, getting paid loads of overtime to zip tie kids, let
them pee on themselves, and not allow them to even call
their parents? Besides being straight up abuse, what
horrid PR this was!!

I can’t believe I agree with something the original author
of this petition mentioned,  but the actual work of
community safety IS safer when the peace officers LIVE
where they work.  

However,  even with their bloated budget,  enormous
signing bonuses and pay incentives,  can officers ever
afford to live here at all anymore?  

The housing crisis is real.  And when you create an
environment with no middle working class,  the bottom
drops out.  

 

mailto:whataridiculouspetition@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


And here we are, a city with a lightening fast wealth gap
between our ever-increasing numbers of our poorest,
most vulnerable and unhoused folks alongside the ultra-
wealthy who wish to criminalize poverty,  treat humans
like garbage they can throw away,  and don’t want to see
the humanitarian crisis in front of their eyes.  

Please work to build more AFFORDABLE and BELOW
“‘market rate” homes, for police, for educators and for all
of our hard working class folks who make this city what it
is.

Please repair the damage done to kids of SF. 

Dorsey, weren’t you a public relations guy for SFPD?
 How does SFPD repair its relationship to our most vital
SF resource?  Im not talking about AI here,  I’m talking
about our kids.  

Muriel Huribell should be ashamed of being so dumb that
she cannot see the real issues at hand. 

I pray you all are smarter, more creative and especially
more compassionate than that. 

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tami Epstein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:39:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tami Epstein, tl.epstein@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tl.epstein@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maura Mana
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 1:14:03 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maura Mana, maurahealymana@outlook.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:maurahealymana@outlook.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Parina
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 2:42:55 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Parina, parinarichard8@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Sincerely,

Richard Parina
737 Post St.
San Francisco, CA 94109

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:parinarichard8@gmail.com
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From: remitan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Remi Tan
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 2:46:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Remi Tan
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:remitan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:remitan@sbcglobal.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: limo4usf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ronald Mungai
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:18:52 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Ronald Mungai
San Francisco, CA 94109

mailto:limo4usf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:limo4usf@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Antonio Massa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:30:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Antonio Massa, antonio.massa@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kimberly Langenbach
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:39:26 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kimberly Langenbach, kimlang12@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kimlang12@gmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mojdeh Majidi
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 6:21:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mojdeh Majidi, mojmajidi@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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From: stephen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Martin-Pinto
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:15:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Stephen Martin-Pinto
San Francisco, CA 94127

mailto:stephen@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:stephen@stephenmartinpinto.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Nohr
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:15:45 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Nohr, mikejnohr@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. 

A bunch of hiring managers should be fired in the city for
not planning for this situation a decade ago.

350 cops are currently eligible to retire.  If they retire
tomorrow then the city is 50% under staffed in the police
department.  It will make the criminals even more
emboldened to reign terror on the community.  
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Nohr
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:16:57 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Nohr, mikejnohr@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. 

A bunch of hiring managers should be fired in the city for
not planning for this situation a decade ago.

350 cops are currently eligible to retire.  If they retire
tomorrow then the city is 50% under staffed in the police
department.  It will make the criminals even more
emboldened to reign terror on the community.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Bancroft
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:18:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Bancroft, sfdavidbancroft@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sfdavidbancroft@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Calvin Lau
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:55:27 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Calvin Lau, calvinlau@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:calvinlau@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Fall
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 9:25:30 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Fall, becfall@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:becfall@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ken Gendemann
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 9:55:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ken Gendemann, ken@gendemann.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ken@gendemann.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: hello@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Spencer Camp
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 10:31:56 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Spencer Camp
San Francisco, CA 94105

mailto:hello@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hello@spencercamp.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joe Ayers
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 11:03:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Joe Ayers, jayer209@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jayer209@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: john.doherty13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Doherty
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 11:24:06 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
John Doherty
San Francisco, CA 94117

mailto:john.doherty13@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:john.doherty13@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julianne Okeefe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 11:31:45 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Julianne Okeefe , jnokeefe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jnokeefe@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nika Terjesen
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 12:02:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nika Terjesen, nikacnika@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nikacnika@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aislin Palladino
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 12:15:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Aislin Palladino, aislin.palladino@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:aislin.palladino@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kate Stephenson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 1:25:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kate Stephenson, kate.stephenson@sothebys.realty

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kate.stephenson@sothebys.realty
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aniket Sheth
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 1:31:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Aniket Sheth, nicknsheth@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I STRONGLY support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on
the ballot in March 2024. 

If I was in town I would be at the meeting on Monday to
personally support this amendment, I hope this message
will carry the same importance.  As a homeowner,
business owner, landlord, and long term resident and
voter of this city the crime and generally lack of respect
for any type of law and order in this city has grown to
crisis levels.  While it’s not violent crime, it dramatically
affects quality of life.  From CONSTANT sideshows on
Caesar Chavez to open fentanyl dealing everywhere it’s
out of hand.

Thanks for your attention to this pressing matter.

- Aniket Sheth

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nicknsheth@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Randolph Toy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 2:29:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Randolph Toy, loshu48@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
As a senior citizen and disabled American veteran
believed protecting the streets we live in.

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:loshu48@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: groovygene51@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gene Watson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 2:33:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Gene Watson
Bakersfield, CA 93309

mailto:groovygene51@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:groovygene51@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elaine Psyhos
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 3:28:03 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Elaine Psyhos, epsyhos@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:epsyhos@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Charles Bush
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 4:11:51 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Charles Bush , cbush8@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cbush8@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barry Reder
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 4:28:44 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Barry Reder, unclbar@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:unclbar@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: andreacgalvin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrea Galvin
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:00:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Andrea Galvin
San Francisco, CA 94121

mailto:andreacgalvin@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:andreacgalvin@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barklee Sanders
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:08:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Barklee Sanders, barkleesanders@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:barkleesanders@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ab94115@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Annette Billingsley
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:14:20 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Annette Billingsley
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:ab94115@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ab94115@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jacob Woodfin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:49:58 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jacob Woodfin, jakewoodfinsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jakewoodfinsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: b26com@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Smith
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:54:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Mike Smith
San Francisco, CA 94122

mailto:b26com@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:b26com@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Mclaughlin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 7:01:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Mclaughlin, Mclaughlin_amy@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:Mclaughlin_amy@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: hillste2006@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephanie Hill
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 7:43:18 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Hill
San Francisco, CA 94127

mailto:hillste2006@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hillste2006@mac.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: martinezjessy393@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessy Martinez
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:03:12 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jessy Martinez
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:martinezjessy393@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:martinezjessy393@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Laurie Meredith
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:50:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Laurie Meredith , soaring_leap@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Property crime is out of control and I’m sick of watching
business owners suffer and fail because of it.  Drug
crimes are another big problem. And of course violence
and dangerous behaviors like speeding must also be
addressed. 

The point is we need a full police presence of our city is
to thrive. But we don’t have it. 

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:soaring_leap@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org




 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Scott Evans
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:57:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Scott Evans, brianscott2780@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:brianscott2780@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mlinksva@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Linksvayer
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 9:49:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Mike Linksvayer
San Francisco, CA 94107

mailto:mlinksva@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mlinksva@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matthew Paul
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:03:45 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Matthew Paul, mattpaul@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

This is long overdue. Let’s get it done. Thank you!

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mattpaul@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sandra Jadallah
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 7:27:00 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sandra Jadallah, sjadalla@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sjadalla@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: spencer.guthrie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Spencer guthrie
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:33:12 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Spencer guthrie
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:spencer.guthrie@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:spencer.guthrie@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: nathanielweiner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nathaniel Weiner
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:46:47 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Nathaniel Weiner
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:nathanielweiner@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:nathanielweiner@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leland Faust
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:47:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Leland Faust, lfaust@taylorfaust.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lfaust@taylorfaust.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melinda Evers
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 9:19:05 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Melinda Evers, melinda@ellispartners.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:melinda@ellispartners.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Evie Davis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 10:10:39 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Evie Davis, eviehd@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:eviehd@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: che.rudko@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Greg Rudko
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 10:23:00 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Greg Rudko
San Francisco, CA 94127

mailto:che.rudko@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:che.rudko@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Anderson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 10:56:52 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Anderson, pjagraphics@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:pjagraphics@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Howell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:39:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Howell, linda@lindahowell.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:linda@lindahowell.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Schutte
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:47:39 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: William Schutte, schuttewr@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:schuttewr@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Russell Keil
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:57:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Russell Keil, rkeil@keilcompanies.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rkeil@keilcompanies.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Vicky He
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:12:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Vicky He, vicky.he@harborcourthotel.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:vicky.he@harborcourthotel.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: carrie_mainelli@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carrie Mainelli
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:47:43 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Carrie Mainelli
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:carrie_mainelli@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:carrie_mainelli@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rgrant06@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rachel Grant
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:48:36 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Rachel Grant
San Francisco, CA 94122

mailto:rgrant06@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rgrant06@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jasonjungreis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jason Jungreis
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:49:52 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jason Jungreis
San Francisco, CA 94121

mailto:jasonjungreis@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jasonjungreis@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ayhc69@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Angie Yap
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:50:04 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Angie Yap
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:ayhc69@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ayhc69@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mbeis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Eisler
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:51:46 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Michael Eisler
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:mbeis@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mbeis@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: litagent@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cherie Fehrman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:53:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Cherie Fehrman
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:litagent@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:litagent@earthlink.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: sunny.evans23@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sunny Evans
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:55:37 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Sunny Evans
San Francisco, CA 94121

mailto:sunny.evans23@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sunny.evans23@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: anthony.ducomb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anthony DuComb
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:59:05 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Anthony DuComb
San Francisco, CA 94122

mailto:anthony.ducomb@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=user77be6886
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jjh49@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Justin Hughes
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:00:46 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Justin Hughes
San Francisco, CA 94123

mailto:jjh49@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jjh49@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: pstanton1224@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pat Stanton
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:10:34 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Pat Stanton
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:pstanton1224@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:pstanton1224@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Olga Kaplan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:12:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Olga Kaplan, olga.lozovskaya@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:olga.lozovskaya@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: scot.conner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scot Conner
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:13:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Scot Conner
San Francisco, CA 94123

mailto:scot.conner@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:scot.conner@berkeley.edu
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carole McNeil
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:15:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carole McNeil, carole@mcneilcapital.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:carole@mcneilcapital.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Harrison Dillon
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:18:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Harrison Dillon, harrisonfdillon@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 ACTUALLY READ THIS

I'm tired of hearing about incidents of police misconduct
as justification for not hiring more police officers.  These
are two separate issues and it is insulting to hear some of
you try to conflate them.  I support the full staffing
amendment for SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on
the ballot in March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s
reputation as a safe destination to live, work, visit, and
shop if we do not have a fully staffed police force.  

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:harrisonfdillon@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: hel_kong@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Helen Kong
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:22:54 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Helen Kong
San Francisco, CA 94127

mailto:hel_kong@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hel_kong@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: rbwilson55@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Russell Wilson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:33:16 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Russell Wilson
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:rbwilson55@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rbwilson55@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jonathon.d.hunt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jonathon Hunt
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:38:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jonathon Hunt
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:jonathon.d.hunt@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jonathon.d.hunt@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
To: BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides
Cc: BOS-Operations; Young, Victor (BOS); Calvillo, Angela (BOS); De Asis, Edward (BOS); Entezari, Mehran (BOS);

Mchugh, Eileen (BOS); Ng, Wilson (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS)
Subject: 176 Letters Regarding File No. 230985
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:44:21 PM
Attachments: 176 Letters Regarding File No. 230985.pdf

Hello,
 
Please see attached 176 Letters Regarding File No. 230985:
 
                Charter Amendment (First Draft) to amend the Charter of the City and County of San
Francisco to establish minimum staffing levels for sworn officers of the Police Department.
 
Regards,
 
John Bullock
Office of the Clerk of the Board
San Francisco Board of Supervisor
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-5184
BOS@sfgov.org l www.sfbos.org
 
Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to
disclosure under the California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information
provided will not be redacted.  Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information
when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that
members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to
all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these
submissions. This means that personal information—including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar
information that a member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees—may appear on the Board
of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Sean Stenstrom
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Support for Full Staffing Charter Amendment - File #230985
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:26:56 AM


 


Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,


I hope this email finds you in good health and high spirits. My name is Sean Stenstrom, and I
am a parent proudly residing within the San Francisco community. I am writing to express my
strong support for the proposed Full Staffing Charter Amendment which would re-establish a
minimum police staffing level within our city.


As a concerned parent, I believe it is crucial for our City government to prioritize public safety
as a key issue for all San Franciscans. The Full Staffing Charter Amendment aims to ensure
precisely that, by focusing on maintaining an effective police presence. This, in turn, will
contribute to a safer and more secure environment for our children, families, and all citizens
who call San Francisco home.


This proposed amendment also carries significant democratic value, as it seeks to provide the
voters with an opportunity to weigh in on such a critical measure. With the health and safety
of our city at stake, it is essential that the San Francisco community has a chance to participate
in deciding the outcome of this amendment. By placing this issue on the ballot for next March,
you will empower our voices and facilitate a more engaged and collaborative approach to
public safety policy in our city.


I respectfully submit my support for the Full Staffing Charter Amendment and encourage you,
our elected representatives, to prioritize this policy in the best interests of our community's
safety. Let us work together towards a brighter future for San Francisco and uphold the values
that make our city a thriving and welcoming place to live.


Thank you for your attention to this critical matter. I look forward to your response and the
Board of Supervisors' actions to address the pressing need for full police staffing in our
communities.


Sincerely,


Sean Stenstrom
District 6



mailto:seanstenstrom@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Rana Chang
To: Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Support File #230985 (Police Full Staffing Charter Amendment) in the subject heading, sent
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:39:51 AM


 


To whom it may concern 
I am a homeowner on 520 Natoma St, SF.  I would like to encourage support for the
amendment for full staffing of the police. The city has always claimed to be short staffed and
the drug and street situation has gotten so bad we cannot afford to be understaffed. The crime
has attracted more crime so under staffing costs us more and more in the long run.


Much thanks for your service 
Rana


1. Support File #230985 (Police Full Staffing Charter Amendment) in the subject heading,
sent



mailto:rana@housekombucha.com

mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Linda Mathews
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:04:39 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Linda Mathews , Linda.mathews@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ashley Wessinger
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:09:19 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ashley Wessinger, ashleywessinger@mac.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 


Ashley Wessinger 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Victoria Barret
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:09:30 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Victoria Barret, vbarret@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation moi as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Alison Fong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:09:31 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Alison Fong , ayfong1@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Andrew Wynn
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:15:28 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Andrew Wynn, wynnandrewj@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Teresa Shaw
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:24:27 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Teresa Shaw, tawny.sapient0c@icloud.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Andrew Homan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:24:29 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Andrew Homan , andrewhoman@mac.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Duncan Kennedy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:50:53 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Duncan Kennedy, dunkennedy@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Christian Foster
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:00:34 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Christian Foster, fosterchristianj@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Bonnie Kalbrosky
To: EngardioStaff (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Cc: David Harrison; John Bryant
Subject: SFPD Full Staffing Act
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:01:08 PM


 


Dear Supervisors,  


I have been a San Francisco resident and worked in the Financial and SOMA districts managing office
buildings for over 30 years.  I currently live in the Sunset District for now over 20 years and have
seen the increase in crime in what used to be a really nice area.  I was never concerned about
walking around my neighborhood or West Portal, but have seen drug deals on the corners,
unattractive cars slowly cruising up and down streets, and won’t go to Stonestown unless my
husband drops me off right in front of an entrance – I’m not going to risk having my car broken into
or someone attacking me in those parking lots.  But I’ve also visibly seen the decline in police officers
in the Sunset as well as Downtown.  It doesn’t feel good.  I am always on alert for who/what is
around me.


I am writing to ask you to support the SFPD Full Staffing Act because: 


SFPD faces a staffing shortage of over 30%, and up to 50% with upcoming retirements. We
must act now to solve this generational issue.  
The national reputation for lack of public safety resources that San Francisco has earned is
undercutting our potential revenue sources for the City, from office leasing to tourism. We
must send a signal that we are willing to address this. 
We support more proactive community policing activities, including foot-patrols, which
cannot be accomplished without more adequate staffing. 
Crime disproportionately impacts our most vulnerable residents, including service workers
and other front-line workers that work uncommon hours.  


We have GOT to literally make this City safer for its full-time residents as well as for those who
commute in to work or travel here from all over the world to visit.  And we can’t turn around our
reputation or the crime statistics without additional police officers.
 
Thank you for your attention to this critical matter.
 
Sincerely,
Bonnie Kalbrosky
 
Bonnie Kalbrosky, RPA, FMA
General Manager
 


Seagate Properties, Inc.
San Francisco, CA 
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DRE# 01208191
DIRECT LANDLINE: 415-508-4570
MOBILE: 415-412-4067
www.seagateproperties.com
Seagate Properties provides real estate property management, asset management and receivership services to
sophisticated clients throughout California.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Liz Farrell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:09:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Liz Farrell, lizbriggsfarrell@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Lee Hsu
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:09:32 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Lee Hsu, lee@leehsu.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Michelle Hughes
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:12:17 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Michelle Hughes, mawindisch@hotmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: William Brega
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:12:20 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: William Brega, willbrega36@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Jennifer Z Yan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:24:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Jennifer Z Yan, jennifer.yan@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Michelle Raczek
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:24:30 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Michelle Raczek, raczekme@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Dirk Probstel
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:27:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Dirk Probstel, didirkprobstel@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Gnarity Burke
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 12:45:30 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Gnarity Burke, urban42n81@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Julianne Hopkins
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:15:20 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Julianne Hopkins, juliehopkins@comcast.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Marianne Hesse
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:27:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Marianne Hesse, mhesse@pacbell.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: susan sangiacomo
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:51:20 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: susan sangiacomo, susan333s@outlook.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Natalie Jamison Tiret
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:51:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Natalie Jamison Tiret, nsjamison@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ryan Tiret
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:54:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ryan Tiret, rtiret@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Fred Medick
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:54:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Fred Medick, fredm04@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: michael bradley
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:54:22 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: michael bradley, mbradley@mpbf.co


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Sherry Lau
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Sherry Lau, slaufu@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Russell Notides
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Russell Notides, rnotides@mac.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


This is incredibly important for all of San Francisco. All
Supervisors should be squirting full staffing of the police!


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: William Evers
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: William Evers, wevers@tiedemannadvisors.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Brian Mullin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Brian Mullin, mulls@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Forrest Liu
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 1:57:32 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Forrest Liu, forrest.liu@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Christopher Nalen
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Christopher Nalen, christophernalen@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: jeremy liew
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: jeremy liew, jeremy@liew.vc


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Andrew Woeber
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Andrew Woeber, andrew.woeber@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Lee Wittlinger
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:30 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Lee Wittlinger, lee.wittlinger@silverlake.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Jaclyn Safier
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:31 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Jaclyn Safier, jsafier@prometheusreg.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Helen Spalding
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:34 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Helen Spalding, helenmspalding@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Lindsey Millikan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:00:35 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Lindsey Millikan, lindseymillikan@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Kit Chong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:03:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Kit Chong, kittsechong@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Mindy Henderson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:06:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Mindy Henderson, melinda@hendersonsf.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Nick Podell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:12:34 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Nick Podell, nick@podell.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Tamara Greenberg
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:15:19 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Tamara Greenberg, tamaragreenberg@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Sandy Tom
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:15:31 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Sandy Tom, mootomtom@gamil.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Holly Peterson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:24:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Holly Peterson, holly.peterson@me.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Betsy Blumenthal
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:24:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Betsy Blumenthal, bsq1028@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Barry Baron
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:27:20 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Barry Baron, bbaronmd@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Elliot Evers
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:27:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Elliot Evers , eevers@hl.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Carl Kawaja
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:30:31 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Carl Kawaja, cmkawaja@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Greg Vilkin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:30:42 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Greg Vilkin, gvilkin@thebaylands.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Hillary Murphy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:39:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Hillary Murphy, hillaryjeanette@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Emily Martin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:42:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Emily Martin, emilymartin@me.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Perry Klebahn
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:42:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Perry Klebahn, perry_k2003@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Irina Khait
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:45:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Irina Khait, irinakhait27@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Roberta Baron
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:48:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Roberta Baron, robertalbaron@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Katherine August
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:17 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Katherine August, kdewildesf@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Katherine August
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Katherine August, kdewildesf@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Katherine August
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:19 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Katherine August, kdewildesf@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Julie Purnell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Julie Purnell, juliehpurnell@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Katherine August
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Katherine August, kdewildesf@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: David deWilde
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:54:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: David deWilde, daviddewilde2650@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Lev Kling-Bronstein
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:57:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Lev Kling-Bronstein, lklingbronstein531@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Jennifer Biederbeck
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:57:27 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Jennifer Biederbeck, jbiederbeck@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Laura Kline
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 2:57:27 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Laura Kline, lfklaz@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Daphne Alden
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:00:27 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Daphne Alden, daphne@cal.berkeley.edu


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Timothy Johnson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:03:17 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Timothy Johnson, tim@timjohnsondesign.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Susan Mackowski
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:03:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Susan Mackowski, susanmackowski@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ryan Jones
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:03:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ryan Jones, RYAN.J.JONES10@GMAIL.COM


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: David Young
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:03:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: David Young, dave@artichokelabs.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Cassriel, Will
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: I support the SFPD Full Staffing Act
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:08:06 PM


 


Dear Supervisors,  


I am writing to ask you to support the SFPD Full Staffing Act because: 


SFPD faces a staffing shortage of over 30%, and up to 50% with upcoming
retirements. We must act now to solve this generational issue.  
The national reputation for lack of public safety resources that San Francisco has
earned is undercutting our potential revenue sources for the City, from office
leasing to tourism. We must send a signal that we are willing to address this. 
Share a personal story about how crime has impacted you at work or in your
community. 
We support more proactive community policing activities, including foot-patrols,
which cannot be accomplished without more adequate staffing. 
Crime disproportionately impacts our most vulnerable residents, including service
workers and other front-line workers that work uncommon hours.  


 
Will Cassriel
Tenant Representation
JLL San Francisco
+1 925 876 3602
RE Lic. #02150662
 


One of the 2023 World’s Most Ethical Companies®


Jones Lang LaSalle


For more information about how JLL processes your personal data, please click here


This email is for the use of the intended recipient(s) only. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately
and then delete it. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not keep, use, disclose, copy or distribute this email without the author's
prior permission. We have taken precautions to minimize the risk of transmitting software viruses, but we advise you to carry out your
own virus checks on any attachment to this message. We cannot accept liability for any loss or damage caused by software viruses. The
information contained in this communication may be confidential and may be subject to the attorney-client privilege. If you are the
intended recipient and you do not wish to receive similar electronic messages from us in the future then please respond to the sender to
this effect.
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Jack Sesto
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: SFPD Full Staffing ACT
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:14:47 PM


 
I am writing to ask you to support the SFPD Full Staffing Act because: 


SFPD faces a staffing shortage of over 30%, and up to 50% with upcoming retirements. We
must act now to solve this generational issue.  
The national reputation for lack of public safety resources that San Francisco has earned is
undercutting our potential revenue sources for the City, from office leasing to tourism. We must
send a signal that we are willing to address this. 
Share a personal story about how crime has impacted you at work or in your community. 
We support more proactive community policing activities, including foot-patrols, which cannot
be accomplished without more adequate staffing. 
Crime disproportionately impacts our most vulnerable residents, including service workers and
other front-line workers that work uncommon hours. 


Jack Sesto
Engineering Manager


ABM | Business & Industry


600 Harrison Street, 6th Floor, San Francisco, CA  94107
415-351-4332 EXT: 111332 (Office)
415-419-9894 (Cell)


Jack.Sesto@abm.com


Interested in joining our team?
We’re looking for people who want to make a difference every day.  Visit ABM.com/Careers for opportunities in
your area.
 
ABM’s Mission: To make a difference, every person, every day.


_____________________________________________________________________________
The information transmitted is the property of ABM and is intended only for the person or
entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
Statements and opinions expressed in this e-mail may not represent those of the company. Any
review, retransmission, dissemination and other use of, or taking of any action in reliance
upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If
you received this in error, please contact the sender immediately and delete the material from
any computer. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secured or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, received late or incomplete, or
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could contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any error or omission
in the contents of this message, which arises as a result of e-mail transmission. www.abm.com
_____________________________________________________________________________
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Faizan Ali
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:15:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Faizan Ali, faizanali619@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Sandra Bley
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:15:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Sandra Bley, sandybley@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Roberta Economidis
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:15:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Roberta Economidis, reconomidis@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Richard Leider
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:18:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Richard Leider, rleider@leidergroup.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Josh McHugh
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:18:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Josh McHugh, joshmchugh@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Christine Segalas
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:18:33 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Christine Segalas, lemartinet1@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Pat Houden
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:21:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Pat Houden, phouden@mac.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Kenneth Camp
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:24:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Kenneth Camp, kennycamp@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Josh Hartley
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:30:32 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Josh Hartley, joshuahartley92@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Michael Puccinelli
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:39:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Michael Puccinelli , michaelpooch@comcast.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Adam Segall
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:39:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Adam Segall, amsegall1995@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Richard Thieriot
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:39:30 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Richard Thieriot, rtt@rthieriot.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Christopher Alden
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:45:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Christopher Alden, calden@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Marina Roche
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:48:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Marina Roche, marinaroche@icloud.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Leanna Louie
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:48:27 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Leanna Louie, leannalouie28@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Jimmy O’sullivan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:51:19 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Jimmy O’sullivan , dblbirdy@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Kevin Roche
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:51:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Kevin Roche, krochemusic@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Rosemary Mckay
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 3:54:19 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Rosemary Mckay, siobhanorford@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Joyce Yun
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:00:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Joyce Yun, joyce.yun@hotelzephyrsf.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Caroline Pougnier
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:03:48 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Caroline Pougnier, pougnier@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: brad shafer
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:18:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: brad shafer, bshafer442@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: olivia ryan
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Support of the SFPD Full Staffing Act
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:21:29 PM


 


Dear Board of Supervisors,


I am writing to ask you to support the SFPD Full Staffing Act because: 


SFPD faces a staffing shortage of over 30%, and up to 50% with upcoming
retirements. We must act now to solve this generational issue. 
The national reputation for lack of public safety resources that San Francisco
has earned is undercutting our potential revenue sources for the City, from
office leasing to tourism. We must send a signal that we are willing to address
this. 
We support more proactive community policing activities, including foot-
patrols, which cannot be accomplished without more adequate staffing. 
Crime disproportionately impacts our most vulnerable residents, including
service workers and other front-line workers that work uncommon hours.  


 


Thanks,


District 3 Resident


Olivia Ryan
Assistant Website Merchant | Wall, Lighting, Gear, Seasonal


pottery barn kids
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Emma Casey
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Please Support the SFPD Full Staffing Act
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:21:33 PM


 


Good afternoon Board of Supervisors ,


I am writing to ask you to support the SFPD Full Staffing Act because:
- SFPD faces a staffing shortage of over 30% and up to 50% with upcoming retirements. We
must act to solve this generational issue. 
- The national reputation for lack of public safety resources that San Francisco has earned is
undercutting our potential revenue sources for the City, for office leasing to tourism. We must
send signal that we are willing to address this. 
- Crime disproportionality impacts our most vulnerable residents, including service workers
and other front-line workers that work uncommon hours. 


Thank you,
Emma Casey, a District 2 Resident
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Julia Baron
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:27:27 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Julia Baron, juliaebaron@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Mike Ruiz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:38:06 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Mike Ruiz, mik2ru@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Chris Lehman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:38:46 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Chris Lehman, crlehman18@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Josh McHugh
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:48:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Josh McHugh, joshmchugh@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Michael Morandi
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:51:22 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Michael Morandi, michaelmorandi@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Winnie Fung
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 4:51:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Winnie Fung, wfung94122@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Lily Tong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:03:32 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Lily Tong, lilyytong@gamil.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Kenneth So
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:09:42 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Kenneth So , kennethso53@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Annie Klebahn
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:12:30 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Annie Klebahn, anniebdk@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Richard Pellegrini
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:12:30 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Richard Pellegrini , rpp7575@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Rex Ridgeway
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:24:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Rex Ridgeway, chivis.bris71@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Matt Hayes
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Support Full Staffing of Police
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:33:39 PM


 


To Whom It May Concern:


Lawlessness is on full display every day on the 500 block of Natoma Street in the South of
Market neighborhood. I own a condominium there and moved out because of crime. 


Captain Martin and the police officers in our district constantly say they need more help.
Please support the full police staffing initiative. 


Thank you,


Matt Hayes
520 Natoma Street



mailto:matthewhayes0721@gmail.com

mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org





 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Elizabeth Townsend
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:49:16 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Elizabeth Townsend, inclinebeth@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Anthony Roumph
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 5:50:11 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Anthony Roumph, troumph@noblehousehotels.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ed Wang
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:03:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ed Wang, lined065@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Jan Diamond
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:09:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Jan Diamond, janmdiamond@pacbell.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Annette Perry
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:12:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Annette Perry, ablf@cmcast.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


Having more police will solve many problems.
1. Citizen safety
2. Tourist safety
3. Lower smash and grabs
4. Help small mom and pop businesses being robbed 


I am not asking for nasty racist police . That does NOT have
to happen.


Therefore I support  Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the
ballot in March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation
as a safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do
not have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Anne Boswell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:18:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Anne Boswell, annebos@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Bette Wadsworth
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:18:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Bette Wadsworth , SusyWadsworth@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ellen Grantz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:21:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ellen Grantz, ellen@mothersagainstdrugdeaths.org


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Vliktoria Kolesnikova
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:27:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Vliktoria Kolesnikova, vxk.viktoria@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: David Thompson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:43:39 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: David Thompson, davidtsf1170@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Susan Coveleski
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 6:51:13 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Susan Coveleski, Coveleskisusan59@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Jennifer Li
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:10:55 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Jennifer Li, jenniferl7367@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Karina Velasquez
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:15:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Karina Velasquez , Karinawinder@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Courtney Dickson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:21:19 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Courtney Dickson, dicksonc85@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Sandra Jeong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:21:22 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Sandra Jeong, snjeong@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: JOAN WAKEFIELD
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:21:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: JOAN WAKEFIELD, joansenz@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: LAURA WAKEFIELD
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:24:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: LAURA WAKEFIELD, laurawake23@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Gloria Leung
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:30:39 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Gloria Leung , leungg11@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Calum Mackay
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:36:28 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Calum Mackay, calumlmackay@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Mabel Mar
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 7:45:27 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Mabel Mar, bearyblondie@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Carol Vistnes
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:04:01 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Carol Vistnes, carolvistnes@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: David Archibeque
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:18:32 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: David Archibeque, davidarchibeque@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Braden Edwards
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:28:51 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Braden Edwards, bradenedwards@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Anthony Fox
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:33:21 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Anthony Fox, sftonyfox@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Silvia Dziurzynski
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:36:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Silvia Dziurzynski, silvianayaa95@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Claire Mills
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:48:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Claire Mills, clarable@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Amy Yu
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:51:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Amy Yu, Amylalayu@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Maria Dela Cruz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:54:23 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Maria Dela Cruz, monica_dnc@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Robin Donohoe
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:57:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Robin Donohoe, robin@draperrichards.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Nate Pola
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:06:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Nate Pola, natepola@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Liz Karr
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:06:25 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Liz Karr, polacrew@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Liz Karr
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:06:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Liz Karr, michael.pola@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Kristin Morse
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:06:31 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Kristin Morse, kristin.morse@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Matthew Wyndowe
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:18:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Matthew Wyndowe, wyndowe@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ann Poletti
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:18:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ann Poletti, annpoletti@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Michael Briganti
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:24:17 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Michael Briganti , artfulhammer@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Margaret de Clercq
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:46:49 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Margaret de Clercq, ninadeclercq@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Margaret Jacobsen
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:47:42 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Margaret Jacobsen, majacobsen1@live.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Maria Pasos
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 9:54:29 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Maria Pasos, mariapasos@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Steele Davidoff
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:06:20 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Steele Davidoff, steele.davidoff@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Andrea Candell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:06:20 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Andrea Candell, andreacandell@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: RICHARD GOSS
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:31:54 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: RICHARD GOSS, rwgoss@pacbell.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Karen Goss
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:32:35 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Karen Goss, kbgoss@pacbell.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Anjali Billa
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:42:18 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Anjali Billa, anjalibilla@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Yana Rathman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:45:26 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Yana Rathman, yana_rathman@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Steven Callow
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 10:54:24 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Steven Callow, sdcallow@pacbell.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Phyllis Lim
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:07:48 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Phyllis Lim, kwidoy@sbcglobal.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Yuanda Zhang
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:11:59 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Yuanda Zhang, yuandazhang@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Kathryn Kimball
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 11:22:38 PM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Kathryn Kimball, kathykinsf@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Robert Chan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:19:27 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Robert Chan, RobertYChan@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Stefan Muhle
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:19:38 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Stefan Muhle, smuhle@hotmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Dorothy Chan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:20:08 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Dorothy Chan, dorothywaichan@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Amy Chan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:21:30 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Amy Chan, AmyRchan@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Ryan Chan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:24:29 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Ryan Chan, ryanjchan@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Isaiah Lan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:36:21 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Isaiah Lan, isaiahyuanlan@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Barbara Heffernan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:03:46 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Barbara Heffernan, barbarajheffernan@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Nikhil Sachdev
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:27:48 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Nikhil Sachdev, nsachdev@insightpartners.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Sophie Edwards
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:53:54 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Sophie Edwards, sophieedwardslax@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Sandra Jadallah
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:54:30 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Sandra Jadallah, sjadalla@pacbell.net


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Grace Monares
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:13:53 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Grace Monares, gmonares67@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Eileen Michael
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:18:34 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Eileen Michael , eemmichael@aol.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Steve Avigian
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:52:02 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Steve Avigian, montgomerybush@hotmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Chris Conroy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:56:17 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Chris Conroy, topherc1023@yahoo.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.


From: Jack Duboff
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: SFPD Full Staffing Act
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:20:20 AM


 


Dear Catherine/Board of Supervisors,


 


I am writing to ask you to support the SFPD Full Staffing Act because: 


SFPD faces a staffing shortage of over 30%, and up to 50% with upcoming
retirements. We must act now to solve this generational issue.  
The national reputation for lack of public safety resources that San Francisco
has earned is undercutting our potential revenue sources for the City, from
office leasing to tourism. We must send a signal that we are willing to address
this. 
We support more proactive community policing activities, including foot-
patrols, which cannot be accomplished without more adequate staffing. 
Crime disproportionately impacts our most vulnerable residents, including
service workers and other front-line workers that work uncommon hours.  


 


Thanks,


District 2 Resident


Jack Duboff
Analyst, Investments
415.609.7474
jduboff@eqr.com


Equity Residential
135 Main Street, Suite 1600  
San Francisco, CA 94105
EquityResidential.com| live remarkably
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Steven Marais
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:45:33 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Steven Marais, smarais@noblehousehotels.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Amy Caho
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:48:19 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Amy Caho, amycacho@gmail.comn


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Linda Howell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:39:16 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Linda Howell, linda@lindahowell.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: William Schutte
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:47:39 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: William Schutte, schuttewr@gmail.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Russell Keil
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:54:35 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Russell Keil, rkeil@keilcompanies.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.


From: Vicky He
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of


Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:12:28 AM


 


 


 
 


Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 


 


  


 From your constituent: Vicky He, vicky.he@harborcourthotel.com


 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.


 Dear Supervisors,


I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  


San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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From: jfletch02@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jackie Fletcher
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:57:56 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jackie Fletcher
San Francisco, CA 94127

mailto:jfletch02@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jfletch02@me.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jlyonsaef@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennie Lyons
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 1:09:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jennie Lyons
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:jlyonsaef@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jlyonsaef@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mcwgorski@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary WalshGorski
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 1:09:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Mary WalshGorski
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:mcwgorski@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mcwgorski@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matthew Brewer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 1:28:01 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Matthew Brewer, mdbrewer8@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mdbrewer8@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: davidtsf1170@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Thompson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 1:29:24 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
David Thompson
San Francisco, CA 94108

mailto:davidtsf1170@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:davidtsf1170@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Vishal Saluja
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:06:01 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Vishal Saluja, vsaluja@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:vsaluja@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aaliyah Yusuf
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:12:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Aaliyah Yusuf, aaliyah@wcpm.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:aaliyah@wcpm.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: bdlineman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Lee
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:20:05 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Steven Lee
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:bdlineman@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bdlineman@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Moise Cohen
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:21:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Moise Cohen, moise@luxforlife.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:moise@luxforlife.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: L Wong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:24:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: L Wong, renonv87@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:renonv87@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jason Jungreis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:43:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jason Jungreis, jasonjungreis@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jasonjungreis@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kenneth Camp
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:44:05 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kenneth Camp, kennycamp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kennycamp@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matthew Rhoa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:45:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Matthew Rhoa, matthew@brailer-rhoa.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:matthew@brailer-rhoa.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erica Sandberg
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:48:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erica Sandberg, esandberg_2000@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:esandberg_2000@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Howard Epstein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:48:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Howard Epstein, howardepstein.sf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:howardepstein.sf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doug McKirahan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:48:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Doug McKirahan, ratt57@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ratt57@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jenealann@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of JeNeall Granieri
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:50:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
JeNeall Granieri
San Francisco, CA 94122

mailto:jenealann@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jenealann@att.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marcin Szychowski
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:51:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marcin Szychowski, marcin.szychowski@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:marcin.szychowski@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Solange Levy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:51:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Solange Levy, solange94121@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:solange94121@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Liv Selle
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:51:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Liv Selle, livkselle@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:livkselle@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ebert Kan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:51:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ebert Kan, Nomad627@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nomad627@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Martin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:54:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Martin, kevmartin23@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kevmartin23@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Schwartz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:54:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Schwartz , kielygomes@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kielygomes@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patrick Cannon
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:54:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Patrick Cannon, pecannon1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:pecannon1@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mari Murayama
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:54:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mari Murayama, mdmurayama@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Mari Murayama
District 1

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mdmurayama@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark Lerdal
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:00:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark Lerdal , lerdalmark@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lerdalmark@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Norah Uyeda
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:00:39 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Norah Uyeda, yuenuyeda@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:yuenuyeda@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jennifer Brooks
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:03:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jennifer Brooks, jenndackbrooks@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jenndackbrooks@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rick Lee
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rick Lee, glock226@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:glock226@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doris Hallanan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Doris Hallanan, bhallanan3@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bhallanan3@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Chris Lambert
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Chris Lambert, chrislambert@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:chrislambert@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kate English
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kate English, kenglish1775@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kenglish1775@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Mathews
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Mathews, Linda.mathews@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:linda.mathews@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jay Elliott
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jay Elliott, jayelliott415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jayelliott415@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jane Willson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jane Willson, janemwillson@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:janemwillson@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: craig greenwood
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: craig greenwood, craig.gwood@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:craig.gwood@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nora Rooney
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nora Rooney, norarooney26@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:norarooney26@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Molly Elliott
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Molly Elliott, poncasue@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:poncasue@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bilques smith
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bilques smith, bilquessmith@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bilquessmith@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Margaret Parker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:18:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Margaret Parker, parkmar@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:parkmar@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jack Harding
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:18:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jack Harding, jackjharding@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jackjharding@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ryan Harding
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:21:14 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ryan Harding, rharding837@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rharding837@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Beshears
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:21:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Beshears, jlbeshears@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jlbeshears@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Thomas Henderson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:24:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Thomas Henderson, tshend1949@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tshend1949@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Phil Larson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:24:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Phil Larson, splarson77@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:splarson77@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Casey Larson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:24:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Casey Larson, caseyeagan@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:caseyeagan@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jessica Spaly
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:30:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jessica Spaly, jessica.spaly@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jessica.spaly@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melissa Abbe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:30:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Melissa Abbe, mcabbe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

While we all know policing is a fraught issue, I do support
Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for SFPD
and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. Please unite as a BOS on this issue to show us
you care about our safety and to show the world we are
not a broken liberal city.  

We all know where the most dangerous areas are—I was
attacked in my car at the intersection of Geary and
Divisadero by a man who repeatedly tried to kick in my
driver’s side window, at 9am on a weekday—and there
should be regular patrols who have ties to the
neighborhoods they are in. 

Long-term residents are finding it increasingly difficult to
balance the risks of living here with the rewards.  And
downtown has made us a national punchline. We cannot
regain the city’s reputation as a safe destination to live,
work, visit, and shop if we do not have a fully staffed
police force.  And for everyone’s safety, additional funds
should be set aside for increased training of these
officers. Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has short-, medium-,
and long-range solutions to quickly fill the current gaps in
personnel while making retention and recruitment
possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to all your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

 

mailto:mcabbe@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


Melissa Abbe, D1

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Angie Yap
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:33:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Angie Yap, ayhc69@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ayhc69@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Hurabiell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:39:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Hurabiell, Lotusman@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. Listen to the people of San Francisco.

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lotusman@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Will Webb-Purkis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:39:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Will Webb-Purkis, willwp1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD.

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:willwp1@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: ANNIE WONG
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:39:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: ANNIE WONG, anniewong29@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:anniewong29@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stan Wong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:42:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stan Wong, swong3028@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:swong3028@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melissa Aurand
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:42:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Melissa Aurand, melissa.w.aurand@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:melissa.w.aurand@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jacqueline Murphy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:42:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jacqueline Murphy, jaxsonbrwn@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jaxsonbrwn@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Strawn
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:42:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Strawn, lstrawn264@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lstrawn264@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sam Korol
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:45:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sam Korol, samuelaronkorol@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:samuelaronkorol@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Juliette Kruse
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:45:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Juliette Kruse, juliette@sonic.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:juliette@sonic.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: anne leschin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:45:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: anne leschin, aleschin@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:aleschin@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Norman Kondy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:48:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Norman Kondy, nkondy@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nkondy@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tris Thomson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:51:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tris Thomson, tris.thomson@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tris.thomson@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Hickey, Jacqueline (BOS)
To: Young, Victor (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS)
Cc: Petersen, Patricia (BOS)
Subject: RE: New body Memos - Behavioral Health and reentry council
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:53:09 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Sorry – I misunderstood. Yes, pls wait until Alisa reviews.
 

From: Young, Victor (BOS) <victor.young@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:40 PM
To: Hickey, Jacqueline (BOS) <jacqueline.hickey@sfgov.org>; Somera, Alisa (BOS)
<alisa.somera@sfgov.org>
Cc: Petersen, Patricia (BOS) <patricia.petersen@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: New body Memos - Behavioral Health and reentry council
 
Jackie:
 
I normally send it to Alisa for review before giving to AC for review and signature.  Do you think she
wants an advance copy?
 
Victor Young
Assistant Clerk
Board of Supervisors 
phone 415-554-7723    |     fax 415-554-5163
victor.young@sfgov.org | www.sfbos.org

 

From: Hickey, Jacqueline (BOS) <jacqueline.hickey@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:28 PM
To: Young, Victor (BOS) <victor.young@sfgov.org>; Somera, Alisa (BOS) <alisa.somera@sfgov.org>
Cc: Petersen, Patricia (BOS) <patricia.petersen@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: New body Memos - Behavioral Health and reentry council
 
Hi Victor,
 
Please send a copy of this email to Angela.
 
Thanks,
Jackie
 

From: Young, Victor (BOS) <victor.young@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2023 8:41 PM
To: Somera, Alisa (BOS) <alisa.somera@sfgov.org>; Hickey, Jacqueline (BOS)
<jacqueline.hickey@sfgov.org>
Cc: Petersen, Patricia (BOS) <patricia.petersen@sfgov.org>

mailto:Jacqueline.Hickey@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:alisa.somera@sfgov.org
mailto:patricia.petersen@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
http://www.sfbos.org/
mailto:jacqueline.hickey@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:alisa.somera@sfgov.org
mailto:patricia.petersen@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:alisa.somera@sfgov.org
mailto:jacqueline.hickey@sfgov.org
mailto:patricia.petersen@sfgov.org



Subject: New body Memos - Behavioral Health and reentry council
 
Attached is a new body memo for revising the Behavioral Health Commission 231076.  I have also
included a new proposed Vacancy notice implementing the changes.   For your review and
signature.   Do I need to inform AC as this was regarding the body in the newspaper article. 
 
Also 231081 is only an extension of the sunset for the Reentry council .  do we need a new body
member for it???  
 
 
Victor Young
Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, City Hall., Room 244
San Francisco CA 94102
phone 415-554-7723    |     fax 415-554-5163
victor.young@sfgov.org | www.sfbos.org

  Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.
 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation, and archived matters
since August 1998.

 
Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to
disclosure under the California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information
provided will not be redacted.  Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information
when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that
members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available
to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from
these submissions. This means that personal information—including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar
information that a member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees—may appear on the
Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.

 

mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
http://www.sfbos.org/
http://www.sfbos.org/index.aspx?page=104
http://www.sfbos.org/index.aspx?page=104
http://www.sfbos.org/index.aspx?page=9681


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amanda Hoenigman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:54:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amanda Hoenigman, amanda@hoenigman.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:amanda@hoenigman.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carmen Woo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:54:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carmen Woo, carmenwoo68@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:carmenwoo68@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Douglas Biederbeck
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:57:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Douglas Biederbeck, bixman@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Mahoney
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:57:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Mahoney, roodad@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:roodad@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Perry Klebahn
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:00:40 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Perry Klebahn, perry_k2003@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:perry_k2003@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erika Kim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:09:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erika Kim, e_kimch@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:e_kimch@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tom Flint
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:09:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tom Flint, thomasflint1@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:thomasflint1@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erika Kim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:09:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erika Kim, e_kimch@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:e_kimch@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Hall
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:12:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: William Hall, wiliamhall2020@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:wiliamhall2020@icloud.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: danolley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Nolley
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:15:47 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
David Nolley
San Francisco, CA 94122

mailto:danolley@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:danolley@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Chesnosky
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:21:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Chesnosky , dcrentsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dcrentsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Martinelli
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:24:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Martinelli , johnm@jonestrading.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:johnm@jonestrading.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: brandon breon
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:24:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: brandon breon, brandonbreon@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:brandonbreon@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nancy Bronstein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:24:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nancy Bronstein, nstirm@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nstirm@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Steven Merrill
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:27:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Steven Merrill, smerrill@benchmark.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We are in a public safety crisis and cannot
regain the city’s reputation as a safe destination to live,
work, visit, and shop if we do not have a fully staffed
police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has short-,
medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  
Solving the police shortage will simply not happen
without this Charter Amendment.

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:smerrill@benchmark.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melissa Ippolito
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:27:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Melissa Ippolito, melissaippo@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:melissaippo@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stacie Johnson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:27:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stacie Johnson, stacielyn_99@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:stacielyn_99@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: janetleegamble@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janet Gamble
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:32:38 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Janet Gamble
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:janetleegamble@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:janetleegamble@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christopher Placencia
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:39:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christopher Placencia, heycddp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:heycddp@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Dart
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:46:48 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Dart, michaeldart@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:michaeldart@mac.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jeff Ricker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:48:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jeff Ricker, the_dreadnought@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:the_dreadnought@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin breslin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:54:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin breslin, kevinbreslin10@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kevinbreslin10@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: johnnylewiscorey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Corey
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:07:31 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
John Corey
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:johnnylewiscorey@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:johnnylewiscorey@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Clifford
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:09:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Clifford, kevinfclifford@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kevinfclifford@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: gisella donohoe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: gisella donohoe, gvdonohoe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gvdonohoe@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: chris donohoe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: chris donohoe, chris@donohoe.org

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:chris@donohoe.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: viva donohoe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: viva donohoe, vdsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:vdsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Raphaela Donohoe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Raphaela Donohoe, raphaeladonohoe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:raphaeladonohoe@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Strawn
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Strawn, lstrawn264@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lstrawn264@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Neil Dahlke
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:18:16 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Neil Dahlke, neil.dahlke@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:neil.dahlke@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barbara Marre
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:18:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Barbara Marre, barbaramarre@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:barbaramarre@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: marco donohoe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:18:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: marco donohoe, marcodonohoe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:marcodonohoe@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Demian Fitzgerald
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:18:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Demian Fitzgerald, demian1a@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:demian1a@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Paul Ellison
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:21:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Paul Ellison, ellisonpaulm@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ellisonpaulm@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Ernst
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:24:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Ernst, steve.ernst@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:steve.ernst@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julie Zberg
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:24:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Julie Zberg, jzbetg@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jzbetg@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ken Friedman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:24:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ken Friedman, ken.friedman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Randy Fitz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:27:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Randy Fitz, spotsoffun@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:spotsoffun@gmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doug DesCombaz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:33:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Doug DesCombaz, doug@descombaz.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:doug@descombaz.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leslie Taglio
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:39:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Leslie Taglio, leslietaglio@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:leslietaglio@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Kim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:39:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Kim, gocaljohn@somasf.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gocaljohn@somasf.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Harry Flotemersch
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:39:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Harry Flotemersch, flotemer@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:flotemer@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elaine Fry
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:42:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Elaine Fry, ejnf49@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ejnf49@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Moraya Khan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:42:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Moraya Khan, morkhan@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:morkhan@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matthew Ahangi
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:45:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Matthew Ahangi, matt@ahangi.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:matt@ahangi.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rola Johnson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:48:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rola Johnson, rola.johnson@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Caroline Bush
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:48:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Caroline Bush, cabush@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cabush@gmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marjorie Fulbright
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:54:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marjorie Fulbright, fulbrightm@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:fulbrightm@yahoo.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Raj Lathigara
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:54:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Raj Lathigara, raj@lathigara.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:raj@lathigara.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Regina Anavy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:54:33 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Regina Anavy, ranavy@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ranavy@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ellen Haude
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:00:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ellen Haude, ELLEN.HAUDE@GMAIL.COM

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ellen.haude@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nalin Balan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:06:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nalin Balan, nbalan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nbalan@gmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark E. Sackett
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:06:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark E. Sackett, MSackett@Reflectur.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:msackett@reflectur.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa Hurley
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:09:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa Hurley, thurleysf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:thurleysf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patti McMahon
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:24:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Patti McMahon, pattired12@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:pattired12@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: r g
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:29:14 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: r g, rgraham452@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rgraham452@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kaaren alvarado
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kaaren alvarado, kaaren25@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kaaren25@att.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kaaren alvarado
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kaaren alvarado, kaaren25@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kaaren25@att.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bradley Forgang
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bradley Forgang, bforgang@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

The public is turning against those supervisors who are
not ensuring police force is staffed and will be holding all
you accountable and voting out those who are against
this measure. I’m also voting against any superior court
justices who are letting people arrested for committing
crimes and not holding them in jail until trial. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bforgang@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kaaren alvarado
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kaaren alvarado, kaaren25@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kaaren25@att.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kaaren alvarado
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kaaren alvarado, kaaren25@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kaaren25@att.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Steve Armstrong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:51:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Steve Armstrong, strongarmace@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:strongarmace@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Kennedy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:51:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Kennedy, rick.kennedy2015@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rick.kennedy2015@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ella Brittingham
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:10:05 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ella Brittingham, ellabrittingham@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ellabrittingham@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: rebecca saroyan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:10:55 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: rebecca saroyan, rebecca.saroyan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rebecca.saroyan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elizabeth Gamarra
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:15:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Elizabeth Gamarra, eao814@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:eao814@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anthony Day
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:18:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anthony Day, tonyday@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tonyday@earthlink.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Phyllis Nabhan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:27:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Phyllis Nabhan, phyllisnabhan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:phyllisnabhan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Yvonne Cocino
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:30:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Yvonne Cocino, ycocino@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ycocino@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jon Schwark
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:42:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jon Schwark, jscgm@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jscgm@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Garrett Hoffman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:52:40 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Garrett Hoffman, garrett.z.hoffman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:garrett.z.hoffman@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan Yip
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:00:51 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan Yip, susandyip@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:susandyip@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Libby Benedict
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:06:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Libby Benedict, lbenedict55@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lbenedict55@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: david cheng
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:15:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: david cheng, endlesshanon@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:endlesshanon@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Ng
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:15:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Ng, JohnNgSF@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:johnngsf@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Callum Hutchins
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:24:48 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Callum Hutchins, callum@callumhutchins.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:callum@callumhutchins.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Lehr
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:34:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Lehr, lehr.david@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lehr.david@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Nicol
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:35:00 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Nicol, lisanick1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lisanick1@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Barker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:42:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Barker, mbarker@shea-co.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mbarker@shea-co.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ann Baglin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:42:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ann Baglin, dancingbags@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dancingbags@earthlink.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amrit Nagpal
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:51:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amrit Nagpal, anagpal37@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:anagpal37@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Masood Samereie
To: Young, Victor (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS)
Cc: Samereie Masood
Subject: Re: SFBOS File # 230985
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:54:17 PM
Attachments: SFBOS File # 230985 - Supervisor Dorsey Charter Amendment.pdf

 

San Francisco Board of Supervisors and Rules Committee,

Please find attached SFCDMA letter of support for Supervisor Dorsey 
Charter Amendment proposal.

With gratitude,

Masood Samereie
Co-Owner | Aria Properties 
Co-Owner | The Artist's Gallery | ABMS

President, San Francisco Council of District Merchants
Associations
Co-Founder, Avenue Greenlight
Board Member, SFPUC Rate Fairness Board
President Emeritus, Castro Merchants
 
Mobile | 415.215.6017
Office | 415.552.5555
Email | Msamereie@yahoo.com
Email | Samereie@gmail.com

Advocating for 94,000 tiny Businesses with 364,000 employees, many of
them living and voting in SF (10 or fewer employees).

mailto:masood@sfcdma.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:samereie@gmail.com
mailto:Msamereie@yahoo.com
mailto:Samereie@gmail.com



October 20, 2023


Dear Supervisors Dorsey, Walton and Safai


The SFCDMA Executive Board is writing today in support of SF BOS File #230985, the
charter amendment establishing minimum police department staffing and five-year
annual funding requirements to be put to San Francisco voters in March of 2024. It’s our
opinion that significant changes must be made as quickly as possible so that the
precipitous attrition we have seen at SFPD is halted and reversed. Our members report
that SFPD Station Captains regularly cite short-staffing as a reason for lack of timely
response to many, if not most, incidents occurring in our commercial corridors such as
graffiti and rampant shoplifting or nuisance complaints like aggressive panhandling or
wild animal feeding. Sadly, our trust that SFPD will be able to respond to more serious
incidents of violent crime is eroding as we see the reported number of officers short
steadily climb from 400 to 500 and now, nearly 600 officers short. Meanwhile,
burglaries and vandalism incidents at our businesses continue unabated and crimes
such as car smash and grabs, open air drug dealing and drug use and armed robberies
deter our customers from visiting the neighborhoods. Lawlessness threatens to
dominate and the media attention that has resulted only hurts our businesses more
as we continue to recover and pivot after the global pandemic.


SF BOS File# 230985 will allow SFPD to compete with other municipalities in attracting
and retaining officers. We also feel that, if passed, the measure will send a strong
message that San Francisco will not accept the situation as it is and that our community
welcomes law enforcement professionals to share in the work of keeping San Francisco
one of the greatest cities in the world to visit and to live and work in.


For 73 years, SFCDMA has sought to ensure that neighborhood commercial corridors
flourish. We provide advocacy, education and resources for our members. We
appreciate your attention to this matter and all your efforts to help improve the
small business climate in San Francisco


Sincerely,


Masood Samereie, President


San Francisco Council of District Merchants Associations • 58 West Portal Avenue, #389, San Francisco, CA 94127 • info@sfcdma.org • www.sfcdma.org







San Francisco Council of District Merchants Associations • 58 West Portal Avenue, #389, San Francisco, CA 94127 • info@sfcdma.org • www.sfcdma.org







 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa Durling
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:54:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa Durling, tadurling@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tadurling@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brian Bonham
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:12:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Brian Bonham, mayumikamon@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mayumikamon@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Breeda Kenneally
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:26:00 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Breeda Kenneally, Kenneallybreeda@yahoo.comc

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:Kenneallybreeda@yahoo.comc
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alison Sonsini
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:26:45 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Alison Sonsini, alisonsini@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
My

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:alisonsini@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Donati Anthy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:33:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Donati Anthy, anthydonati@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:anthydonati@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Miguel Gonzalez
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:45:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Miguel Gonzalez, miguelg415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:miguelg415@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carla Gonzalez
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:45:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carla Gonzalez, mrscarlag@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mrscarlag@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sarah Byun
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:38:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sarah Byun, sarahmhardman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sarahmhardman@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carolyn Conwell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:41:40 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carolyn Conwell, cmconwell@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cmconwell@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Bitoff
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:51:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Bitoff, bitoffj@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bitoffj@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Joa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:08:11 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Joa, senorjoa@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:senorjoa@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: efsullyjr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edward Sullivan
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:10:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Edward Sullivan
San Francisco, CA 94116

mailto:efsullyjr@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:efsullyjr@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Justin Truong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:24:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Justin Truong, justintruong56@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:justintruong56@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: gregtolson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Greg Tolson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:49:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Greg Tolson
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:gregtolson@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gregtolson@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Benjamin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:11:39 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Benjamin, mary.hall.benjamin@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mary.hall.benjamin@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mandy Leung
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:28:52 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mandy Leung, mmlleung@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mmlleung@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Yee
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:34:34 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Yee, Lyee21@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:Lyee21@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda R Miller
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:46:51 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda R Miller, millerlr@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:millerlr@mac.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kristin Schober
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:25:05 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kristin Schober, schober2@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:schober2@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Barnes
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:47:08 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Barnes, lindabarnessf@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lindabarnessf@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: barbarapletz4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Pletz
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:09:45 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Barbara Pletz
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:barbarapletz4@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:barbarapletz4@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Yasmin Staton
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:13:17 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Yasmin Staton, ydmello@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ydmello@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark Staton
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:14:08 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark Staton, msstaton@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:msstaton@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christina Tucker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:18:26 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christina Tucker, ctucker.0306@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ctucker.0306@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Shannon Thomson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:21:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Shannon Thomson, thomsonshop1945@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:thomsonshop1945@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marshall Terpstra
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:49:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marshall Terpstra, mjterps@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mjterps@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Yedi Wong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:57:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Yedi Wong, wongye@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:wongye@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robb Fleischer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:08:20 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robb Fleischer, rfleischer@amsiemail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rfleischer@amsiemail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aldo Castaneda
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:15:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Aldo Castaneda, Aldo@JyARz.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:aldo@jyarz.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: LAUREN PIERIK
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:29:13 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: LAUREN PIERIK, laurenpierik@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:laurenpierik@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matt Stringer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:33:54 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Matt Stringer, matt.a.stringer@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:matt.a.stringer@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Louis Chan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:48:33 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Louis Chan, louiskchan46@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:louiskchan46@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tim Manning
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:48:38 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tim Manning, Timmanning12@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:timmanning12@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Paul Kirkland
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:51:27 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Paul Kirkland, paulkirkland28@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:paulkirkland28@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Coll
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:54:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Coll, kellsconstructioninc@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kellsconstructioninc@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gail Rutherford
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:00:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gail Rutherford, gail_rutherford@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gail_rutherford@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Spencer Sherwin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:07:37 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Spencer Sherwin, spencer.sherwin@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:spencer.sherwin@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christina Pappas
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:14:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christina Pappas, scoutca66@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:scoutca66@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tessa Sapiro
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:18:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tessa Sapiro, tessorca9@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tessorca9@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eddy Sapiro
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:18:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eddy Sapiro, eddysapiro@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:eddysapiro@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cole Sapiro
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:18:28 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Cole Sapiro, riptidelax31@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:riptidelax31@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Garrett
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:21:20 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Garrett, johnwgarrett@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:johnwgarrett@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Annabelle Charbit
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:21:36 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Annabelle Charbit, arcb74@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:arcb74@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Theresa Belcher
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:30:40 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Theresa Belcher, terribel329@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:terribel329@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Belcher
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:33:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Belcher, terribel@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:terribel@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael White
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:39:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael White, white1639@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:white1639@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jason Bergenfeld
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:42:21 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jason Bergenfeld, jsbergenfeld@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jsbergenfeld@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: cstark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christopher Stark
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:58:03 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Christopher Stark
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:cstark@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cstark@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sylvia Terpstra
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:05:56 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sylvia Terpstra, skterp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:skterp@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rosemary Cassidy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:13:59 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rosemary Cassidy, rohcass@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rohcass@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gifford Brooks
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:25:09 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gifford Brooks, brooks1389@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:brooks1389@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: CELESTE Wolter Sempere
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:30:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: CELESTE Wolter Sempere, celeste@bedford-grove.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:celeste@bedford-grove.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Malouf, Rima (POL)
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: 1. 230985 [Charter Amendment - Minimum Police Department Staffing and Five-Year
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:35:37 AM
Attachments: STAFFING PRESENTATION 10.23.2023.pdf

Good morning,
 
Attached please find SFPD’s PPT for Monday’s Hearing.
 
Rima Malouf, Legislative Liaison

Policy & Public Affairs | San Francisco Police Department

1245 3rd Street, 6th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94158
Desk: 415.575.7007
https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents may contain confidential and/or legally privileged
information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure
is prohibited and may violate applicable laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.
 

mailto:rima.malouf@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/
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PUBLIC SAFETY IN SAN FRANCISCO







Safety with Respect
SFPD3


AVERAGE CALL RESPONSE TIMES


Priority B (Target = 20 min)


Priority C (Target = 60 min)


Priority A (Target = 8 min)







Safety with Respect
SFPD4


Calls Dispatched to SFPD 
Dispatched to Patrol 2021 2022 2023 (YTD)


Priority A 81,889 81,570 63,073


Priority B 113,461 108,166 80,445


Priority C 109,763 97,867 71,731


Total 305,113 287,603 215,249


CIT-Related Calls Volume


2021 43,870


2022 36,996


2023 (YTD) 25,410


Source: DataSF, 2023 data as of 10/13/2023


Source: DataSF, 2023 data as of 10/13/2023. CIT call types include 800, 801, 910, and 5150







Safety with Respect
SFPD5


San Francisco Crime Trends 







SFPD STAFFING ANALYSIS







Safety with Respect
SFPD7


BACKGROUND & CONTEXT


Matrix 
Consulting 


Group
Staffing Task Force


 


SFPD 
Staffing 
Analysis


Proposition 
E


2017 – 2019
Per BOS Resolution No. 63-
17, SFPD forms Task Force 
on Strategic Police Staffing.


2020
Matrix releases report.
Voters approve 
Proposition E.


2021
Police Commission 
prescribes staffing analysis 
methodologies in 
Resolution No. 21-60.
SFPD conducts analysis.


2019 – 2020
SFPD hires police staffing 
expert to develop 
methodologies with input 
from Staffing Task Force and 
conduct the staffing analysis.


2023
SFPD conducts 
analysis and 
updates the 
staffing report.







Workload-based Methodology
This analysis uses community generated calls for service – demand 
for police services – and a target percentage of time devoted to 
community engagement to determine recommended staffing levels.
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Methodologies Used to Determine Staffing


Safety with Respect


The workload-based methodology using calls for service from the public 
is the industry best practice, used in previous SFPD staffing analyses: 
Matrix Consulting Group (2020), Controller’s Office (2018), PERF (2008).







Safety with Respect
SFPD9


CITY SWORN STAFFING 


2,176 2,182
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Sworn Members Retirement Eligibility


Safety with Respect
SFPD


City Airport


Retirement Status by Service Non-
Eligible Eligible Non-


Eligible Eligible


Less Than 10 Years of Service 718 15 0 0


10 to 20 Years of Service 513 87 38 14


20 – 25 Years of Service 110 136 12 27


25 – 30 Years of Service 13 134 3 30


More Than 30 Years of Service 0 19 0 2


Totals 1,354 391 53 73
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Note: Does not include any service time served at other agencies







District Station Sworn Staffing Levels


Safety with Respect
SFPD


Station Recommended* Current** Gap
Bayview 158 96 -62
Central 154 112 -42
Ingleside 143 98 -45
Mission 186 114 -72
Northern 168 118 -50
Park 88 71 -17
Richmond 98 69 -29
Southern 159 103 -56
Taraval 120 83 -37
Tenderloin 154 130 -24
Totals 1,428 994 -434
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* From 2023 Staffing Analysis Report draft, includes all ranks (779 Q2 Full-Duty for District Stations as of 10/02/23)


** Count based on HRMS data, may include members on short-term medical-leave







SFPD RECRUITMENT, HIRING & RETENTION







Recruitment, 
Hiring, and 
Retention


RECRUITMENT MISSION STATEMENT


We will ensure that the San Francisco 
Police Department offers the highest 
level of service to the community by 
recruiting the best, diverse and highest 
quality candidates for the San Francisco 
Police Department.


RETENTION MISSION STATEMENT
We will ensure members of the San 
Francisco Police Department continue to 
offer the highest level of service possible 
by retaining and continually developing 
members dedicated to the values of the 
department.
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ACADEMY RECRUITS


Safety with Respect


Year # of Apps Apps 
Cleared


Hired Entered FTO  Passing FTO


2017 3,717 841 165 114 89


2018 2,974 760 197 113 90


2019 2,621 572 127 93 81


2020 1,806 201 86 54 39


2021 1,404 247 41 27 21


2022 1,756 255 64 34 29


2023 2,490 552 71* 27 N/A**
*52 are completing the Academy, 6 graduated and 13 separated to date in 2023.


**Class 279 began 2/6/23 and is currently in field training.


SFPD is plans to hire 100 recruits in FY24
and


120 recruits in FY25
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Safety with Respect


SFPD


Recruits Entering Academy by Race







SFPD STRATEGIC PLAN & RECOMMENDATIONS
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RECRUITING ELIGIBLE NON-CITIZENS


Safety with Respect
SFPD


 Effective January 1, 2023, SB960 modified California Government Code Section 1031 to allow 
non-citizens legally authorized to work in the United States to become Police Officers


 On April 22, 2023, SFPD issued Press Release 23-042 announcing that San Francisco would be 
one of the first major cities in CA to revise its hiring requirements to include eligible non-
citizens


 The JOINSFPD.com website advertises this change in two areas of the FAQ page:
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Incentive Comparison to Other Cities


Safety with Respect


Major Metropolitan Cities New Recruits Lateral Bonuses
San Francisco* $0 $5,000
Alameda $75,000 $75,000
Antioch $40,000 $40,000


Plus $60,000 home down payment assistance for academy graduates


BART $15,000 $15,000
El Cerrito $10,000 $5,000
Fremont $10,000 $20,000
Hayward $10,000 $20,000
New Orleans* $20,000 $20,000
Vacaville $20,000 $20,000
Seattle $7,500 $30,000


SFPD


* Denotes a consolidated City & County government
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FY23 Recruitment, Hiring, & Retention Strategies & Budget


Safety with Respect
SFPD


Recruitment Staffing Budget
Academy
*Academy class of 25 new recruits


Salary & Benefits for recruits $3,750,000
OT Training S&B  $600,000


FTO Premium $56,537
Training Temp S&B $109,421


Uniform/Equip  $175,000
Services (hiring/testing) $100,000
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Safety with Respect


SFPD


 Police Officer Referral Incentive Program 
(PORIP) 


 Projected: 100 hires 
           - $3k/hire = $300K
           - $5k/hire = $500K


 *possibly expanding to other city employees


 Hiring Bonus (Entry Level)
 Projected: 100 hires 
           - $5k/entry level = $500k
           - $10k/entry level = $1M
           - $15k/entry level = $1.5M


 Hiring Bonus (Lateral)
 Projected: 20 hires
           - $50k/lateral = $1M 
           - $100k/lateral = $2M


Recruitment, Hiring, and Retention Future Enhancements
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Safety with Respect


SFPD


• Educational Incentives
Bachelorette Programs and Certification Training (e.g. AB 89)


• Family Wellness (Relocating Costs, Childcare, etc.) Incentives
Projected: 100 hires
$15k/hire = $1.5M


• Recruitment Consultant
All-Star Talent – Advertising and Marketing Firm - $150k per year 
(2-year contract)


• Videography/Photography Shoots - $100k


Recruitment, Hiring, and Retention Future Enhancements
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Safety with Respect


SFPD


• Background management software
Guardian Alliance- $200k


• Addition of 2 Professional Staff to 
implement Recruitment tool and 
develop recruitment and retention strategies
$150/staff = $300k


• Media Advertising (Billboards, Commercials, 
Print, etc.)
$500K


• Social Media Advertising (Meta-Based 
Companies, Search Engine Optimization, etc.
$40K


Recruitment, Hiring, and Retention Future Enhancements
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Thank you.


Any questions?


Thank you.
Any Questions? 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bernadette Hyland
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:36:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bernadette Hyland, bernadettehyl@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bernadettehyl@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Simone Davey
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:42:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Simone Davey, sbdavey@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sbdavey@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cecille Caterson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:45:26 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Cecille Caterson, ccaterson@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ccaterson@earthlink.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marla Landa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:57:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marla Landa, marlalanda@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:marlalanda@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jasmine Madatian
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:00:38 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jasmine Madatian, madatian.j@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:madatian.j@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Willa Callahan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:03:30 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Willa Callahan, willa.callahan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:willa.callahan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tony Abdulmassih
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:06:17 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tony Abdulmassih, tonymassih@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tonymassih@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Thomas Shanahan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:06:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Thomas Shanahan, tshanahan24@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tshanahan24@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Liz Le
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:12:36 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Liz Le, elizle@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:elizle@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Grauel
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:18:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Grauel, john@carbonrose.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:john@carbonrose.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Harry Wong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:27:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Harry Wong, hoarser_aphid.0i@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:hoarser_aphid.0i@icloud.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carol Russo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:33:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carol Russo, sfrussos@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sfrussos@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark J. Fiore
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:39:27 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark J. Fiore, markfiore50@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joe Faulkner
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:39:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Joe Faulkner , joemangolf@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carol Faulkner
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:39:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carol Faulkner , cmoelarrycarol@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Paul Ybarbo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:45:28 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Paul Ybarbo, paul.ybarbo@sothebyshomes.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: George Markov
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:51:34 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: George Markov, george.markov@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Thank you

Best,
George Markov
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From: Carroll, John (BOS)
To: Lew, Lisa (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS); Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Cabrera, Stephanie (BOS);

Petersen, Patricia (BOS); Wong, Jocelyn (BOS); Khoo, Arthur (BOS)
Subject: RE: Clerk"s Notes - Board Agenda - October 24, 2023
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:57:31 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Reviewed, updated, initialed—JEC
 

From: Lew, Lisa (BOS) <lisa.lew@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:23 AM
To: Somera, Alisa (BOS) <alisa.somera@sfgov.org>; Young, Victor (BOS) <victor.young@sfgov.org>;
Carroll, John (BOS) <john.carroll@sfgov.org>; Jalipa, Brent (BOS) <brent.jalipa@sfgov.org>; Cabrera,
Stephanie (BOS) <stephanie.cabrera@sfgov.org>; Petersen, Patricia (BOS)
<patricia.petersen@sfgov.org>; Wong, Jocelyn (BOS) <jocelyn.wong@sfgov.org>; Khoo, Arthur (BOS)
<arthur.khoo@sfgov.org>
Subject: Clerk's Notes - Board Agenda - October 24, 2023
 
Hello,
 
Please see the link provided for the Clerk’s Notes for the Board Agenda of October 24, 2023. Please
review the items and make your changes and updates on the PDF. Please also reply all to the email
thread to confirm you have reviewed and signed off. Thank you.
 
Lisa Lew
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
T 415-554-7718 | F 415-554-5163
lisa.lew@sfgov.org | www.sfbos.org
 
(VIRTUAL APPOINTMENTS) To schedule a “virtual” meeting with me (on Microsoft Teams), please ask and I can answer your
questions in real time.

    Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation, and archived matters since August 1998.
 
Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the
California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted.  Members of
the public are not required to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its
committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or
hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information
from these submissions. This means that personal information—including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that
a member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees—may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other
public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Fall
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:00:38 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Fall, rbfall@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: cynthia o"neill
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:06:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: cynthia o'neill, near.guppies.0d@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Law
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:06:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Law, amylau@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kendra Robins
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:09:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kendra Robins, kendrasrobins@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Penny Palou
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:09:21 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Penny Palou, pennypalou@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Katsiaryna Makaranka
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:09:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Katsiaryna Makaranka, stasianok@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Robins
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:09:27 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: William Robins, billy.robins@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amanda Holt
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:12:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amanda Holt, amanda.holt@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: linda radler
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:12:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: linda radler, lindaradler@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joseph McFadden
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:18:18 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Joseph McFadden, fadsmcfadden@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Fay
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:18:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Fay, areacode@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patricia Huey
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:18:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Patricia Huey, pat.huey@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I have lived in San Francisco for almost 40 years and
have watched its level of safety decline. Yet when the
police came to protect the attendees at a women's rights
conference I attended in September, I was impressed
(but not surprised) at their level of competence and
professionalism when they dealt with a large number of
immature and violent protesters who came to harass us.
The event could have resulted in far more harm had the
police not been there. We need to support our police
department here in San Francisco. Their job is a difficult
one. 

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Thank you,
Patricia Huey

 

mailto:pat.huey@sbcglobal.net
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Scott Brittain
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:21:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Scott Brittain, scottpbrittain@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gregory Chua
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:24:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gregory Chua, gregchua@sonic.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard E Higson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:27:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard E Higson, rhigson1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Harris
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:30:33 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Harris, Maryharris_sf@outlook.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marty Cerles
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:33:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marty Cerles, martycerles@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anika Steig
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:36:31 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anika Steig, anika.steig@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Anika
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rachel Barnard
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:36:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rachel Barnard, rachel@rachelbarnardhomes.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brenda Kwee McNulty
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:39:18 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Brenda Kwee McNulty, kweenulty@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stuart PETERSON
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:48:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stuart PETERSON, sp@av.co

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

We support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment
for SFPD and hope you will help make this a reality and
vote to put it on the ballot in March 2024. We cannot
regain the city’s reputation as a safe destination to live,
work, visit, and shop if we do not have a fully staffed
police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has short-,
medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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From: istvan.szanda@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Istvan Szanda
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:49:01 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Istvan Szanda
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:istvan.szanda@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:istvan.szanda@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: biancanlarson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bianca Larson-Saarman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:51:07 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Bianca Larson-Saarman
San Francisco, CA 94117

mailto:biancanlarson@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:biancanlarson@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: joc242@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John O"Connor
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:51:54 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
John O'Connor
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:joc242@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:joc242@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: dsaarman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Saarman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:53:58 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
David Saarman
San Francisco, CA 94117

mailto:dsaarman@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dsaarman@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christina Bui
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:54:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christina Bui, buitina02@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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From: bbritt2440@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bob Britt
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:54:39 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Bob Britt
San Francisco, CA 94158

mailto:bbritt2440@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bbritt2440@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: wconstantine@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wilson Constantine
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:55:24 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Wilson Constantine
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:wconstantine@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:wconstantine@me.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kennycamp@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kenneth Camp
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:56:13 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Kenneth Camp
San Francisco, CA 94102

mailto:kennycamp@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kennycamp@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: tdehnel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tom Dehnel
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:57:09 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Tom Dehnel
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:tdehnel@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tdehnel@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Spencer guthrie
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:57:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Spencer guthrie, spencer.guthrie@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:spencer.guthrie@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kimberly Legocki
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:57:22 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kimberly Legocki, kvwheeler@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kvwheeler@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: alanbillingsley215@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alan Billingsley
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:58:14 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Alan Billingsley
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:alanbillingsley215@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:alanbillingsley215@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: gamsscbn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carolyn Nieland
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:00:15 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Carolyn Nieland
Alamo, TX 78516

mailto:gamsscbn@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gamsscbn@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andre Vick
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:00:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andre Vick, andrewvik@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Mr. Mandelman,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:andrewvik@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: tln4dwild@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Nieland
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:00:44 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Thomas Nieland
Alamo, TX 78516

mailto:tln4dwild@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tln4dwild@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: suzyagold@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Suzy Gold
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:02:37 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Suzy Gold
South Pasadena, CA 91030

mailto:suzyagold@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:suzyagold@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: sharad1774@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharad Singh
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:03:00 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Sharad Singh
San Francisco, CA 94123

mailto:sharad1774@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sharad1774@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Frings
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:03:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Frings, pfrings@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:pfrings@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robb Fleischer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:06:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robb Fleischer, rfleischer@amsiemail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rfleischer@amsiemail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: davidgcrane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Crane
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:06:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
David Crane
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:davidgcrane@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:davidgcrane@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: lucafacchin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Luca Facchin
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:08:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Luca Facchin
San Francisco, CA 94109

mailto:lucafacchin@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lucafacchin@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ana Guevara
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ana Guevara, quench_unmoved.0t@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:quench_unmoved.0t@icloud.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Marsiano
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Marsiano, dmarsiano@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dmarsiano@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Irene Fan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Irene Fan, irene.a.fan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:irene.a.fan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gloria Aburto
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gloria Aburto, gloria197524@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gloria197524@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dina DiBattista
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Dina DiBattista , ddibattista@msn.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ddibattista@msn.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gary Decad
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:12:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gary Decad, gmdecad@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,
Yes we need more police but where are the SFPD we
already have on staff? No where to be seen.  They are
MIA.  Fire the current Police Commissioner while you are
at it.  The taxpayers of SF are not idiots and you will all
be fired if we don’t see action.
I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gmdecad@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ed McEachron
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:12:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ed McEachron, edmceachron@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:edmceachron@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Montanez
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Montanez, escobarantonia77@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:escobarantonia77@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Boris Berdichevsky
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Boris Berdichevsky, bboris9@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bboris9@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jeffrey Bernstein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jeffrey Bernstein, jeffre_bernstein@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jeffre_bernstein@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Chris Yost-Bremm
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Chris Yost-Bremm, cyb@sfsu.edu

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cyb@sfsu.edu
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Charles Lim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Charles Lim, charles.dexter.lim@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:charles.dexter.lim@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marla Allen
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marla Allen, marlaj43@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:marlaj43@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Florence Schwartz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:41 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Florence Schwartz, schwartzhar@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:schwartzhar@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amanda Michael
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:18:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amanda Michael, mssamanda1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mssamanda1@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lee Meier
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:21:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lee Meier, leemeier@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:leemeier@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bev Spector
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:21:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bev Spector , buzbev@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:buzbev@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ken Lips
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:21:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ken Lips , klips007@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:klips007@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: HOLLY SHEFFER
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:21:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: HOLLY SHEFFER, hollly.sheffer@prodigy.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:hollly.sheffer@prodigy.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Barnard
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:24:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Barnard, kevin@barnardgraphics.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kevin@barnardgraphics.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bruce Wicklund
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:24:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bruce Wicklund, bmwicklund@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bmwicklund@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: allennikka@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Allen Nikka
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:24:31 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Allen Nikka
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:allennikka@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:allennikka@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: scott@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Jacques
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:24:50 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Scott Jacques
San Francisco, CA 94121

mailto:scott@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:scott@nk-interactive.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Donna Naughton
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:27:33 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Donna Naughton, dmnaughton@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dmnaughton@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jennifer Soller
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:27:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jennifer Soller, sollje2002@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support San Francisco police officers!
Police staffing shortages make me feel less safe.

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  

Please listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sollje2002@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sean St Germain
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:30:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sean St Germain, seanstgermain@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Below is a message that I'm guessing you'll get from
many folks. I've been living in SF for over 10 years and
we need real change, now. We need more focus on
public safety - I know a number of my clients (private
equity/investment bankers) that don't want to come here
and are flocking to New York because of public safety. 

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:seanstgermain@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Tejeda
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:39:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Tejeda, dtrepairs@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dtrepairs@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Breslin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:39:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Breslin, kbsmail@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kbsmail@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Nolley
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:39:43 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Nolley, danolley@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:danolley@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Stephens
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:42:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Stephens, sfsenator@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sfsenator@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lauren Parry
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:45:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lauren Parry , laurenparry@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:laurenparry@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Wallace
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:48:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Wallace, kevinwallace415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kevinwallace415@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Marie Lewis Lyman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:48:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Marie Lewis Lyman , Bellalisa9380@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bellalisa9380@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Adhikari
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:51:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Adhikari, rawriter@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rawriter@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: dan richman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:54:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: dan richman, danrichman@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:danrichman@earthlink.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: alvaro schor
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:54:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: alvaro schor, alvaroschor@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:alvaroschor@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tamara Sypult
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:54:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tamara Sypult, tsypult@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tsypult@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: tague@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tague Griffith
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:57:07 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Tague Griffith
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:tague@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tague@minion.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Geo Li
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:57:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Geo Li, gworld@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gworld@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jacqueline Holen
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:57:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jacqueline Holen, jackie.holen@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jackie.holen@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tyrone Dorian
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:00:43 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tyrone Dorian, thdorian@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:thdorian@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kristap Baltin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:03:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kristap Baltin, kbaltin@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kbaltin@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sallie Latch
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:06:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sallie Latch, slatch107@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:slatch107@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: stephanieadraktas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephanie Adraktas
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:07:12 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Adraktas
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:stephanieadraktas@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:stephanieadraktas@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melody Hom
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:09:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Melody Hom, melodyh606@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:melodyh606@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eleanor Pollak
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:12:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eleanor Pollak, eleanor.pollak@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:eleanor.pollak@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: danric.jaime@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Danric Vargas
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:14:58 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Danric Vargas
San Francisco, CA 94124

mailto:danric.jaime@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:danric.jaime@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nikki Yoshikawa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:15:35 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nikki Yoshikawa, nikkiyoshikawa@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nikkiyoshikawa@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kathryn.duryea@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathryn Duryea
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:23:23 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Kathryn Duryea
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:kathryn.duryea@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kathryn.duryea@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Donald Sambucci
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:26:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Donald Sambucci, donald.sambucci@sir.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:donald.sambucci@sir.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joan Neilson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:36:02 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Joan Neilson, joaneneilson@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:joaneneilson@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alisa Weinstein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:39:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Alisa Weinstein, alisaweinstein@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:alisaweinstein@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: patrick mounsey
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:39:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: patrick mounsey, pjm642000@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:pjm642000@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Calum Mackay
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:42:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Calum Mackay, calumlmackay@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:calumlmackay@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Torres
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:45:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Torres, mtorres253@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

It's time to take control of the chaos on our streets. We
see it every day and it's past time we had a fully staffed
police force to fix this. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mtorres253@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rick Grossman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:45:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rick Grossman, rick.grossman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rick.grossman@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melissa Aurand
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:45:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Melissa Aurand, melissa.w.aurand@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:melissa.w.aurand@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Garret Tom
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:51:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Garret Tom, gntom@bu.edu

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gntom@bu.edu
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: morkhan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Moraya Khan
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:52:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Moraya Khan
San Francisco, CA 94108

mailto:morkhan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:morkhan@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Frederick Bullock
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:54:16 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Frederick Bullock, epitaph_foul_0q@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:epitaph_foul_0q@icloud.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kimiaklein@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kimiko Klein
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:57:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Kimiko Klein
San Francisco, CA 94105

mailto:kimiaklein@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kimiaklein@sbcglobal.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: johnnylewiscorey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Corey
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:00:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
John Corey
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:johnnylewiscorey@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:johnnylewiscorey@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: DAVID GREENBERG
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:03:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: DAVID GREENBERG, maroja257@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Make SF great again!

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:maroja257@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Catherine Riedel
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:03:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Catherine Riedel, ccriedel@mindspring.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Just last night our dear neighbor, a mailman serving the
city, explained how he had been accosted for the second
time and his keys stolen. And that wasn't the worst part of
his day. Someone had stolen the catalytic converter from
his old Toyota while he was at work. Last night (the same
night), multiple business' windows on Irving St. near 9th
Ave were smashed, including our hardware store and a
few food businesses. These are small, locally owned,
neighborhood stores. It has to stop.

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

mailto:ccriedel@mindspring.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Milo Trauss
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:03:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Milo Trauss, milotrauss@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:milotrauss@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anita Ho
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:03:44 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anita Ho, cordeon@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cordeon@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John and Zahra Sobolski
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:12:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John and Zahra Sobolski, Fatiehk@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:fatiehk@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Assunta Young
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:12:43 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Assunta Young, assuntayoung46@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:assuntayoung46@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: njdanford@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nicholas Danford
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:13:21 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Nicholas Danford
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:njdanford@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:njdanford@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: allen1618@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Allen Lee
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:15:15 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Allen Lee
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:allen1618@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:allen1618@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christine Vitiello
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:18:43 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christine Vitiello, cvitiello.lac@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cvitiello.lac@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Holly Peterson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:18:44 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Holly Peterson, holly.peterson@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:holly.peterson@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Charlotte Worcester
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:24:33 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Charlotte Worcester, beaubarlotte@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:beaubarlotte@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: donnabhurowitz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Hurowitz
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:27:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Donna Hurowitz
San Francisco, CA 94116

mailto:donnabhurowitz@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:donnabhurowitz@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julia Brown
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:27:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Julia Brown, juliabrown.sf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:juliabrown.sf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alan Burradell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:27:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Alan Burradell, alanburradell@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:alanburradell@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Irene Whetstone
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:27:44 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Irene Whetstone, imwhetstone@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:imwhetstone@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: cloudsrest789@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen WONG
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:30:59 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Karen WONG
San Francisco, CA 94108

mailto:cloudsrest789@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cloudsrest789@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: MARIE HURABIELL
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:33:43 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: MARIE HURABIELL, mhurabie@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mhurabie@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cynthia Walker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:36:46 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Cynthia Walker , cynwalk20@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cynwalk20@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan Abbott
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:39:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan Abbott, abbott.susan57@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:abbott.susan57@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: maureen barry
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:42:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: maureen barry, maureensbarry@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:maureensbarry@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: amanda@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amanda Hoenigman
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:43:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Amanda Hoenigman
San Francisco, CA 94123

mailto:amanda@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:amanda@hoenigman.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Sherialh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sherial Heller
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:44:09 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Sherial Heller
San Francisco, CA 94108

mailto:Sherialh@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Sherialh@sbcglobal.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: SHIRLEY CLIFT
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:45:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: SHIRLEY CLIFT, shirleyclift@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:shirleyclift@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carrie Goodman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:45:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carrie Goodman, carriebgoodman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:carriebgoodman@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Heather Kirkpatrick
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:45:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Heather Kirkpatrick, heather@x.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:heather@x.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ravi Kalyanaraman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:03:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ravi Kalyanaraman, sfrunner1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sfrunner1@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: fernandezjuano@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Juan Carlos Fernandez
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:03:42 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Juan Carlos Fernandez
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:fernandezjuano@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:fernandezjuano@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Licy75@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Felicity Hohenshelt
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:08:40 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Felicity Hohenshelt
Jacksonville, FL 32257

mailto:Licy75@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Licy75@aol.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: libby@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Libby Dodd
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:08:43 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Libby Dodd
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:libby@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:libby@libbydodd.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Schwartz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:12:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Schwartz , kielygomes@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kielygomes@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christopher Xavier
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:12:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christopher Xavier, acxavier@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:acxavier@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alice Xavier
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:12:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Alice Xavier, acxavier@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:acxavier@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marvin Horton
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:27:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marvin Horton, marvin.horton@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:marvin.horton@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nate Tico
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:37:01 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nate Tico, nateotico@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nateotico@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Lord
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:41:42 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Lord, rob@roblord.org

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rob@roblord.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Josephine Herrera
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:42:46 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Josephine Herrera, jorubher@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jorubher@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gregory Batista
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:45:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gregory Batista, gbatista@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gbatista@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Katherine Long
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:48:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Katherine Long, kslong1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kslong1@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sheri Mitchell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:48:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sheri Mitchell, SheriMitchellSF@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sherimitchellsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julie Ruskin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:00:39 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Julie Ruskin, julieruskin524@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:julieruskin524@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ed Fisch
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:03:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ed Fisch, efisch116@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:efisch116@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: wiseguy908@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Solomon
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:06:01 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Steven Solomon
San Francisco, CA 94107

mailto:wiseguy908@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:wiseguy908@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: efisch116@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ed Fisch
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:12:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Ed Fisch
San Francisco, CA 94117

mailto:efisch116@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:efisch116@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Harriet Ingram
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:22:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Harriet Ingram, harriet_ingram@att.nrt

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:harriet_ingram@att.nrt
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carolyn Chatham
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:23:10 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carolyn Chatham, cipress@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cipress@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Isadore Rosenthal
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:27:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Isadore Rosenthal, isadore.rosenthal@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:isadore.rosenthal@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gary Egan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:30:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gary Egan, egan.w.gary@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:egan.w.gary@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kielygomes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Schwartz
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:32:55 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Karen Schwartz
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:kielygomes@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kielygomes@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Edward Sullivan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:36:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Edward Sullivan, efsullyjr@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:efsullyjr@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kim Simms
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:36:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kim Simms, kssimms4@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kssimms4@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maurice Fisher
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:43:50 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maurice Fisher, mauricefisher13@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mauricefisher13@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: sfisch116@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Fisch
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:44:14 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Susan Fisch
San Francisco, CA 94117

mailto:sfisch116@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sfisch116@comcast.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kaiyuanmo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of kaiyuan mo
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:45:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
kaiyuan mo
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:kaiyuanmo@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kaiyuanmo@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Hazel Kawaja
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:06:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Hazel Kawaja, hazelkawaja@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:hazelkawaja@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Parina
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:39:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Parina, parinarichard8@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Sincerely,

Richard Parina
737 Post St.
San Francisco, 94109

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:parinarichard8@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: dan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dan Langford
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:46:49 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Dan Langford
San Francisco, CA 94109

mailto:dan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dan@langfordsf.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Yana Rathman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:52:42 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Yana Rathman, yana_rathman@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:yana_rathman@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Martin Murphy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:54:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Martin Murphy, martymurphy04@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:martymurphy04@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Kinahan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:54:45 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Kinahan, karen.kinahan@ssf.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:karen.kinahan@ssf.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Krista Loretto
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:08:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Krista Loretto, kristaspenceloretto@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kristaspenceloretto@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bill Zolan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:08:44 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bill Zolan, nalozb5@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nalozb5@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Angel Colon
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:09:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Angel Colon, 1angelyoga@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:1angelyoga@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Moore
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:10:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: William Moore, BillGMoore@Yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Do this for the residents for whom you work. We don't
work for you, you work for us the residents of San
Francisco! This city is getting more untenable, unlivable
and unaffordable for many of us and you do little to
nothing to solve these critical issues. Why should we
reelect you when you've done little for us other than give
lip service, crickets or the finger behind our backs?

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:BillGMoore@Yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Larry Lee
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:13:53 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Larry Lee, Lawrencelsf49@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erin OGrady
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:13:56 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erin OGrady, erogrady@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephanie Jeong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:14:02 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephanie Jeong , stephaniejeong52@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erin Boylan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:15:14 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erin Boylan, ekbcelt@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: MaryLee McNeal
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:18:02 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: MaryLee McNeal, mleemcneal@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rachel Miller-Garcia
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:19:40 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rachel Miller-Garcia, rachelmg2121@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Emma Genesen
To: Breed, Mayor London (MYR); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; EngardioStaff (BOS);

boardofsupervisors@sfgov.org; Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I oppose the Marina Improvement and Remediation Project.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:19:50 PM

 

 

 
 Message to the Rec and Park Commissioners, the City Attorney, and the
Board of Supervisors, PG&E, Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Advisory

Committee, and RPD Project Staff

 

  

From your constituent Emma Genesen

Email genesen.emma@gmail.com

Zipcode 94123

I live in Marina 

District 2

  

I plan to give public comment
at the October 19 meeting:

Can't make it

 I oppose the Marina Improvement and Remediation
Project.

Message Dear Mayor London Breed, Rec and Park Commissioners,
David Chiu-City Attorney, Board of Supervisors, PG&E,
PROSAC, and RPD Project Staff,

My family and I oppose the Marina Improvement and
Remediation Project.  
We join nearly 2,700 people who signed a petition opposing
this plan.  

What we want:  

• Abandon plans for a new yacht harbor in front of the Marina
Green!
• Clean up toxins in Gas House Cove!
• Renegotiate settlement with PG&E to use funding for
restoring and maintaining existing East Harbor facilities!

We attended the August RDP meetings and are concerned we
are not being heard!

 

mailto:genesen.emma@gmail.com
mailto:mayorlondonbreed@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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• The current plan provides a nominal amount of dredging and
leaves 85% of the toxic waste in place.
• Residents from the entire Bay Area and all over the world
come to the Marina to enjoy the view.  Detrimental changes to
the area are not isolated to Marina residents.
• Iconic views that attract millions in revenue-generating
tourism will be forever eliminated by building a big yacht harbor
across the entire Marina Greens.  Think America’s Cup,
Alcatraz Triathlon, and Fleet Week.
• Already horrendous flooding in the Marina during storms may
be exacerbated since the project design has not been
coordinated with the PUC at this stage.

The diversity of the city is not represented due to bad
communication!
• The city is not being transparent; we had to find out from
neighbors and other residents about the toxins in the water and
full details of the plan
• The diversity of users of the Marina Green is not being
represented. Communications by RPD were limited to
residents within 1000 feet of the project, yet residents citywide
use the Marina Green for recreation.    
• The necessary reviews and approvals haven't been
completed, yet RPD has publicly referred to it as a “done deal,"
discouraging feedback.

Please STOP the Marina Improvement and Remediation
Project in its current form before it's too late!

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christine Kirkland
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:05:01 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christine Kirkland, thehairblair@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: carole glosenger
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:19:54 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: carole glosenger, carole.glosenger@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jeremiah Boehner
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:34:41 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jeremiah Boehner, Jeremiahboehner@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Caroline Matthews
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:55:06 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Caroline Matthews, CarolineM_Matthews@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short, medium, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer. It is long overdue that we take steps to help our
officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please listen
to your constituents who have repeatedly requested more
funding for the police and more staffing of SFPD. 
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From: rjakub@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rose Jakubaszek
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230973 - Supervisor Stefani’s Nonprofit Auditing Ordinance
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:57:35 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Stefani’s Nonprofit Auditing Ordinance and urge you to
vote in support of it.

The City currently spends $1.7 billion on contracts with over 600 nonprofits. While many of these organizations
provide valuable services to our communities, the City’s lack of guidelines for these contracts has resulted in waste
and redundancy.

By requiring the Controller to develop guidelines on metrics that must be included in City contracts, it will ensure
consistency across the variety of contracts that nonprofits have with the city, thereby enabling that nonprofits to best
deliver against clear metrics. Not only is this good governance to hold nonprofits accountable for results, it is needed
to enable the City to measure progress towards addressing its most pressing problems, including homelessness and
the drug and mental health crisis.

Finally, the high profile collapse of Baker Places and corruption discovered at United Council of Human Services
highlights the need for increased oversight of service providers to ensure money is accounted for and is being used
effectively to provide our most vulnerable the help they need.

Ultimately, this legislation will help improve oversight of taxpayer money, address the issues faced by nonprofits
contracting with the City, and increase public access to information around nonprofit contracts.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation.

Sincerely,
Rose Jakubaszek
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:rjakub@everyactioncustom.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Curiel
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:23:52 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Curiel, dcs984@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Judy Goldstein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:29:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Judy Goldstein, judgold22@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Markison
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:33:12 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Markison, remhand@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

I fear for my family daily - no one wishes to leave the
house day or night.

Please act immediately.

Our lives and property are at stake.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doo doo Poo poo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:36:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Doo doo Poo poo, whataridiculouspetition@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Let’s be honest. 

In the age of citizen reporting and cell phone cameras
capturing the police violence that has ALWAYS plagued
our country paired with a united and growing call for
police accountability and a national protest against police
 corruption in the wake of George Floyd (among the
hundreds of other men and women murdered by police),  
I ask you this:

Who wants to be a cop? Why are people NOT going to
the academy? Think about it. 

Locally, let’s talk about what  SFPD has done to create
terrible public perception and turn our young people
against them because of the incompetent and brutal
abuse of young San Franciscans at the Dolores Park
skate event. 

No one will forget the massive turn out of officers in RIOT
GEAR, getting paid loads of overtime to zip tie kids, let
them pee on themselves, and not allow them to even call
their parents? Besides being straight up abuse, what
horrid PR this was!!

I can’t believe I agree with something the original author
of this petition mentioned,  but the actual work of
community safety IS safer when the peace officers LIVE
where they work.  

However,  even with their bloated budget,  enormous
signing bonuses and pay incentives,  can officers ever
afford to live here at all anymore?  

The housing crisis is real.  And when you create an
environment with no middle working class,  the bottom
drops out.  

 

mailto:whataridiculouspetition@yahoo.com
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And here we are, a city with a lightening fast wealth gap
between our ever-increasing numbers of our poorest,
most vulnerable and unhoused folks alongside the ultra-
wealthy who wish to criminalize poverty,  treat humans
like garbage they can throw away,  and don’t want to see
the humanitarian crisis in front of their eyes.  

Please work to build more AFFORDABLE and BELOW
“‘market rate” homes, for police, for educators and for all
of our hard working class folks who make this city what it
is.

Please repair the damage done to kids of SF. 

Dorsey, weren’t you a public relations guy for SFPD?
 How does SFPD repair its relationship to our most vital
SF resource?  Im not talking about AI here,  I’m talking
about our kids.  

Muriel Huribell should be ashamed of being so dumb that
she cannot see the real issues at hand. 

I pray you all are smarter, more creative and especially
more compassionate than that. 

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tami Epstein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:39:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tami Epstein, tl.epstein@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tl.epstein@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maura Mana
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 1:14:03 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maura Mana, maurahealymana@outlook.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:maurahealymana@outlook.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Parina
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 2:42:55 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Parina, parinarichard8@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

Sincerely,

Richard Parina
737 Post St.
San Francisco, CA 94109

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:parinarichard8@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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From: remitan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Remi Tan
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 2:46:15 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Remi Tan
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:remitan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:remitan@sbcglobal.net
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: limo4usf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ronald Mungai
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:18:52 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Ronald Mungai
San Francisco, CA 94109

mailto:limo4usf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:limo4usf@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Antonio Massa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:30:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Antonio Massa, antonio.massa@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:antonio.massa@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kimberly Langenbach
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:39:26 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kimberly Langenbach, kimlang12@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kimlang12@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mojdeh Majidi
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 6:21:32 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mojdeh Majidi, mojmajidi@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mojmajidi@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: stephen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Martin-Pinto
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:15:33 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Stephen Martin-Pinto
San Francisco, CA 94127

mailto:stephen@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:stephen@stephenmartinpinto.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Nohr
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:15:45 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Nohr, mikejnohr@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. 

A bunch of hiring managers should be fired in the city for
not planning for this situation a decade ago.

350 cops are currently eligible to retire.  If they retire
tomorrow then the city is 50% under staffed in the police
department.  It will make the criminals even more
emboldened to reign terror on the community.  
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Nohr
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:16:57 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Nohr, mikejnohr@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. 

A bunch of hiring managers should be fired in the city for
not planning for this situation a decade ago.

350 cops are currently eligible to retire.  If they retire
tomorrow then the city is 50% under staffed in the police
department.  It will make the criminals even more
emboldened to reign terror on the community.

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mikejnohr@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Bancroft
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:18:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Bancroft, sfdavidbancroft@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Calvin Lau
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:55:27 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Calvin Lau, calvinlau@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:calvinlau@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Fall
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 9:25:30 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Fall, becfall@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:becfall@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ken Gendemann
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 9:55:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ken Gendemann, ken@gendemann.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ken@gendemann.com
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mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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From: hello@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Spencer Camp
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 10:31:56 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Spencer Camp
San Francisco, CA 94105

mailto:hello@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hello@spencercamp.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joe Ayers
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 11:03:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Joe Ayers, jayer209@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jayer209@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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From: john.doherty13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Doherty
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 11:24:06 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
John Doherty
San Francisco, CA 94117

mailto:john.doherty13@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:john.doherty13@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julianne Okeefe
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 11:31:45 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Julianne Okeefe , jnokeefe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jnokeefe@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nika Terjesen
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 12:02:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nika Terjesen, nikacnika@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nikacnika@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aislin Palladino
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 12:15:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Aislin Palladino, aislin.palladino@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:aislin.palladino@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kate Stephenson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 1:25:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kate Stephenson, kate.stephenson@sothebys.realty

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kate.stephenson@sothebys.realty
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aniket Sheth
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 1:31:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Aniket Sheth, nicknsheth@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I STRONGLY support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on
the ballot in March 2024. 

If I was in town I would be at the meeting on Monday to
personally support this amendment, I hope this message
will carry the same importance.  As a homeowner,
business owner, landlord, and long term resident and
voter of this city the crime and generally lack of respect
for any type of law and order in this city has grown to
crisis levels.  While it’s not violent crime, it dramatically
affects quality of life.  From CONSTANT sideshows on
Caesar Chavez to open fentanyl dealing everywhere it’s
out of hand.

Thanks for your attention to this pressing matter.

- Aniket Sheth

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nicknsheth@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Randolph Toy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 2:29:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Randolph Toy, loshu48@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
As a senior citizen and disabled American veteran
believed protecting the streets we live in.

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:loshu48@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: groovygene51@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gene Watson
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 2:33:19 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Gene Watson
Bakersfield, CA 93309

mailto:groovygene51@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:groovygene51@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elaine Psyhos
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 3:28:03 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Elaine Psyhos, epsyhos@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:epsyhos@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Charles Bush
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 4:11:51 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Charles Bush , cbush8@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cbush8@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barry Reder
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 4:28:44 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Barry Reder, unclbar@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:unclbar@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: andreacgalvin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrea Galvin
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:00:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Andrea Galvin
San Francisco, CA 94121

mailto:andreacgalvin@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:andreacgalvin@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barklee Sanders
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:08:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Barklee Sanders, barkleesanders@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:barkleesanders@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ab94115@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Annette Billingsley
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:14:20 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Annette Billingsley
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:ab94115@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ab94115@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jacob Woodfin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:49:58 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jacob Woodfin, jakewoodfinsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jakewoodfinsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: b26com@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Smith
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:54:28 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Mike Smith
San Francisco, CA 94122

mailto:b26com@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:b26com@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Mclaughlin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 7:01:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Mclaughlin, Mclaughlin_amy@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:Mclaughlin_amy@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: hillste2006@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephanie Hill
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 7:43:18 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Hill
San Francisco, CA 94127

mailto:hillste2006@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hillste2006@mac.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: martinezjessy393@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessy Martinez
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:03:12 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Jessy Martinez
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:martinezjessy393@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:martinezjessy393@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Laurie Meredith
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:50:38 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Laurie Meredith , soaring_leap@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Property crime is out of control and I’m sick of watching
business owners suffer and fail because of it.  Drug
crimes are another big problem. And of course violence
and dangerous behaviors like speeding must also be
addressed. 

The point is we need a full police presence of our city is
to thrive. But we don’t have it. 

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:soaring_leap@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Scott Evans
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:57:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Scott Evans, brianscott2780@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:brianscott2780@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: mlinksva@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Linksvayer
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 9:49:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Mike Linksvayer
San Francisco, CA 94107

mailto:mlinksva@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mlinksva@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matthew Paul
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:03:45 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Matthew Paul, mattpaul@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

This is long overdue. Let’s get it done. Thank you!

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mattpaul@gmail.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sandra Jadallah
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 7:27:00 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sandra Jadallah, sjadalla@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sjadalla@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: spencer.guthrie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Spencer guthrie
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:33:12 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Spencer guthrie
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:spencer.guthrie@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:spencer.guthrie@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: nathanielweiner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nathaniel Weiner
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:46:47 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Nathaniel Weiner
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:nathanielweiner@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:nathanielweiner@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leland Faust
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:47:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Leland Faust, lfaust@taylorfaust.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lfaust@taylorfaust.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melinda Evers
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 9:19:05 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Melinda Evers, melinda@ellispartners.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:melinda@ellispartners.com
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Evie Davis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 10:10:39 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Evie Davis, eviehd@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:eviehd@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: che.rudko@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Greg Rudko
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 10:23:00 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Greg Rudko
San Francisco, CA 94127

mailto:che.rudko@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:che.rudko@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Anderson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 10:56:52 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Anderson, pjagraphics@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:pjagraphics@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ruth Levy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 9:43:11 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ruth Levy, rjl50guard-pet@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gloria Mendivil
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 9:17:56 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Gloria Mendivil, Redglow48@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Willa Moore
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 9:03:51 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Willa Moore, willa.callahan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John G. Motlow
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 8:38:34 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: John G. Motlow, geoff.motlow@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: LEAH COTTER
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 8:27:01 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: LEAH COTTER, leah.delcot@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:leah.delcot@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: christian elbeck
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 8:06:18 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: christian elbeck, christian.elbeck@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:christian.elbeck@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gail Rutherford
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 7:51:24 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Gail Rutherford , gail_rutherford@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gail_rutherford@yahoo.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jeff Yeung
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 7:48:48 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jeff Yeung, jdyeung@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jdyeung@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ronald Mungai
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 3:39:41 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ronald Mungai, limo4usf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:limo4usf@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Ana Canillas
To: Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Cc: Michelle R; Richard Johnson
Subject: Support File #230985 (Police Full Staffing Charter Amendment)
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 3:11:23 AM

 

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors:

My name is Ana Canillas. My partner and Iare active voters who have invested our lives in
San Francisco. We love the City!

Sadly, my neighbors and I are living the seeming destruction of our beautiful City.  

We believe the lack of sufficient trained law enforcement staffing greatly contributes to the
crime and lawlessness on our streets. 

We believe providing sufficient police staffing will go a long way in ensuring public safety. 

The data and analysis  reported by  Supervisor Dorsey, just makes sense by offering  solutions
to addressing  the rampant lawlessness and crimes that common San Franciscans face
seemingly without recourse. 

*We need Police Full Force Staffing.*

We agree with Supervisor Dorsey’s analysis that current chronic understaffing

creates needlessly expensive and wasteful inefficiencies as vacant police officer
positions more than offset mounting needs for overtime pay to address operational
staffing shortages and myriad unforeseen public safety. 

We are encouraged by the study presented conclusively demonstrating in measurable benefit-
cost ratios that medium-to-large U.S. cities over a 50-year period from 1960 to 2010
concluded.that every $1.00 spent on policing generates social benefits and reduced victim
costs of approximately $1.63, with the authors of the study adding, “this conclusion is
conservative.

*Police Full Force Staffing just makes sense*

Please join my neighbors and me  in supporting File #230985 (Police Full Staffing Charter
Amendment). 

Thank you for your leadership, consideration and time!

Sincerely, 
Ana Canillas

mailto:anacinhv@gmail.com
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:hvsfcaus@gmail.com
mailto:rlj415@sbcglobal.net


Email  AnaCinHV@gmail.com
San Francisco  Resident and active voter since 1998 

Sent from my iPhone.



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Beverly Chin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 1:15:28 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Beverly Chin , fminus8@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:fminus8@yahoo.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Hau
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 1:00:51 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Hau, lindahau@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lindahau@sbcglobal.net
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Winnie Fung
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 12:48:24 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Winnie Fung, wfung94122@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:wfung94122@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Philip Vy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 11:15:15 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Philip Vy, i.am.philip.v@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:i.am.philip.v@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
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mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melinda Macauley
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 9:48:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Melinda Macauley, mindymac22@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I would have rewritten the pre Moab text below but it pretty
accurately expresses my position and reasoning.  We need
to clean up the streets if we want that convention and tourist
money that is a huge chunk of the city’s economy - not to
mention attracting businesses to fill the vacant offices - and
we need enough cops to do it.

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD.

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mindymac22@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa Durling
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 9:33:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa Durling, tadurling@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tadurling@sbcglobal.net
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Seema Gokhale
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:37:44 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Seema Gokhale, seema.v.gokhale@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stan Wong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:28:02 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Stan Wong, swong3028@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Moraya Khan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 7:42:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Moraya Khan, morkhan@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Hilary Stockton
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 7:42:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Hilary Stockton, hilarys@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Innes
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 7:41:44 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Innes, michael.h.innes@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Madeline Duva
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 7:23:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Madeline Duva , mfduva@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Lozynsky
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 7:03:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: John Lozynsky, johnlozy@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bernadette Lussier
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:57:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Bernadette Lussier, lussierbm@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Morgan Livermore
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:51:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Morgan Livermore, morganlivermore@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kenneth Camp
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:48:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kenneth Camp, kennycamp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Josue Dzul
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:48:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Josue Dzul, josuedz12@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: michael covarrubias
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:36:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: michael covarrubias, michael.c@tmgpartners.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Levy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:31:41 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Levy, djlevy1@comcast.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa McNamara
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 5:24:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa McNamara, jtmcna@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rami Randhawa
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 5:11:05 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Rami Randhawa, rami.randhawa@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carla Schlemminger
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 3:56:40 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Carla Schlemminger, carlas@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Oscar Linares Leon
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: File #230985
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 3:52:24 PM

 

Oscar Linares Leon has sent you an email via Gmail confidential mode:

File #230985

This message was sent on Oct 22, 2023 at 3:51:02 PM PDT
You can open it by clicking the link below. This link will only work for
Board.of.Supervisors@sfgov.org.

View the email

Gmail confidential mode gives you more control over the messages you send. The
sender may have chosen to set an expiration time, disable printing or forwarding,
or track access to this message. Learn more

Gmail: Email by Google
Use is subject to the Google Privacy Policy
Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this message because someone sent you an email via Gmail
confidential mode.

Google logo
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lara Hashimoto
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 3:43:44 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Lara Hashimoto, Laralynnehashimoto@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,
I IMPLORE you to take accountability for the current unsafe
conditions and overall decline of the city.  The first and
CRITICAL step to turning the city around is to fully staff the
SFPD.  Under Peskin's leadership, the supervisors have
been ineffective at making meaningful improvements
expediently to avoid further exodus from SF
downtown/SOMA, the SF tax revenue driver.  This is your
chance to show the voters that the supervisors can make
common sense decisions and care about the future of the
city.  Policies that are lenient on crime have failed us ALL so
stop going down this path and vote to put Supervisors
Dorsey's full staffing amendment for SFPD on the ballot in
March 2024.

We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe destination
to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a fully staffed
police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has short-, medium-,
and long-range solutions to quickly fill the current gaps in
personnel while making retention and recruitment possible
and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Gray
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 3:19:59 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Gray, lisa.graysf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Judie DOHERTY
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 2:22:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Judie DOHERTY, JUDIEDOHERTY@GMAIL.COM

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Jung
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 1:56:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Jung, maryjungsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gretchen Anderson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 1:46:57 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Gretchen Anderson, ghooversf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Dana Foarta
To: Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Support File #230985 (Police Full Staffing Charter Amendment)
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 1:33:24 PM

 

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing in strong support for the Police Full Staffing Charter Amendment (file #230985).
I have been a resident of San Francisco since 2015, living first in SOMA and now in Hayes
Valley. Since 2020, I have witnessed an increase in crime in my neighborhood and the effects
of an understaffed and under-resourced police department. My neighbors and I have witnessed
and reported to police open air drug consumption, drug dealing and trafficking, vandalism,
theft, residential break-ins, and bike chopping operations. We have also called the non-
emergency line multiple times to ask for checks on persons who seemed in distress due to drug
consumption or health crises. The police response has been constrained by their limited
resources. This is reflected in the time it takes to arrive at the scene (sometimes it can take an
hour to get a police drive-by after reporting illegal activity), in their ability to investigate
illegal activity (they simply don't have the people and resources to investigate issues), and in
their ability to be present and visible in the community in order to deter crime. We urgently
need more police officers in our neighborhoods to address crime and safety concerns. I
strongly believe this charter amendment will help San Francisco's recovery and the adaptation
of this vibrant city to the post-pandemic reality. Thank you for your consideration of this
support statement.

Best regards,
Dana Foarta
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Kane
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 1:32:33 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Kane, rskane333@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mikaela Farhart
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 1:10:08 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mikaela Farhart, mikaela.farhart@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: RICHARD DE BONO
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 12:53:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: RICHARD DE BONO, richarddebono@compuserve.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. 

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joseph Tobin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 12:53:18 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Joseph Tobin, jotmhp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Chris Faust
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 12:34:52 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Chris Faust, noeneighbors@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I have served on Ingleside Community Police Advisory
Board for many years. My neighbors and I are deeply
concerned about the thinly distributed police patrols we
depend upon to respond to incidents and to maintain a
sense of safety in our community. We urge you to support
Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for SFPD.
Please hear our safety concerns and vote to put this
amendment on the ballot in March 2024. Restore our city’s
reputation as a safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop
with a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan
has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill
the current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Anderson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 10:56:55 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Anderson, pjagraphics@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Evie Davis
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 10:10:43 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Evie Davis, eviehd@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melinda Evers
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 9:19:07 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Melinda Evers, melinda@ellispartners.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leland Faust
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:47:26 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Leland Faust, lfaust@taylorfaust.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sandra Jadallah
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 7:26:56 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Sandra Jadallah, sjadalla@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matthew Paul
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:03:45 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Matthew Paul, mattpaul@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

This is long overdue. Let’s get it done. Thank you!
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nina geneson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 12:08:07 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Nina geneson, ninagotis@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Scott Evans
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:57:32 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Scott Evans, brianscott2780@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Laurie Meredith
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:50:47 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Laurie Meredith , soaring_leap@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Property crime is out of control and I’m sick of watching
business owners suffer and fail because of it.  Drug crimes
are another big problem. And of course violence and
dangerous behaviors like speeding must also be addressed. 

The point is we need a full police presence of our city is to
thrive. But we don’t have it. 

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Mclaughlin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 7:01:38 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Mclaughlin, Mclaughlin_amy@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jacob Woodfin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:49:55 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jacob Woodfin, jakewoodfinsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barklee Sanders
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:08:38 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Barklee Sanders, barkleesanders@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barry Reder
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 4:28:47 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Barry Reder, unclbar@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Charles Bush
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 4:11:52 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Charles Bush , cbush8@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elaine Psyhos
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 3:27:45 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Elaine Psyhos, epsyhos@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Randolph Toy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 2:29:35 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Randolph Toy, loshu48@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
As a senior citizen and disabled American veteran believed
protecting the streets we live in.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aniket Sheth
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 1:31:39 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Aniket Sheth, nicknsheth@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I STRONGLY support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the
ballot in March 2024. 

If I was in town I would be at the meeting on Monday to
personally support this amendment, I hope this message will
carry the same importance.  As a homeowner, business
owner, landlord, and long term resident and voter of this city
the crime and generally lack of respect for any type of law
and order in this city has grown to crisis levels.  While it’s not
violent crime, it dramatically affects quality of life.  From
CONSTANT sideshows on Caesar Chavez to open fentanyl
dealing everywhere it’s out of hand.

Thanks for your attention to this pressing matter.

- Aniket Sheth
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kate Stephenson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 1:25:34 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kate Stephenson, kate.stephenson@sothebys.realty

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aislin Palladino
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 12:15:09 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Aislin Palladino, aislin.palladino@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nika Terjesen
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 12:02:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Nika Terjesen, nikacnika@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julianne Okeefe
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 11:31:47 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Julianne Okeefe , jnokeefe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joe Ayers
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 11:03:31 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Joe Ayers, jayer209@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ken Gendemann
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 9:55:30 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ken Gendemann, ken@gendemann.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Fall
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 9:25:30 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Fall, becfall@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leara Deane
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 9:14:19 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Leara Deane, learadeane@fastmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Calvin Lau
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:55:21 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Calvin Lau, calvinlau@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Bancroft
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:18:33 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Bancroft, sfdavidbancroft@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Nohr
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:16:56 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Nohr, mikejnohr@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. 

A bunch of hiring managers should be fired in the city for not
planning for this situation a decade ago.

350 cops are currently eligible to retire.  If they retire
tomorrow then the city is 50% under staffed in the police
department.  It will make the criminals even more
emboldened to reign terror on the community.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Nohr
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 8:15:43 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Nohr, mikejnohr@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. 

A bunch of hiring managers should be fired in the city for not
planning for this situation a decade ago.

350 cops are currently eligible to retire.  If they retire
tomorrow then the city is 50% under staffed in the police
department.  It will make the criminals even more
emboldened to reign terror on the community.  
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mojdeh Majidi
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 6:21:30 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mojdeh Majidi, mojmajidi@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: MiSe Campos
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Cc: Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Ebadi, Mahanaz (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Martin, Luke (POL)
Subject: Support File #230985 (Police Full Staffing Charter Amendment)
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 6:07:17 AM

 

Good morning, Madam/Sir—

I am a resident in the 6th District of San Francisco. Prior to the pandemic, I considered the Tenderloin home for a
decade.

I have always appreciated my neighborhoods' gritty history and the long-time institutions that have lent life to this
part of San Francisco. In the last two years alone, some of these have closed (thinking of Frena's Bakery around the
corner, especially). I suspect that a good reason for this has to do with maintaining a business in an area intensified
by pervasive homelessness, petty theft, and open-air drug use.

Among all City agencies, SFPD has been most responsive to my requests to keep sidewalks passable and safe. To
the extent that other agencies have not been as accessible to public inquiry (e.g., Public Health, DPW, and Homeless
Outreach), local residents have relied on SFPD non-emergency and our local CBDs to address immediate concerns
around safety and public hygiene. By default therefore, SFPD and CBDs are forced to stand right in the front lines
of day-to-day life. The police have consistently undertaken their work in ways that respect both the needs of
pedestrians and the rights of those unhoused. Captain Luke Martin of the Southern Station has proven especially
attentive to resident concerns and has met with us several times to explore practical steps to keep our streets
passable.

Of late, however, response time has significantly lagged due to shortage in staffing. 

Supervisor Dorsey's proposal seeks to return SPFD staffing levels to a workable number in a city the size of San
Francisco. This is worth our consideration.

At a time when many of us are interrogating the role of the police in the public square, I am mindful that increased
policing is not always the solution to the stability of quotidian life. In light of our City's failure to implement policies
to address homelessness, illegal drug use, and public hygiene, however, the SFPD has stepped up to make our streets
accessible and livable.

For this reason, I support the inclusion of the Full Staffing Act for voter consideration in the March elections.

Many thanks,
MS Campos
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kimberly Langenbach
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:39:20 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kimberly Langenbach, kimlang12@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Antonio Massa
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 5:30:29 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Antonio Massa, antonio.massa@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Parina
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 2:42:58 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Parina, parinarichard8@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

Sincerely,

Richard Parina
737 Post St.
San Francisco, CA 94109
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Steven Madrid
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 2:29:06 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Steven Madrid, steven.j.madrid@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maura Mana
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 21, 2023 1:14:10 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Maura Mana, maurahealymana@outlook.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tami Epstein
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:39:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Tami Epstein, tl.epstein@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doo doo Poo poo
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:36:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Doo doo Poo poo, whataridiculouspetition@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Let’s be honest. 

In the age of citizen reporting and cell phone cameras
capturing the police violence that has ALWAYS plagued our
country paired with a united and growing call for police
accountability and a national protest against police
 corruption in the wake of George Floyd (among the
hundreds of other men and women murdered by police),   I
ask you this:

Who wants to be a cop? Why are people NOT going to the
academy? Think about it. 

Locally, let’s talk about what  SFPD has done to create
terrible public perception and turn our young people against
them because of the incompetent and brutal abuse of young
San Franciscans at the Dolores Park skate event. 

No one will forget the massive turn out of officers in RIOT
GEAR, getting paid loads of overtime to zip tie kids, let them
pee on themselves, and not allow them to even call their
parents? Besides being straight up abuse, what horrid PR
this was!!

I can’t believe I agree with something the original author of
this petition mentioned,  but the actual work of community
safety IS safer when the peace officers LIVE where they
work.  

However,  even with their bloated budget,  enormous signing
bonuses and pay incentives,  can officers ever afford to live
here at all anymore?  

The housing crisis is real.  And when you create an
environment with no middle working class,  the bottom drops
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out.  

And here we are, a city with a lightening fast wealth gap
between our ever-increasing numbers of our poorest, most
vulnerable and unhoused folks alongside the ultra-wealthy
who wish to criminalize poverty,  treat humans like garbage
they can throw away,  and don’t want to see the
humanitarian crisis in front of their eyes.  

Please work to build more AFFORDABLE and BELOW
“‘market rate” homes, for police, for educators and for all of
our hard working class folks who make this city what it is.

Please repair the damage done to kids of SF. 

Dorsey, weren’t you a public relations guy for SFPD?  How
does SFPD repair its relationship to our most vital SF
resource?  Im not talking about AI here,  I’m talking about
our kids.  

Muriel Huribell should be ashamed of being so dumb that
she cannot see the real issues at hand. 

I pray you all are smarter, more creative and especially more
compassionate than that. 

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Markison
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:33:02 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Markison, remhand@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

I fear for my family daily - no one wishes to leave the house
day or night.

Please act immediately.

Our lives and property are at stake.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Judy Goldstein
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:29:46 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Judy Goldstein, judgold22@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Curiel
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:23:55 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Curiel, dcs984@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Caroline Matthews
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:55:14 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Caroline Matthews, CarolineM_Matthews@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short, medium, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer. It is long overdue
that we take steps to help our officers live in the city they
patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who have
repeatedly requested more funding for the police and more
staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jeremiah Boehner
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:34:39 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jeremiah Boehner, Jeremiahboehner@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: carole glosenger
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:19:55 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: carole glosenger, carole.glosenger@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christine Kirkland
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:05:03 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Christine Kirkland, thehairblair@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christian Elbeck
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:19:49 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Christian Elbeck, christian.elbeck@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rachel Miller-Garcia
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:19:42 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Rachel Miller-Garcia, rachelmg2121@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erin Boylan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:15:11 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Erin Boylan, ekbcelt@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Parina
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:14:45 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Parina, parinarichard8@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

Sincerely,

Richard Parina
737 Post St.
San Francisco, 94109
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephanie Jeong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:14:04 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephanie Jeong , stephaniejeong52@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Larry Lee
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:13:56 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Larry Lee, Lawrencelsf49@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Hazel Kawaja
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:13:46 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Hazel Kawaja, hazelkawaja@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erin OGrady
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:13:43 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Erin OGrady, erogrady@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ronald Mungai
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:13:05 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ronald Mungai, limo4usf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Moore
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:10:22 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: William Moore, BillGMoore@Yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

Do this for the residents for whom you work. We don't work
for you, you work for us the residents of San Francisco! This
city is getting more untenable, unlivable and unaffordable for
many of us and you do little to nothing to solve these critical
issues. Why should we reelect you when you've done little
for us other than give lip service, crickets or the finger
behind our backs?
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Angel Colon
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:09:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Angel Colon, 1angelyoga@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: MaryLee McNeal
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:09:04 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: MaryLee McNeal, mleemcneal@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bill Zolan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:08:39 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Bill Zolan, nalozb5@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Krista Loretto
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:08:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Krista Loretto, kristaspenceloretto@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Kinahan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:54:38 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Kinahan, karen.kinahan@ssf.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Martin Murphy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:54:35 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Martin Murphy, martymurphy04@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Yana Rathman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:52:42 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Yana Rathman, yana_rathman@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Chrissy Shively
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: File #230985 - I do not support
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:39:28 PM

 

I am a longtime San Francisco resident and voter and I DO NOT SUPPORT the police full
staffing act.
1) SFPD is NOT understaffed. We have the highest number of police officers per capita of any
city in California over 100k residents. The city’s problems would be better tackled with more
(and wiser) social service spending.
2) Our “crime epidemic” is not a real thing borne out by data. Our tax money would be better
spent on PR to claw back some of the tourism we lose due to this crime epidemic myth.
3) Most importantly, our police have difficulty recruiting because of their bad behavior and
poor reputation. We need real reforms to make SFPD a corps of better trained, more
accountable, and more representative public servants. If people in this city looked up to the
police as opposed to viewing them as an adversary or an occupying force, much of our
supposed staffing problem would be solved free of charge.

Sincerely,
Chrissy Shively 

mailto:chrissypants@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maurice Fisher
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:43:51 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Maurice Fisher, mauricefisher13@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kim Simms
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:36:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kim Simms, kssimms4@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Edward Sullivan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:36:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Edward Sullivan, efsullyjr@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gary Egan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:30:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Gary Egan, egan.w.gary@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:egan.w.gary@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Isadore Rosenthal
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:25:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Isadore Rosenthal, isadore.rosenthal@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:isadore.rosenthal@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carolyn Chatham
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:23:08 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Carolyn Chatham, cipress@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:cipress@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Harriet Ingram
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:22:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Harriet Ingram, harriet_ingram@att.nrt

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:harriet_ingram@att.nrt
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ed Fisch
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:03:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ed Fisch, efisch116@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:efisch116@comcast.net
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julie Ruskin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:00:42 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Julie Ruskin, julieruskin524@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:julieruskin524@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Katherine Long
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:48:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Katherine Long, kslong1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kslong1@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sheri Mitchell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:48:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Sheri Mitchell, SheriMitchellSF@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sherimitchellsf@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gregory Batista
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:45:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Gregory Batista, gbatista@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gbatista@gmail.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Josephine Herrera
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:42:44 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Josephine Herrera, jorubher@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jorubher@aol.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Lord
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:41:44 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Lord, rob@roblord.org

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rob@roblord.org
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nate Tico
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:37:02 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Nate Tico, nateotico@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nateotico@yahoo.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
mailto:hillary.ronen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:EngardioStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:catherine.stefani@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Schwartz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:12:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Schwartz , kielygomes@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kielygomes@yahoo.com
mailto:aaron.peskin@sfgov.org
mailto:ChanStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org
mailto:MelgarStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:dean.preston@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alice Xavier
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:12:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Alice Xavier, acxavier@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christopher Xavier
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:12:17 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Christopher Xavier, acxavier@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marc Brenman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:09:41 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Marc Brenman, mbrenman001@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ravi Kalyanaraman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 3:03:39 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ravi Kalyanaraman, sfrunner1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Heather Kirkpatrick
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:45:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Heather Kirkpatrick, heather@x.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: SHIRLEY CLIFT
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:45:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: SHIRLEY CLIFT, shirleyclift@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carrie Goodman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:45:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Carrie Goodman, carriebgoodman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: maureen barry
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:42:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: maureen barry, maureensbarry@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan Abbott
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:39:37 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan Abbott, abbott.susan57@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cynthia Walker
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:36:46 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Cynthia Walker , cynwalk20@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: MARIE HURABIELL
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:34:04 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: MARIE HURABIELL, mhurabie@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Ulring
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:30:50 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Ulring, kulring@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julia Brown
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:27:32 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Julia Brown, juliabrown.sf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Irene Whetstone
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:27:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Irene Whetstone, imwhetstone@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alan Burradell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:27:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Alan Burradell, alanburradell@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Ken Shaffer
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Support for the San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:25:40 PM

 

Board of Supervisors:
I would like to express my support for the Police Full Staffing Act up for discussion
on Oct. 23. 2023. 
Thank You,
Kenneth C. Shaffer
1600 18th Ave.
district 7

mailto:kenshaffer80@gmail.com
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Charlotte Worcester
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:24:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Charlotte Worcester, beaubarlotte@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christine Vitiello
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:18:40 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Christine Vitiello, cvitiello.lac@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Holly Peterson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:18:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Holly Peterson, holly.peterson@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John and Zahra Sobolski
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:12:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: John and Zahra Sobolski, Fatiehk@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Assunta Young
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:12:15 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Assunta Young, assuntayoung46@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anita Ho
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:03:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Anita Ho, cordeon@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: DAVID GREENBERG
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:03:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: DAVID GREENBERG, maroja257@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Make SF great again!
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Catherine Riedel
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:03:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Catherine Riedel, ccriedel@mindspring.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Just last night our dear neighbor, a mailman serving the city,
explained how he had been accosted for the second time
and his keys stolen. And that wasn't the worst part of his
day. Someone had stolen the catalytic converter from his old
Toyota while he was at work. Last night (the same night),
multiple business' windows on Irving St. near 9th Ave were
smashed, including our hardware store and a few food
businesses. These are small, locally owned, neighborhood
stores. It has to stop.

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Milo Trauss
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 2:03:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Milo Trauss, milotrauss@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Frederick Bullock
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:54:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Frederick Bullock, epitaph_foul_0q@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Garret Tom
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:51:21 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Garret Tom, gntom@bu.edu

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melissa Aurand
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:45:33 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Melissa Aurand, melissa.w.aurand@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rick Grossman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:45:33 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Rick Grossman, rick.grossman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Torres
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:45:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Torres, mtorres253@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

It's time to take control of the chaos on our streets. We see it
every day and it's past time we had a fully staffed police
force to fix this. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Calum Mackay
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:42:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Calum Mackay, calumlmackay@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alisa Weinstein
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:39:32 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Alisa Weinstein, alisaweinstein@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: patrick mounsey
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:39:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: patrick mounsey, pjm642000@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joan Neilson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:35:55 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Joan Neilson, joaneneilson@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Donald Sambucci
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:26:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Donald Sambucci, donald.sambucci@sir.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nikki Yoshikawa
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:15:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Nikki Yoshikawa, nikkiyoshikawa@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eleanor Pollak
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:12:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Eleanor Pollak, eleanor.pollak@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melody Hom
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:09:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Melody Hom, melodyh606@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sallie Latch
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:06:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Sallie Latch, slatch107@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elizabeth Moresco
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:03:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Elizabeth Moresco, lrmoresco@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kristap Baltin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:03:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kristap Baltin, kbaltin@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tyrone Dorian
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:00:54 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Tyrone Dorian, thdorian@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jacqueline Holen
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:57:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jacqueline Holen, jackie.holen@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Geo Li
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:57:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Geo Li, gworld@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: alvaro schor
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:54:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: alvaro schor, alvaroschor@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: dan richman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:54:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: dan richman, danrichman@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tamara Sypult
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:54:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Tamara Sypult, tsypult@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Adhikari
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:51:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Adhikari, rawriter@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Wallace
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:48:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Wallace, kevinwallace415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Marie Lewis Lyman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:48:21 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Marie Lewis Lyman , Bellalisa9380@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lauren Parry
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:45:21 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Lauren Parry , laurenparry@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Stephens
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:42:34 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: John Stephens, sfsenator@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Tejeda
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:39:44 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Tejeda, dtrepairs@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Nolley
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:39:44 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Nolley, danolley@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Breslin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:39:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Breslin, kbsmail@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sean St Germain
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:30:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Sean St Germain, seanstgermain@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Below is a message that I'm guessing you'll get from many
folks. I've been living in SF for over 10 years and we need
real change, now. We need more focus on public safety - I
know a number of my clients (private equity/investment
bankers) that don't want to come here and are flocking to
New York because of public safety. 

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jennifer Soller
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:27:35 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jennifer Soller, sollje2002@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support San Francisco police officers!
Police staffing shortages make me feel less safe.

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  

Please listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing of
SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Donna Naughton
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:27:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Donna Naughton, dmnaughton@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Barnard
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:24:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Barnard, kevin@barnardgraphics.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jise Anselmo
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:24:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jise Anselmo, janselmosf@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: HOLLY SHEFFER
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:21:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: HOLLY SHEFFER, hollly.sheffer@prodigy.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ken Lips
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:21:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ken Lips , klips007@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bev Spector
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:21:19 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Bev Spector , buzbev@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amanda Michael
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:18:32 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Amanda Michael, mssamanda1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jeffrey Bernstein
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:40 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jeffrey Bernstein, jeffre_bernstein@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Florence Schwartz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:37 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Florence Schwartz, schwartzhar@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Charles Lim
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:37 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Charles Lim, charles.dexter.lim@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marla Allen
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Marla Allen, marlaj43@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Chris Yost-Bremm
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:35 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Chris Yost-Bremm, cyb@sfsu.edu

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Boris Berdichevsky
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Boris Berdichevsky, bboris9@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Montanez
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:15:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Montanez, escobarantonia77@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ed McEachron
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:12:32 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ed McEachron, edmceachron@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gary Decad
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:12:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Gary Decad, gmdecad@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,
Yes we need more police but where are the SFPD we
already have on staff? No where to be seen.  They are MIA.
 Fire the current Police Commissioner while you are at it.
 The taxpayers of SF are not idiots and you will all be fired if
we don’t see action.
I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gloria Aburto
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:35 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Gloria Aburto, gloria197524@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Marsiano
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:32 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Marsiano, dmarsiano@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dina DiBattista
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Dina DiBattista , ddibattista@msn.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Irene Fan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Irene Fan, irene.a.fan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ana Guevara
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:09:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ana Guevara, quench_unmoved.0t@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robb Fleischer
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:06:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Robb Fleischer, rfleischer@amsiemail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Frings
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:03:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Frings, pfrings@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andre Vick
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:00:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Andre Vick, andrewvik@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Mr. Mandelman,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kimberly Legocki
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:57:20 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kimberly Legocki, kvwheeler@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Spencer guthrie
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:57:19 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Spencer guthrie, spencer.guthrie@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from
untrusted sources.

From: Owen, David (BOS)
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Fw: Dorsey Charter Amendment re Police Staffing. Support (File #230985)
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:55:50 AM

From: mrmpr@earthlink.net <mrmpr@earthlink.net>
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:31 AM
To: MandelmanStaff, [BOS] <mandelmanstaff@sfgov.org>
Subject: Dorsey Charter Amendment re Police Staffing. Support
 

 
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
District 8.
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
 

Dear Rafael:
 

Corbett Heights Neighbors organization, (CHN) supports this proposed
amendment, in concept, and urges your positive action on it.
 

While recognizing it does not resolve all aspects and issues of the complex
policing question, it is an important step forward in an effort to halt and then
begin to reverse the serious decline of public safety and related conditions in
San Francisco.  
 

As you know, CHN has represented the NW Eureka Valley  for nearly 20 years.
The CHN Board of Directors, members of which are elected annually by the
membership,  read the proposed Amendment text, the Legislative Digest and
related materials and held and in-person discussion attended by all members of
our Board before taking this position. The vote was unanimous.
 

Thank you.  
 

Mark Ryser, Board Member
Corbett Heights Neighbors
info@corbettneighbors.com
415 404 9960  

mailto:david.a.owen@sfgov.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:info@corbettneighbors.com


 
 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christina Bui
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:54:31 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Christina Bui, buitina02@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stuart PETERSON
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:48:22 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Stuart PETERSON, sp@av.co

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

We support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will help make this a reality and vote to
put it on the ballot in March 2024. We cannot regain the
city’s reputation as a safe destination to live, work, visit, and
shop if we do not have a fully staffed police force.
 Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has short-, medium-, and long-
range solutions to quickly fill the current gaps in personnel
while making retention and recruitment possible and
probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brenda Kwee McNulty
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:39:22 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Brenda Kwee McNulty, kweenulty@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anika Steig
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:36:38 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Anika Steig, anika.steig@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

Anika
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rachel Barnard
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:36:31 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Rachel Barnard, rachel@rachelbarnardhomes.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marty Cerles
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:33:25 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Marty Cerles, martycerles@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Harris
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:30:31 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Harris, Maryharris_sf@outlook.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard E Higson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:27:31 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard E Higson, rhigson1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gregory Chua
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:24:27 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Gregory Chua, gregchua@sonic.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Scott Brittain
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:21:35 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Scott Brittain, scottpbrittain@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: mrmpr@earthlink.net
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Subject: Rules Comm: Oct 23, 2023. Item 1: Dorsey Charter Amend re Police Staffing. Support.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:19:44 AM

 

Supervisors Dorsey, Safai and Walton
Rules Committee
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
 
 
Corbett Heights Neighbors organization, (CHN) supports this proposed
amendment, in concept, and urges your positive action on it.
 
While recognizing it does not  resolve all aspects and issues of the complex
policing question, it is an important step forward in an effort to halt and then
begin to reverse the serious decline of public safety and related conditions in
San Francisco.
 
CHN has represented the NW Eureka Valley  for nearly 20 years. The CHN
Board of Directors, member of which are elected annually by the membership,
 read the proposed Amendment text, the Legislative Digest and related
materials and held and in-person discussion attended by all members of our
Board before taking this position. The vote was unanimous.
 
 
Mark Ryser, Board Member
Corbett Heights Neighbors
info@corbettneighbors.com
415 404 9960  
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patricia Huey
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:18:34 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Patricia Huey, pat.huey@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I have lived in San Francisco for almost 40 years and have
watched its level of safety decline. Yet when the police came
to protect the attendees at a women's rights conference I
attended in September, I was impressed (but not surprised)
at their level of competence and professionalism when they
dealt with a large number of immature and violent protesters
who came to harass us. The event could have resulted in far
more harm had the police not been there. We need to
support our police department here in San Francisco. Their
job is a difficult one. 

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

Thank you,
Patricia Huey
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Fay
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:18:31 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Fay, areacode@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joseph McFadden
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:18:18 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Joseph McFadden, fadsmcfadden@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: linda radler
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:12:37 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: linda radler, lindaradler@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amanda Holt
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:12:30 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Amanda Holt, amanda.holt@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mureil Robins
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:09:25 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mureil Robins, mueyrex@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Penny Palou
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:09:25 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Penny Palou, pennypalou@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Robins
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:09:24 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: William Robins, billy.robins@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Katsiaryna Makaranka
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:09:24 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Katsiaryna Makaranka, stasianok@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kendra Robins
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:09:23 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kendra Robins, kendrasrobins@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: cynthia o"neill
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:06:25 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: cynthia o'neill, near.guppies.0d@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Law
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:06:24 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Law, amylau@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Fall
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 11:00:45 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Fall, rbfall@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: George Markov
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:51:36 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: George Markov, george.markov@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

Thank you

Best,
George Markov
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Paul Ybarbo
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:45:33 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Paul Ybarbo, paul.ybarbo@sothebyshomes.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carol Faulkner
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:39:31 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Carol Faulkner , cmoelarrycarol@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark J. Fiore
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:39:28 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark J. Fiore, markfiore50@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joe Faulkner
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:39:28 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Joe Faulkner , joemangolf@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carol Russo
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:33:34 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Carol Russo, sfrussos@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Harry Wong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:27:22 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Harry Wong, hoarser_aphid.0i@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Grauel
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:18:33 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: John Grauel, john@carbonrose.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Liz Le
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:12:41 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Liz Le, elizle@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Thomas Shanahan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:06:26 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Thomas Shanahan, tshanahan24@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tony Abdulmassih
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:06:23 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Tony Abdulmassih, tonymassih@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Willa Callahan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:03:33 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Willa Callahan, willa.callahan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jasmine Madatian
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 10:00:33 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jasmine Madatian, madatian.j@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marla Landa
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:57:24 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Marla Landa, marlalanda@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cecille Caterson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:45:28 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Cecille Caterson, ccaterson@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Simone Davey
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:42:28 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Simone Davey, sbdavey@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bernadette Hyland
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:36:23 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Bernadette Hyland, bernadettehyl@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: CELESTE Wolter Sempere
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:30:40 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: CELESTE Wolter Sempere, celeste@bedford-grove.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gifford Brooks
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:25:08 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Gifford Brooks, brooks1389@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rosemary Cassidy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:13:59 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Rosemary Cassidy, rohcass@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sylvia Terpstra
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:05:53 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Sylvia Terpstra, skterp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jason Bergenfeld
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:42:23 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jason Bergenfeld, jsbergenfeld@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael White
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:39:27 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael White, white1639@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Belcher
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:33:24 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Belcher, terribel@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Theresa Belcher
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:30:44 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Theresa Belcher, terribel329@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Annabelle Charbit
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:21:34 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Annabelle Charbit, arcb74@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Annabelle Charbit
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:21:22 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Annabelle Charbit, arcb74@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Garrett
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:21:20 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: John Garrett, johnwgarrett@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cole Sapiro
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:18:32 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Cole Sapiro, riptidelax31@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tessa Sapiro
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:18:28 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Tessa Sapiro, tessorca9@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eddy Sapiro
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:18:25 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Eddy Sapiro, eddysapiro@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christina Pappas
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:14:29 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Christina Pappas, scoutca66@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Spencer Sherwin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:07:44 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Spencer Sherwin, spencer.sherwin@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gail Rutherford
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 8:00:37 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Gail Rutherford, gail_rutherford@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Coll
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:54:24 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Coll, kellsconstructioninc@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Paul Kirkland
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:51:39 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Paul Kirkland, paulkirkland28@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tim Manning
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:48:38 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Tim Manning, Timmanning12@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Louis Chan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:48:27 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Louis Chan, louiskchan46@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ken Vanos
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:46:22 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ken Vanos, kenvanos@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matt Stringer
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:33:53 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Matt Stringer, matt.a.stringer@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: LAUREN PIERIK
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:29:13 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: LAUREN PIERIK, laurenpierik@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aldo Castaneda
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:15:31 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Aldo Castaneda, Aldo@JyARz.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robb Fleischer
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 7:08:09 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Robb Fleischer, rfleischer@amsiemail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Yedi Wong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:55:12 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Yedi Wong, wongye@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marshall Terpstra
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:49:30 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Marshall Terpstra, mjterps@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Shannon Thomson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:21:41 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Shannon Thomson, thomsonshop1945@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christina Tucker
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:18:26 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Christina Tucker, ctucker.0306@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brian Veit
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:14:49 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Brian Veit, oceanrenter@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I am a neighborhood watch captain.  I hear frustrated
neighbors every day complaining about crime.  Let’s finally
fix this. 

Please support supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment
for the SFPD vote for it in March 2024.  

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. 

Two of my friends who were outstanding , humane,
dedicated police officers recently retired.  We need to not
only replace them but add back the numbers we’re short. 

Please listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding and staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark Staton
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:14:00 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark Staton, msstaton@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Yasmin Staton
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 6:13:28 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Yasmin Staton, ydmello@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Barnes
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:47:05 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Barnes, lindabarnessf@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kristin Schober
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 4:25:06 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kristin Schober, schober2@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda R Miller
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:46:41 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda R Miller, millerlr@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Yee
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 1:34:36 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Yee, Lyee21@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mandy Leung
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:28:52 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mandy Leung, mmlleung@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Benjamin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 20, 2023 12:11:41 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Benjamin, mary.hall.benjamin@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Justin Truong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:24:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Justin Truong, justintruong56@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Joa
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 11:08:08 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Joa, senorjoa@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Bitoff
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:51:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: John Bitoff, bitoffj@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carolyn Conwell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:41:39 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Carolyn Conwell, cmconwell@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sarah Byun
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:38:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Sarah Byun, sarahmhardman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Miguel Gonzalez
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:45:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Miguel Gonzalez, miguelg415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carla Gonzalez
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:45:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Carla Gonzalez, mrscarlag@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Donati Anthy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:33:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Donati Anthy, anthydonati@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Alison Sonsini
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:26:38 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Alison Sonsini, alisonsini@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
My
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Breeda Kenneally
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:26:02 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Breeda Kenneally, Kenneallybreeda@yahoo.comc

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brian Bonham
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 9:18:00 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Brian Bonham, mayumikamon@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa Durling
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:54:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa Durling, tadurling@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amrit Nagpal
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:50:57 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Amrit Nagpal, anagpal37@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ann Baglin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:42:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ann Baglin, dancingbags@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Barker
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:41:08 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Barker, mbarker@shea-co.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Nicol
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:34:59 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Nicol, lisanick1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Lehr
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:34:18 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Lehr, lehr.david@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Callum Hutchins
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:23:53 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Callum Hutchins, callum@callumhutchins.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Ng
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:15:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: John Ng, JohnNgSF@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: david cheng
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:15:21 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: david cheng, endlesshanon@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Libby Benedict
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:06:22 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Libby Benedict, lbenedict55@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan Yip
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 8:00:43 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan Yip, susandyip@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Garrett Hoffman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:52:32 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Garrett Hoffman, garrett.z.hoffman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jon Schwark
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:42:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jon Schwark, jscgm@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Phyllis Nabhan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:27:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Phyllis Nabhan, phyllisnabhan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anthony Day
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:18:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Anthony Day, tonyday@earthlink.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elizabeth Gamarra
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:15:40 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Elizabeth Gamarra, eao814@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: rebecca saroyan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:10:56 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: rebecca saroyan, rebecca.saroyan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ella Brittingham
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 7:10:07 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ella Brittingham, ellabrittingham@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Steve Armstrong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:51:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Steve Armstrong, strongarmace@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Richard Kennedy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:51:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Richard Kennedy, rick.kennedy2015@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kaaren alvarado
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kaaren alvarado, kaaren25@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kaaren alvarado
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kaaren alvarado, kaaren25@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kaaren alvarado
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kaaren alvarado, kaaren25@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kaaren alvarado
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kaaren alvarado, kaaren25@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bradley Forgang
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:39:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Bradley Forgang, bforgang@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

The public is turning against those supervisors who are not
ensuring police force is staffed and will be holding all you
accountable and voting out those who are against this
measure. I’m also voting against any superior court justices
who are letting people arrested for committing crimes and
not holding them in jail until trial. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: r g
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:29:15 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: r g, rgraham452@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patti McMahon
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:24:32 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Patti McMahon, pattired12@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa Hurley
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:09:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa Hurley, thurleysf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark E. Sackett
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:06:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark E. Sackett, MSackett@Reflectur.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nalin Balan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:06:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Nalin Balan, nbalan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ellen Haude
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 6:00:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ellen Haude, ELLEN.HAUDE@GMAIL.COM

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marjorie Fulbright
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:55:15 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Marjorie Fulbright, fulbrightm@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Raj Lathigara
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:54:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Raj Lathigara, raj@lathigara.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Regina Anavy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:54:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Regina Anavy, ranavy@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rola Johnson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:48:22 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Rola Johnson, rola.johnson@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Caroline Bush
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:48:21 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Caroline Bush, cabush@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matthew Ahangi
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:45:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Matthew Ahangi, matt@ahangi.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elaine Fry
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:42:22 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Elaine Fry, ejnf49@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Moraya Khan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:42:22 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Moraya Khan, morkhan@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Harry Flotemersch
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:39:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Harry Flotemersch, flotemer@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Kim
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:39:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: John Kim, gocaljohn@somasf.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leslie Taglio
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:39:16 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Leslie Taglio, leslietaglio@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doug DesCombaz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:33:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Doug DesCombaz, doug@descombaz.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Randy Fitz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:27:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Randy Fitz, spotsoffun@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ken Friedman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:24:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ken Friedman, ken.friedman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julie Zberg
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:24:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Julie Zberg, jzbetg@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Ernst
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:24:18 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Ernst, steve.ernst@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Paul Ellison
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:21:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Paul Ellison, ellisonpaulm@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Neil Dahlke
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:18:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Neil Dahlke, neil.dahlke@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Demian Fitzgerald
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:18:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Demian Fitzgerald, demian1a@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barbara Marre
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:18:18 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Barbara Marre, barbaramarre@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: marco donohoe
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:18:15 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: marco donohoe, marcodonohoe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Strawn
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Strawn, lstrawn264@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: viva donohoe
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: viva donohoe, vdsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: gisella donohoe
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: gisella donohoe, gvdonohoe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Raphaela Donohoe
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Raphaela Donohoe, raphaeladonohoe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: chris donohoe
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:15:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: chris donohoe, chris@donohoe.org

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Clifford
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 5:09:16 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Clifford, kevinfclifford@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin breslin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:53:02 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin breslin, kevinbreslin10@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jeff Ricker
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:48:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jeff Ricker, the_dreadnought@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Dart
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:46:49 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Dart, michaeldart@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christopher Placencia
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:39:22 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Christopher Placencia, heycddp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stacie Johnson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:27:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Stacie Johnson, stacielyn_99@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Steven Merrill
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:27:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Steven Merrill, smerrill@benchmark.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We are in a public safety crisis and cannot regain the
city’s reputation as a safe destination to live, work, visit, and
shop if we do not have a fully staffed police force.
 Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has short-, medium-, and long-
range solutions to quickly fill the current gaps in personnel
while making retention and recruitment possible and
probable.  
Solving the police shortage will simply not happen without
this Charter Amendment.

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melissa Ippolito
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:27:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Melissa Ippolito, melissaippo@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: brandon breon
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:24:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: brandon breon, brandonbreon@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nancy Bronstein
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:24:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Nancy Bronstein, nstirm@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Martinelli
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:24:21 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: John Martinelli , johnm@jonestrading.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Brunner
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:21:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Brunner, kevin@brunnerco.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Claire Fluhr
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:21:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Claire Fluhr, claire.fluhr@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Chesnosky
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:21:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Chesnosky , dcrentsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Hall
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:12:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: William Hall, wiliamhall2020@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erika Kim
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:09:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Erika Kim, e_kimch@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tom Flint
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:09:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Tom Flint, thomasflint1@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erika Kim
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:09:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Erika Kim, e_kimch@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Perry Klebahn
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 4:00:39 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Perry Klebahn, perry_k2003@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Mahoney
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:57:39 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Mahoney, roodad@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Douglas Biederbeck
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:57:19 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Douglas Biederbeck, bixman@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amanda Hoenigman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:54:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Amanda Hoenigman, amanda@hoenigman.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carmen Woo
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:54:18 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Carmen Woo, carmenwoo68@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tris Thomson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:51:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Tris Thomson, tris.thomson@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bobby Rep
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:51:22 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Bobby Rep, bobuddah8@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Norman Kondy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:48:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Norman Kondy, nkondy@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Usha and John Burns
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:48:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Usha and John Burns, Johnmburns48@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Juliette Kruse
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:45:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Juliette Kruse, juliette@sonic.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: anne leschin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:45:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: anne leschin, aleschin@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sam Korol
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:45:19 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Sam Korol, samuelaronkorol@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Strawn
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:42:35 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Strawn, lstrawn264@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jacqueline Murphy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:42:35 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jacqueline Murphy, jaxsonbrwn@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melissa Aurand
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:42:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Melissa Aurand, melissa.w.aurand@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stan Wong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:42:22 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Stan Wong, swong3028@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Will Webb-Purkis
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:39:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Will Webb-Purkis, willwp1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: ANNIE WONG
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:39:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: ANNIE WONG, anniewong29@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Hurabiell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:39:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: John Hurabiell, Lotusman@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. Listen to the people of San
Francisco.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Angie Yap
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:35:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Angie Yap, ayhc69@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jessica Spaly
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:30:34 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jessica Spaly, jessica.spaly@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melissa Abbe
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:30:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Melissa Abbe, mcabbe@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

While we all know policing is a fraught issue, I do support
Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for SFPD and
hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March 2024.
Please unite as a BOS on this issue to show us you care
about our safety and to show the world we are not a broken
liberal city.  

We all know where the most dangerous areas are—I was
attacked in my car at the intersection of Geary and
Divisadero by a man who repeatedly tried to kick in my
driver’s side window, at 9am on a weekday—and there
should be regular patrols who have ties to the
neighborhoods they are in. 

Long-term residents are finding it increasingly difficult to
balance the risks of living here with the rewards.  And
downtown has made us a national punchline. We cannot
regain the city’s reputation as a safe destination to live,
work, visit, and shop if we do not have a fully staffed police
force.  And for everyone’s safety, additional funds should be
set aside for increased training of these officers. Supervisor
Dorsey’s plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions
to quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to all your constituents
who have repeatedly requested more funding for the police
and more staffing of SFPD. 
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Melissa Abbe, D1

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Phil Larson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:24:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Phil Larson, splarson77@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Casey Larson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:24:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Casey Larson, caseyeagan@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Thomas Henderson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:24:19 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Thomas Henderson, tshend1949@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Beshears
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:21:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: John Beshears, jlbeshears@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ryan Harding
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:21:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ryan Harding, rharding837@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jack Harding
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:18:21 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jack Harding, jackjharding@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Margaret Parker
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:18:17 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Margaret Parker, parkmar@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jane Willson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jane Willson, janemwillson@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nora Rooney
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Nora Rooney, norarooney26@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jay Elliott
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jay Elliott, jayelliott415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bilques smith
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Bilques smith, bilquessmith@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: craig greenwood
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:15:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: craig greenwood, craig.gwood@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Mathews
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:32 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Mathews, Linda.mathews@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kate English
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:30 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kate English, kenglish1775@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Chris Lambert
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Chris Lambert, chrislambert@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rick Lee
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Rick Lee, glock226@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doris Hallanan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:06:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Doris Hallanan, bhallanan3@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jennifer Brooks
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:03:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jennifer Brooks, jenndackbrooks@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Norah Uyeda
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:00:37 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Norah Uyeda, yuenuyeda@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark Lerdal
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 3:00:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark Lerdal , lerdalmark@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patrick Cannon
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:54:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Patrick Cannon, pecannon1@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mari Murayama
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:54:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mari Murayama, mdmurayama@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

Mari Murayama
District 1
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Martin
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:54:18 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Martin, kevmartin23@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Schwartz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:54:18 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Schwartz , kielygomes@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ebert Kan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:51:37 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ebert Kan, Nomad627@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Liv Selle
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:51:37 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Liv Selle, livkselle@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marcin Szychowski
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:51:19 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Marcin Szychowski, marcin.szychowski@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Solange Levy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:51:19 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Solange Levy, solange94121@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erica Sandberg
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:48:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Erica Sandberg, esandberg_2000@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Howard Epstein
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:48:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Howard Epstein, howardepstein.sf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doug McKirahan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:48:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Doug McKirahan, ratt57@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matthew Rhoa
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:45:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Matthew Rhoa, matthew@brailer-rhoa.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kenneth Camp
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:44:01 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kenneth Camp, kennycamp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jason Jungreis
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:43:26 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jason Jungreis, jasonjungreis@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: L Wong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:24:23 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: L Wong, renonv87@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Moise Cohen
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:21:22 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Moise Cohen, moise@luxforlife.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aaliyah Yusuf
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:12:25 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Aaliyah Yusuf, aaliyah@wcpm.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Vishal Saluja
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 2:05:52 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Vishal Saluja, vsaluja@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Matthew Brewer
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 1:28:01 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Matthew Brewer, mdbrewer8@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Harrison Dillon
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:18:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Harrison Dillon, harrisonfdillon@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 ACTUALLY READ THIS

I'm tired of hearing about incidents of police misconduct as
justification for not hiring more police officers.  These are two
separate issues and it is insulting to hear some of you try to
conflate them.  I support the full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carole McNeil
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:15:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Carole McNeil, carole@mcneilcapital.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Olga Kaplan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 19, 2023 12:12:28 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Olga Kaplan, olga.lozovskaya@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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October 23, 2023 

San Francisco Board of Supervisors 

1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 

City Hall 

San Francisco, CA 94102 

 

Re: Vote No on Agenda Item 1 (Charter Amendment No. 230985) on the 

Board of Supervisors Rules Committee for Monday October 23, 2023 

 

Dear Supervisors Dorsey, Walton, and Safai: 

 

On Monday during the Rules Committee meeting, you will vote on whether to 

approve the proposed amendment to the City Charter, titled “Minimum Police 

Department Staffing and Five-Year Annual Funding Requirement,” that would 

restore minimum police staffing levels, create a five-year funding requirement, and 

establish a “Police Full Staffing Fund.” The legislation is regressive and is an 

attempt, along with other efforts, to give SFPD free reign to police as it sees fit, 

plainly ignoring the fact that SFPD was directed by the United States Department 

of Justice and then the California Department of Justice to implement significant 

changes to its practices. I therefore strongly recommend you reconsider this 

measure, vote “no,” and do not place it on the ballot.  

 

A Solution in Search of a Problem 

To start, the legislation is inflexible, lacks clear metrics and accountability, and 

effectively gives SFPD unprecedented access to the City’s coffers at a time when the 

City is projecting a $780MM budget deficit1 while the Mayor has directed city 

departments to cut their budgets mid-year.2 The legislation locks the City into 

specific staffing increases—i.e., 100 additional officers annually for the next five 

years—without explaining why those proposed increases are justified beyond the 

broad, previously challenged3 claim that SFPD is understaffed.  

 

Moreover, this legislation, without new evidence, directly undermines the express 

will of voters who just three years ago passed Prop E to remove the minimum 

                                                 
1https://www.kqed.org/news/11957640/budget-deep-dive-san-

francisco#:~:text=On%20July%2026%2C%20San%20Francisco,%24780%20million%20two%2Dyear%

20deficit.  
2. https://www.sfchronicle.com/sf/article/breed-sf-budget-cuts-economy-election-deficit-

18420088.php#:~:text=Mayor%20London%20Breed%20has%20instructed,bounce%20back%20from%

20the%20pandemic. 
3 https://www.sfchronicle.com/crime/article/Is-the-San-Francisco-Police-Department-actually-

17079550.php. 
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staffing levels with more than 70% support.4 Voters then knew what we still know: 

having a fixed number of officers is “detached from financial or social reality”5 and a 

“hard-and-fast number [of officers] shouldn’t be the rule.”6 Dropping the set 

minimum number of officers was an “obvious change that the city should have made 

years ago.”7 Board President Norman Yee was right to say that the city should use 

“a thoughtful process for determining police staffing levels” and should “remove the 

handcuffs that this mandatory minimum staffing requirement” places on San 

Franciscans.8 

 

The ballot initiative also fails to explain why SFPD response times have gotten 

worse long before the supposed staffing crisis: “The police department has 

consistently missed its goals for response times on all manner of calls, and is 

missing them by more every year. And that was the case even before money and 

personnel issues grew dire.”9 That mirrors other anecdotal evidence where civilians 

have noted10 and complained11 that officers simply are not doing their jobs,12 which 

has [at best] little to do with how many officers SFPD employs. The data also 

suggests that SFPD is ineffective at solving property crimes as the “general pattern 

over the past 10 years is a steady, gradual decline in property crime clearance rates, 

irrespective of police [staffing levels].”13 Why should a department with this track 

record continue to be the beneficiary of the public’s money? This legislation is a 

solution to a different problem while ignoring the issues currently plaguing this 

department.  

 

Little Meaningful Oversight or Accountability 

How should SFPD manage this windfall should the legislation be adopted by City 

voters? The legislation is entirely silent. Instead, the legislation orders the Police 

Commission—the entity tasked under the City Charter to set the policy and 

direction for SFPD—to blindly accept SFPD’s budgetary requests and to limit any 
                                                 
4 

https://ballotpedia.org/San_Francisco,_California,_Proposition_E,_Police_Staffing_Charter_Amendm

ent_(November_2020). 
5 https://www.sfchronicle.com/opinion/editorials/article/Editorial-San-Francisco-ballot-

recommendations-15620442.php.  
6 Id. 
7 https://www.sfbg.com/2020/10/01/endorsements-fall-2020/ 
8 https://theappeal.org/san-francisco-voters-will-decide-on-abolishing-mandatory-staffing-levels-for-

police/ 
9 https://missionlocal.org/2023/03/police-staffing-crisis-san-francisco/. 
10 https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/San-Francisco-police-only-watch-as-burglary-

16647876.php. 
11 

https://sfgov.org/policecommission/sites/default/files/Documents/PoliceCommission/PoliceCommission

042022-SupervisorRonenletter&Deptresponse.pdf. 
12 https://www.sfchronicle.com/sf/bayarea/heatherknight/article/What-have-police-been-doing-in-the-

Tenderloin-16704995.php. 
13 https://missionlocal.org/2023/03/police-staffing-crisis-san-francisco/. 
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reductions to SFPD’s budget to no more than 5% absent a two-thirds vote. This 

legislation should be seen in the context of other efforts to weaken the Commission, 

paint it as a driving force behind the serious issues impacting San Francisco, and 

remove key oversight and accountability for a department that has long required it.  

 

Similarly, the proposed “Fund” provides SFPD with open-ended discretion to spend 

precious public resources on “recruitment and hiring efforts, advertising, 

development and administration of hiring strategies, and funding hiring incentive 

for new police officers.” Conspicuously, the legislation is silent on metrics to 

measure effectiveness, whether SFPD is required to explain how it used the funds, 

or what it used the funds on. It is also fair to wonder if this fund will be used for 

other purposes such as creating a reality show about SFPD officers for “advertising” 

purposes.14 

 

These efforts are aimed at allowing the police to, in effect, police themselves. They 

have done nothing to earn that privilege.  

 

Throwing Good Money After Bad 

The Board should be skeptical of allowing SFPD to govern its own affairs and of 

continuing to invest huge sums of public funds into a department with a track 

record of misconduct. Just recently, several officers were accused of falsifying traffic 

stop data,15 which may show that SFPD’s already inexcusable racial disparities in 

stops, searches, and seizures are underreported. During the pandemic, dozens of 

officers were fired because they refused to receive the COVID-19 vaccine,16 raising 

serious questions about whether SFPD’s staffing crisis is, in part, self-made. Since 

2016, SFPD has stashed dozens of problem officers away who cannot perform their 

Charter duty to “preserve the public peace, prevent and detect crime, and protect 

the rights of persons and property” in so-called “rubber rooms” while the City has 

paid upwards of $16MM in salary for those officers.17 Similarly, the City has paid 

$70MM to settle claims against SFPD officers. None of this money comes from 

SFPD’s budget. Perhaps it should. 

 

Adding more officers with a weakened oversight and accountability systems is a 

recipe to waste more public funds. A retired SFPD veteran put it this way:  
“Forty years ago, when I became a cop, the job had a better rep, 

cops had more autonomy and less accountability. That’s not a 

                                                 
14 https://sfstandard.com/2022/12/07/supervisor-dorsey-faces-backlash-over-proposed-reality-show-

starring-sfpd/. 
15 https://sfstandard.com/2023/09/13/san-francisco-police-officer-misrepresented-race-bias-

investigation/; https://sf.gov/sites/default/files/2023-10/PoliceCommission101823-

DPA%20Q3%202023%20Sparks%20Report%20-%2010.12.23.pdf.  
16 https://www.sfchronicle.com/sf/article/Here-s-how-many-San-Francisco-cops-have-been-17152094.php. 
17 https://sfstandard.com/2022/12/13/inside-the-windowless-room-where-sf-stashes-troubled-cops-its-

toxic/. 
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good thing, but there was an attraction there. When I was a 

rookie cop, we knew we could get away with whatever we 

wanted. And we did.”18  

We cannot return to that San Francisco.  

 

Falling into Old, Bad Habits  

Instead of inflating an already large department—and particularly in the current 

economic climate—the City should reinvigorate its search for more effective and 

cost-efficient alternatives to policing.19 With a claimed officer shortfall and small 

academy classes, an immediate way to reduce officer workload while preserving 

transparency and accountability is enacting policies such as the limitation on 

pretext stops. According to detailed analysis conducted by SPUR, SFPD conducts 

tens of thousands of stops for minor infractions such as broken tail lights but rarely 

recovers contraband.20 To further reduce burdens on officer time, instead of creating 

more time through increased staffing, invest in evidence-based alternatives to 

policing via a “Community Violence Intervention” model.21 Importantly, such 

models are overwhelmingly popular with the public as an alternative to police-only 

interventions.22 Or consider Denver’s approach to mental health calls for service: 

sending mental health specialists instead of police to address substance use and 

nonviolent emergencies reduced some crimes by as much as 34%.23 San Francisco 

can follow their lead and expand our Street Crisis Response Teams so that we can 

provide care 24/7. 

 

The City should remain focused on addressing the root causes of crime—housing, 

job, education, and healthcare insecurity—and not on solutions that worsen public 

safety. Study after study shows that creating supportive housing reduces arrests for 

offenses associated with experiencing homelessness.24 The same is true of investing 

in underserved communities by providing job opportunities and access to 

healthcare. Given the challenging environment to hire officers nationwide as noted 

                                                 
18 https://missionlocal.org/2023/03/police-staffing-crisis-san-francisco/. 
19 https://sfmayor.org/article/mayor-london-breed-announces-launch-alternatives-policing-steering-

committee. 
20 https://sf.gov/sites/default/files/2022-12/PoliceCommission121422-SPUR-

%20Traffic%20Stops%20in%20SF%20Presentation.pdf. 
21 https://www.vera.org/downloads/publications/alternatives-to-policing-community-violence-

intervention-fact-sheet.pdf. 
22 The Justice Collaborative Institute, The Case For Violence Interruption Programs As An 

Alternative To Policing (San Francisco: Tides Advocacy, 2020), 3, https://perma.cc/UVQ5-6PSU. 
23 https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/denvers-mental-health-approach-low-level-911-calls-

helped-reduce-minor-rcna32659.  
24 https://apps.urban.org/features/ending-homelessness-through-supportive-housing-not-

policing/#:~:text=Supportive%20housing%20significantly%20reduces%20the,of%20times%20they%2

0were%20arrested. 
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criminologist Jeff Asher has observed,25 investing in alternatives is altogether more 

important. 

 

Our community thrives when we put people first, not economic interests enforced by 

an armed-to-the-teeth police department. While the legislation speaks to lofty goals, 

it is woefully short on details explaining why an increase in SFPD is justified, why 

this level of increase is justified, and why alternatives should be eschewed in favor 

of continued investment in a scandal-plagued department. Consequently, I urge you 

to vote NO on this legislation today.  

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

 

 

Brian Cox 

Director, Integrity Unit 

San Francisco Public Defender’s Office 

 

                                                 
 
25 https://www.sfchronicle.com/crime/article/Is-the-San-Francisco-Police-Department-actually-

17079550.php. 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Joseph Tobin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 12:53:15 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Joseph Tobin, jotmhp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: RICHARD DE BONO
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 12:53:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: RICHARD DE BONO, richarddebono@compuserve.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. 

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mikaela Farhart
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 1:12:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mikaela Farhart, mikaela.farhart@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mikaela.farhart@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Kane
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 1:32:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Kane, rskane333@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rskane333@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gretchen Anderson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 1:47:08 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gretchen Anderson, ghooversf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ghooversf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Jung
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 1:56:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Jung, maryjungsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:maryjungsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Judie DOHERTY
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 2:22:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Judie DOHERTY, JUDIEDOHERTY@GMAIL.COM

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:JUDIEDOHERTY@GMAIL.COM
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: emma10@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Emma Stewart
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 2:44:41 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Emma Stewart
San Francisco, CA 94114

mailto:emma10@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:emma10@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lisa Gray
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 3:19:59 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lisa Gray, lisa.graysf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lisa.graysf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lara Hashimoto
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 3:43:35 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lara Hashimoto, Laralynnehashimoto@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,
I IMPLORE you to take accountability for the current
unsafe conditions and overall decline of the city.  The first
and CRITICAL step to turning the city around is to fully
staff the SFPD.  Under Peskin's leadership, the
supervisors have been ineffective at making meaningful
improvements expediently to avoid further exodus from
SF downtown/SOMA, the SF tax revenue driver.  This is
your chance to show the voters that the supervisors can
make common sense decisions and care about the future
of the city.  Policies that are lenient on crime have failed
us ALL so stop going down this path and vote to put
Supervisors Dorsey's full staffing amendment for SFPD
on the ballot in March 2024.

We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have
a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill
the current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   

mailto:Laralynnehashimoto@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 
 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carla Schlemminger
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 3:57:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carla Schlemminger, carlas@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:carlas@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rami Randhawa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 5:11:02 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rami Randhawa, rami.randhawa@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rami.randhawa@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa McNamara
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 5:24:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa McNamara, jtmcna@att.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jtmcna@att.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Levy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:31:43 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Levy, djlevy1@comcast.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:djlevy1@comcast.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: michael covarrubias
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:36:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: michael covarrubias, michael.c@tmgpartners.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:michael.c@tmgpartners.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Justin Cherniak
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:45:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Justin Cherniak, justin.cherniak@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:justin.cherniak@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kenneth Camp
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:48:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kenneth Camp, kennycamp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kennycamp@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Josue Dzul
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:48:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Josue Dzul, josuedz12@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:josuedz12@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Morgan Livermore
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:51:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Morgan Livermore, morganlivermore@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:morganlivermore@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bernadette Lussier
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 6:57:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bernadette Lussier, lussierbm@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lussierbm@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John Lozynsky
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 7:03:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John Lozynsky, johnlozy@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:johnlozy@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Madeline Duva
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 7:23:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Madeline Duva , mfduva@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mfduva@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Innes
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 7:41:43 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Innes, michael.h.innes@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:michael.h.innes@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Hilary Stockton
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 7:42:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Hilary Stockton, hilarys@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:hilarys@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Moraya Khan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 7:42:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Moraya Khan, morkhan@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:morkhan@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: marianne_oest@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marianne Oest
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:01:00 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Marianne Oest
San Francisco, CA 94109

mailto:marianne_oest@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:marianne_oest@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: beaubarlotte@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charlotte Worcester
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:13:56 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Charlotte Worcester
San Francisco, CA 94131

mailto:beaubarlotte@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:beaubarlotte@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stan Wong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:28:02 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stan Wong, swong3028@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:swong3028@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Seema Gokhale
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:37:42 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Seema Gokhale, seema.v.gokhale@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:seema.v.gokhale@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: lilyoneillsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lily ONeill
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 8:48:56 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Lily ONeill
San Francisco, CA 94123

mailto:lilyoneillsf@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lilyoneillsf@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa Durling
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 9:33:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa Durling, tadurling@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:tadurling@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Melinda Macauley
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 9:48:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Melinda Macauley, mindymac22@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I would have rewritten the pre Moab text below but it
pretty accurately expresses my position and reasoning.
 We need to clean up the streets if we want that
convention and tourist money that is a huge chunk of the
city’s economy - not to mention attracting businesses to
fill the vacant offices - and we need enough cops to do it.

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD.

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mindymac22@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Philip Vy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 22, 2023 11:15:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Philip Vy, i.am.philip.v@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:i.am.philip.v@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Winnie Fung
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 12:48:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Winnie Fung, wfung94122@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:wfung94122@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Hau
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 1:00:47 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Hau, lindahau@sbcglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lindahau@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Beverly Chin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 1:15:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Beverly Chin , fminus8@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:fminus8@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ronald Mungai
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 3:39:40 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ronald Mungai, limo4usf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:limo4usf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jeff Yeung
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 7:48:46 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jeff Yeung, jdyeung@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jdyeung@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gail Rutherford
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 7:51:20 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gail Rutherford , gail_rutherford@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:gail_rutherford@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: christian elbeck
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 8:06:20 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: christian elbeck, christian.elbeck@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:christian.elbeck@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: LEAH COTTER
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 8:27:16 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: LEAH COTTER, leah.delcot@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:leah.delcot@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John G. Motlow
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 8:38:16 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John G. Motlow, geoff.motlow@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:geoff.motlow@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Willa Moore
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 9:03:50 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Willa Moore, willa.callahan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:willa.callahan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gloria Mendivil
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 9:17:54 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gloria Mendivil, Redglow48@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:Redglow48@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ruth Levy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 9:43:21 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ruth Levy, rjl50guard-pet@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rjl50guard-pet@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: Malouf, Rima (POL)
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Cc: Aroche, Diana (POL)
Subject: FW: 1. 230985 [Charter Amendment - Minimum Police Department Staffing and Five-Year
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 10:00:31 AM
Attachments: STAFFING PRESENTATION 10.23.2023.pdf

Good morning,
 
Presenters for today’s Hearing include: Chief Scott, Deputy Chief Pete Walsh, Commander Nicole
Jones.
 
Rima Malouf, Legislative Liaison

Policy & Public Affairs | San Francisco Police Department

1245 3rd Street, 6th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94158
Desk: 415.575.7007
https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents may contain confidential and/or legally privileged
information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure
is prohibited and may violate applicable laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.
 

From: Malouf, Rima (POL) 
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:36 AM
To: Young, Victor (BOS) <victor.young@sfgov.org>
Subject: 1. 230985 [Charter Amendment - Minimum Police Department Staffing and Five-Year
 
Good morning,
 
Attached please find SFPD’s PPT for Monday’s Hearing.
 
Rima Malouf, Legislative Liaison

Policy & Public Affairs | San Francisco Police Department

1245 3rd Street, 6th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94158
Desk: 415.575.7007
https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents may contain confidential and/or legally privileged
information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure
is prohibited and may violate applicable laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.
 

mailto:rima.malouf@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:diana.aroche@sfgov.org
https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/
https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/
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PUBLIC SAFETY IN SAN FRANCISCO







Safety with Respect
SFPD3


AVERAGE CALL RESPONSE TIMES


Priority B (Target = 20 min)


Priority C (Target = 60 min)


Priority A (Target = 8 min)







Safety with Respect
SFPD4


Calls Dispatched to SFPD 
Dispatched to Patrol 2021 2022 2023 (YTD)


Priority A 81,889 81,570 63,073


Priority B 113,461 108,166 80,445


Priority C 109,763 97,867 71,731


Total 305,113 287,603 215,249


CIT-Related Calls Volume


2021 43,870


2022 36,996


2023 (YTD) 25,410


Source: DataSF, 2023 data as of 10/13/2023


Source: DataSF, 2023 data as of 10/13/2023. CIT call types include 800, 801, 910, and 5150







Safety with Respect
SFPD5


San Francisco Crime Trends 







SFPD STAFFING ANALYSIS







Safety with Respect
SFPD7


BACKGROUND & CONTEXT


Matrix 
Consulting 


Group
Staffing Task Force


 


SFPD 
Staffing 
Analysis


Proposition 
E


2017 – 2019
Per BOS Resolution No. 63-
17, SFPD forms Task Force 
on Strategic Police Staffing.


2020
Matrix releases report.
Voters approve 
Proposition E.


2021
Police Commission 
prescribes staffing analysis 
methodologies in 
Resolution No. 21-60.
SFPD conducts analysis.


2019 – 2020
SFPD hires police staffing 
expert to develop 
methodologies with input 
from Staffing Task Force and 
conduct the staffing analysis.


2023
SFPD conducts 
analysis and 
updates the 
staffing report.







Workload-based Methodology
This analysis uses community generated calls for service – demand 
for police services – and a target percentage of time devoted to 
community engagement to determine recommended staffing levels.
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Methodologies Used to Determine Staffing


Safety with Respect


The workload-based methodology using calls for service from the public 
is the industry best practice, used in previous SFPD staffing analyses: 
Matrix Consulting Group (2020), Controller’s Office (2018), PERF (2008).







Safety with Respect
SFPD9


CITY SWORN STAFFING 


2,176 2,182


2,074


1,869
1,829


1,770


1,588


1,475


1,300


1,500


1,700


1,900


2,100


2,300


2019 2020 2021 2022 2023


Prop E Recommended (incl. short-term leave, excludes DP & recruits)


Full Duty (excludes short-term leaves, DP, & recruits)







Sworn Members Retirement Eligibility


Safety with Respect
SFPD


City Airport


Retirement Status by Service Non-
Eligible Eligible Non-


Eligible Eligible


Less Than 10 Years of Service 718 15 0 0


10 to 20 Years of Service 513 87 38 14


20 – 25 Years of Service 110 136 12 27


25 – 30 Years of Service 13 134 3 30


More Than 30 Years of Service 0 19 0 2


Totals 1,354 391 53 73
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Note: Does not include any service time served at other agencies







District Station Sworn Staffing Levels


Safety with Respect
SFPD


Station Recommended* Current** Gap
Bayview 158 96 -62
Central 154 112 -42
Ingleside 143 98 -45
Mission 186 114 -72
Northern 168 118 -50
Park 88 71 -17
Richmond 98 69 -29
Southern 159 103 -56
Taraval 120 83 -37
Tenderloin 154 130 -24
Totals 1,428 994 -434
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* From 2023 Staffing Analysis Report draft, includes all ranks (779 Q2 Full-Duty for District Stations as of 10/02/23)


** Count based on HRMS data, may include members on short-term medical-leave







SFPD RECRUITMENT, HIRING & RETENTION







Recruitment, 
Hiring, and 
Retention


RECRUITMENT MISSION STATEMENT


We will ensure that the San Francisco 
Police Department offers the highest 
level of service to the community by 
recruiting the best, diverse and highest 
quality candidates for the San Francisco 
Police Department.


RETENTION MISSION STATEMENT
We will ensure members of the San 
Francisco Police Department continue to 
offer the highest level of service possible 
by retaining and continually developing 
members dedicated to the values of the 
department.
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ACADEMY RECRUITS


Safety with Respect


Year # of Apps Apps 
Cleared


Hired Entered FTO  Passing FTO


2017 3,717 841 165 114 89


2018 2,974 760 197 113 90


2019 2,621 572 127 93 81


2020 1,806 201 86 54 39


2021 1,404 247 41 27 21


2022 1,756 255 64 34 29


2023 2,490 552 71* 27 N/A**
*52 are completing the Academy, 6 graduated and 13 separated to date in 2023.


**Class 279 began 2/6/23 and is currently in field training.


SFPD is plans to hire 100 recruits in FY24
and


120 recruits in FY25
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Safety with Respect


SFPD


Recruits Entering Academy by Race







SFPD STRATEGIC PLAN & RECOMMENDATIONS
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RECRUITING ELIGIBLE NON-CITIZENS


Safety with Respect
SFPD


 Effective January 1, 2023, SB960 modified California Government Code Section 1031 to allow 
non-citizens legally authorized to work in the United States to become Police Officers


 On April 22, 2023, SFPD issued Press Release 23-042 announcing that San Francisco would be 
one of the first major cities in CA to revise its hiring requirements to include eligible non-
citizens


 The JOINSFPD.com website advertises this change in two areas of the FAQ page:
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Incentive Comparison to Other Cities


Safety with Respect


Major Metropolitan Cities New Recruits Lateral Bonuses
San Francisco* $0 $5,000
Alameda $75,000 $75,000
Antioch $40,000 $40,000


Plus $60,000 home down payment assistance for academy graduates


BART $15,000 $15,000
El Cerrito $10,000 $5,000
Fremont $10,000 $20,000
Hayward $10,000 $20,000
New Orleans* $20,000 $20,000
Vacaville $20,000 $20,000
Seattle $7,500 $30,000


SFPD


* Denotes a consolidated City & County government
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FY23 Recruitment, Hiring, & Retention Strategies & Budget


Safety with Respect
SFPD


Recruitment Staffing Budget
Academy
*Academy class of 25 new recruits


Salary & Benefits for recruits $3,750,000
OT Training S&B  $600,000


FTO Premium $56,537
Training Temp S&B $109,421


Uniform/Equip  $175,000
Services (hiring/testing) $100,000
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Safety with Respect


SFPD


 Police Officer Referral Incentive Program 
(PORIP) 


 Projected: 100 hires 
           - $3k/hire = $300K
           - $5k/hire = $500K


 *possibly expanding to other city employees


 Hiring Bonus (Entry Level)
 Projected: 100 hires 
           - $5k/entry level = $500k
           - $10k/entry level = $1M
           - $15k/entry level = $1.5M


 Hiring Bonus (Lateral)
 Projected: 20 hires
           - $50k/lateral = $1M 
           - $100k/lateral = $2M


Recruitment, Hiring, and Retention Future Enhancements
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Safety with Respect


SFPD


• Educational Incentives
Bachelorette Programs and Certification Training (e.g. AB 89)


• Family Wellness (Relocating Costs, Childcare, etc.) Incentives
Projected: 100 hires
$15k/hire = $1.5M


• Recruitment Consultant
All-Star Talent – Advertising and Marketing Firm - $150k per year 
(2-year contract)


• Videography/Photography Shoots - $100k


Recruitment, Hiring, and Retention Future Enhancements
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Safety with Respect


SFPD


• Background management software
Guardian Alliance- $200k


• Addition of 2 Professional Staff to 
implement Recruitment tool and 
develop recruitment and retention strategies
$150/staff = $300k


• Media Advertising (Billboards, Commercials, 
Print, etc.)
$500K


• Social Media Advertising (Meta-Based 
Companies, Search Engine Optimization, etc.
$40K


Recruitment, Hiring, and Retention Future Enhancements
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Thank you.


Any questions?


Thank you.
Any Questions? 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Caroline Pacula
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 10:22:53 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Caroline Pacula, caroline.pacula@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:caroline.pacula@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jane Russell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 10:33:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jane Russell, wisdom.jane@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:wisdom.jane@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eileen Sullivan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 10:36:17 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eileen Sullivan, easulliva@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:easulliva@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Arnold Trogman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 11:03:28 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Arnold Trogman, arnoldtrogman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:arnoldtrogman@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jconrb.politics@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of JConr Ortega
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 11:40:44 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
JConr Ortega
San Francisco, CA 94133

mailto:jconrb.politics@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jconrb.politics@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bryan Tullis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 11:46:54 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bryan Tullis, bs_tullis@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bs_tullis@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: dan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dan Langford
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 11:50:18 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Dan Langford
San Francisco, CA 94109

mailto:dan@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dan@langfordsf.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: jjh49@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Justin Hughes
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 2:51:29 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Justin Hughes
San Francisco, CA 94123

mailto:jjh49@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:jjh49@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: John de Benedetti
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 3:20:51 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: John de Benedetti, Johnd@sleepdx.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:Johnd@sleepdx.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Masood Samereie
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha

(BOS)
Cc: Masood Samereie
Subject: SFBOS File # 230985
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 3:27:33 PM

 

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors,
Please forward/circulate this email and the attached letter to the entire
Board of Supervisors.

The followings organizations are the Co-Signers of this letter:

SF Chinese Chamber of Commerce
SF Filipino Chamber of Commerce
SF African American Chamber of Commerce
Hispanic Chambers of Commerce of San Francisco
Latin American and Caribbean Business Chamber of Commerce
Bay Area Salvadoran Chamber of Commerce
Guatemalan American Chamber of Commerce
Nicaraguan American Chamber of Commerce

With gratitude,

Masood Samereie
Co-Owner | Aria Properties 
Co-Owner | The Artist's Gallery | ABMS

President, San Francisco Council of District Merchants
Associations
Co-Founder, Avenue Greenlight
Board Member, SFPUC Rate Fairness Board
President Emeritus, Castro Merchants
 
Mobile | 415.215.6017
Office | 415.552.5555

mailto:masood@sfcdma.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:masood@sfcdma.org


Email | Msamereie@yahoo.com
Email | Samereie@gmail.com

Advocating for 94,000 tiny Businesses with 364,000 employees, many of
them living and voting in SF (10 or fewer employees).

mailto:Msamereie@yahoo.com
mailto:Samereie@gmail.com


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Masood Samereie
To: Board of Supervisors (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS); Safai, Ahsha

(BOS)
Subject: Re: SFBOS File # 230985
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 5:01:32 PM
Attachments: SFBOS File # 230985 - Supervisor Dorsey Charter Amendment.pdf

 

Apologies,
Please find attached, the support letter.

With gratitude,

Masood Samereie
Co-Owner | Aria Properties 
Co-Owner | The Artist's Gallery | ABMS

President, San Francisco Council of District Merchants
Associations
Co-Founder, Avenue Greenlight
Board Member, SFPUC Rate Fairness Board
President Emeritus, Castro Merchants
 
Mobile | 415.215.6017
Office | 415.552.5555
Email | Msamereie@yahoo.com
Email | Samereie@gmail.com

Advocating for 94,000 tiny Businesses with 364,000 employees, many of
them living and voting in SF (10 or fewer employees).

On Mon, Oct 23, 2023 at 3:27 PM Masood Samereie <masood@sfcdma.org> wrote:
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors,
Please forward/circulate this email and the attached letter to the entire
Board of Supervisors.

The followings organizations are the Co-Signers of this letter:

mailto:masood@sfcdma.org
mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:Msamereie@yahoo.com
mailto:Samereie@gmail.com
mailto:masood@sfcdma.org



October 20, 2023


Dear Supervisors Dorsey, Walton and Safai


The SFCDMA Executive Board is writing today in support of SF BOS File #230985, the
charter amendment establishing minimum police department staffing and five-year
annual funding requirements to be put to San Francisco voters in March of 2024. It’s our
opinion that significant changes must be made as quickly as possible so that the
precipitous attrition we have seen at SFPD is halted and reversed. Our members report
that SFPD Station Captains regularly cite short-staffing as a reason for lack of timely
response to many, if not most, incidents occurring in our commercial corridors such as
graffiti and rampant shoplifting or nuisance complaints like aggressive panhandling or
wild animal feeding. Sadly, our trust that SFPD will be able to respond to more serious
incidents of violent crime is eroding as we see the reported number of officers short
steadily climb from 400 to 500 and now, nearly 600 officers short. Meanwhile,
burglaries and vandalism incidents at our businesses continue unabated and crimes
such as car smash and grabs, open air drug dealing and drug use and armed robberies
deter our customers from visiting the neighborhoods. Lawlessness threatens to
dominate and the media attention that has resulted only hurts our businesses more
as we continue to recover and pivot after the global pandemic.


SF BOS File# 230985 will allow SFPD to compete with other municipalities in attracting
and retaining officers. We also feel that, if passed, the measure will send a strong
message that San Francisco will not accept the situation as it is and that our community
welcomes law enforcement professionals to share in the work of keeping San Francisco
one of the greatest cities in the world to visit and to live and work in.


For 73 years, SFCDMA has sought to ensure that neighborhood commercial corridors
flourish. We provide advocacy, education and resources for our members. We
appreciate your attention to this matter and all your efforts to help improve the
small business climate in San Francisco


Sincerely,


Masood Samereie, President


San Francisco Council of District Merchants Associations • 58 West Portal Avenue, #389, San Francisco, CA 94127 • info@sfcdma.org • www.sfcdma.org







SF Chinese Chamber of Commerce
SF Filipino Chamber of Commerce
SF African American Chamber of Commerce
Hispanic Chambers of Commerce of San Francisco
Latin American and Caribbean Business Chamber of Commerce
Bay Area Salvadoran Chamber of Commerce
Guatemalan American Chamber of Commerce
Nicaraguan American Chamber of Commerce

With gratitude,

Masood Samereie
Co-Owner | Aria Properties 
Co-Owner | The Artist's Gallery | ABMS

President, San Francisco Council of District Merchants
Associations
Co-Founder, Avenue Greenlight
Board Member, SFPUC Rate Fairness Board
President Emeritus, Castro Merchants
 
Mobile | 415.215.6017
Office | 415.552.5555
Email | Msamereie@yahoo.com
Email | Samereie@gmail.com

Advocating for 94,000 tiny Businesses with 364,000 employees, many of
them living and voting in SF (10 or fewer employees).

mailto:Msamereie@yahoo.com
mailto:Samereie@gmail.com


From: sfpdstaffing@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tom Sparks
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 5:48:27 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Tom Sparks
San Francisco, CA 94127

mailto:sfpdstaffing@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sfpdstaffing@nospam.minions.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: lujunus@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lucy Junus
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 7:56:39 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Lucy Junus
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:lujunus@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:lujunus@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: sara@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sara Silver
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 8:31:13 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Sara Silver
San Francisco, CA 94109

mailto:sara@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sara@traversings.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: cathy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Catherine Dean
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 8:52:13 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Catherine Dean
San Francisco, CA 94147

mailto:cathy@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:cathy@piscesinc.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Anderson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 9:05:46 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Anderson, pjagraphics@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:pjagraphics@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sharon Soong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 23, 2023 11:11:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sharon Soong, soong.sharon@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:soong.sharon@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: kevrmill@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kevin Miller
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Tuesday, October 24, 2023 4:59:12 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Kevin Miller
San Francisco, CA 94109

mailto:kevrmill@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:kevrmill@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Margot Beall
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Tuesday, October 24, 2023 9:13:06 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Margot Beall, margotbeall@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:margotbeall@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ab94115@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Annette Billingsley
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Wednesday, October 25, 2023 10:18:51 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Annette Billingsley
San Francisco, CA 94115

mailto:ab94115@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ab94115@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jeffrey Oberti
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 25, 2023 12:10:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jeffrey Oberti, Jeffreyoberti@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:Jeffreyoberti@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michelle Cody
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 25, 2023 1:06:05 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michelle Cody, wise8689@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:wise8689@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lindsay BOlton
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, October 25, 2023 2:00:48 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lindsay BOlton, lindsaybolton@MAC.COM

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lindsaybolton@MAC.COM
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: angelika.joast@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Angelika Joast
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Wednesday, October 25, 2023 2:41:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Angelika Joast
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:angelika.joast@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:angelika.joast@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nga Man Lui
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 11:25:52 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nga Man Lui, c.lui@apaccsf.org

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:c.lui@apaccsf.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anna Liao
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 11:26:38 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anna Liao, anna.g.liao@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:anna.g.liao@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Minky Fang
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:11:10 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Minky Fang, m.fang@apaccsf.org

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:m.fang@apaccsf.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kelvin Chan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:19:13 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kelvin Chan, k.chan2424@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:k.chan2424@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: anne zerbst
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:49:11 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: anne zerbst, azerbst@mindspring.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:azerbst@mindspring.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Zerbst
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:49:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Zerbst, rzerbst201@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rzerbst201@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ka Cheng
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 3:53:03 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ka Cheng, chengkayi@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:chengkayi@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Kong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 4:35:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Kong, amykong@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:amykong@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ray Kwong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 4:36:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ray Kwong, raykwong7@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:raykwong7@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: hubstack3469@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Herbert Stackhouse
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 4:38:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Herbert Stackhouse
San Francisco, CA 94134
(415) 254-2944

mailto:hubstack3469@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hubstack3469@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Martha Ehmann Conte
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 6:36:15 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Martha Ehmann Conte, martha@ehmannconte.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:martha@ehmannconte.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gregory Leung
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 6:54:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gregory Leung, leungmangregory@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:leungmangregory@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Saroyan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 8:49:16 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Saroyan, rebecca.saroyan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rebecca.saroyan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eleanor Bigelow
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 10:19:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eleanor Bigelow, eleanor@websterpacific.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:eleanor@websterpacific.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: hazelmayorgalopez784@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hazel Mayorga
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 10:21:42 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Hazel Mayorga
San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 676-0362

mailto:hazelmayorgalopez784@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hazelmayorgalopez784@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Erikson-Ishisaki
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 2:38:48 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Erikson-Ishisaki, b1m2hec3@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:b1m2hec3@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kelly Halper
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 6:52:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kelly Halper, kellyhalp@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kellyhalp@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jen Rinehart
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 7:05:06 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jen Rinehart, jdolinsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jdolinsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: HILARY ARMSTRONG
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 8:08:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: HILARY ARMSTRONG, hilaryarmstrong747@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:hilaryarmstrong747@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Claire Alt
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 9:37:59 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Claire Alt, clairekalista@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:clairekalista@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Philip healy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 3:37:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Philip healy, lfchere@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lfchere@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Hall
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 28, 2023 3:28:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Hall, grumpyhall@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:grumpyhall@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elizabeth Townsend
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 28, 2023 4:43:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Elizabeth Townsend, inclinebeth@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:inclinebeth@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ameliatehrani@gmail.com
To: Young, Victor (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS)
Subject: Charter Amendment file #23098
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 6:54:46 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Hello,

I am a San Francisco resident that works in civic center. I used to teach in our public schools. We do not need more
bonuses for police, but we absolutely need funds for educating our children. It is absolutely absurd that we spend
over a billion dollars a year on criminalization when so many educators make tens of thousands of dollars below a
living wage, and thousands of students leave school hungry and homeless daily. If we want to change this city we
need to change our priorities back to supporting students and families.

I am asking you to please vote no on Dorsey’s charter amendment. Put community over criminalization.

- Amelia Tehrani

Best wishes,
Golzar Tehrani

mailto:ameliatehrani@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Denise Gelis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 10:48:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Denise Gelis, dedegelis@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dedegelis@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nancy Gilbert
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 12:54:42 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nancy Gilbert, nancygilbert333@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nancygilbert333@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Chesnosky
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 4:41:49 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Chesnosky, dcrevp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dcrevp@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maryanne Razzo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 4:53:55 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maryanne Razzo, mvrazzo@sonic.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mvrazzo@sonic.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Justin Cherniak
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 5:00:13 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Justin Cherniak, justin.cherniak@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:justin.cherniak@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barbara J Dwyer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 5:26:59 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Barbara J Dwyer, montereydivingwoman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Please support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD, and put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have
a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill
the current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

Public safety is vital to protecting industry and quality of
life. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:montereydivingwoman@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dara Zandanel
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 5:28:09 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Dara Zandanel, dzlaw415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I FO NOT support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on
the ballot in March 2024. San Francisco has too many
poorly trained police officers who think that they are
immune from consequences. We cannot regain the city’s
reputation as a safe destination to live, work, visit, and
shop while they continue to poorly perform their duties
since they do not have any consequences to poor
performance. When and if they will agree that they exist
to serve the people of San Francisco without qualified
immunity or criminal indemnification, then we can move
forward and reform the current institution. 

San Franciscans prioritize public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

More funding leads to more military grade hardware,
which we do not need. And more staffing will happen with
better educated, and trained officers who seek to serve
the residents of San Francisco.

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dzlaw415@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org




 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Eggert
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 6:24:50 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Eggert, keggertsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:keggertsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bill Jackson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 7:39:11 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bill Jackson, bjacksonsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:bjacksonsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anna Liao
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 11:26:38 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anna Liao, anna.g.liao@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:anna.g.liao@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Minky Fang
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:11:10 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Minky Fang, m.fang@apaccsf.org

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:m.fang@apaccsf.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kelvin Chan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:19:13 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kelvin Chan, k.chan2424@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:k.chan2424@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: anne zerbst
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:49:11 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: anne zerbst, azerbst@mindspring.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:azerbst@mindspring.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Zerbst
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:49:19 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Zerbst, rzerbst201@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rzerbst201@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ka Cheng
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 3:53:03 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ka Cheng, chengkayi@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:chengkayi@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Kong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 4:35:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Kong, amykong@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:amykong@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ray Kwong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 4:36:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ray Kwong, raykwong7@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:raykwong7@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: hubstack3469@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Herbert Stackhouse
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 4:38:10 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Herbert Stackhouse
San Francisco, CA 94134
(415) 254-2944

mailto:hubstack3469@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hubstack3469@hotmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Martha Ehmann Conte
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 6:36:15 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Martha Ehmann Conte, martha@ehmannconte.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:martha@ehmannconte.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gregory Leung
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 6:54:37 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Gregory Leung, leungmangregory@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:leungmangregory@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Saroyan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 8:49:16 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Saroyan, rebecca.saroyan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:rebecca.saroyan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eleanor Bigelow
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 10:19:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eleanor Bigelow, eleanor@websterpacific.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:eleanor@websterpacific.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: hazelmayorgalopez784@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hazel Mayorga
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 10:21:42 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Hazel Mayorga
San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 676-0362

mailto:hazelmayorgalopez784@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:hazelmayorgalopez784@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Erikson-Ishisaki
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 2:38:48 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Erikson-Ishisaki, b1m2hec3@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:b1m2hec3@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kelly Halper
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 6:52:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kelly Halper, kellyhalp@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kellyhalp@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jen Rinehart
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 7:05:06 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jen Rinehart, jdolinsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:jdolinsf@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: HILARY ARMSTRONG
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 8:08:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: HILARY ARMSTRONG, hilaryarmstrong747@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:hilaryarmstrong747@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Claire Alt
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 9:37:59 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Claire Alt, clairekalista@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:clairekalista@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Philip healy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 3:37:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Philip healy, lfchere@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lfchere@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Hall
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 28, 2023 3:28:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Hall, grumpyhall@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:grumpyhall@me.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elizabeth Townsend
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 28, 2023 4:43:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Elizabeth Townsend, inclinebeth@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:inclinebeth@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: ameliatehrani@gmail.com
To: Young, Victor (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Walton, Shamann (BOS)
Subject: Charter Amendment file #23098
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 6:54:46 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Hello,

I am a San Francisco resident that works in civic center. I used to teach in our public schools. We do not need more
bonuses for police, but we absolutely need funds for educating our children. It is absolutely absurd that we spend
over a billion dollars a year on criminalization when so many educators make tens of thousands of dollars below a
living wage, and thousands of students leave school hungry and homeless daily. If we want to change this city we
need to change our priorities back to supporting students and families.

I am asking you to please vote no on Dorsey’s charter amendment. Put community over criminalization.

- Amelia Tehrani

Best wishes,
Golzar Tehrani

mailto:ameliatehrani@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Denise Gelis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 10:48:24 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Denise Gelis, dedegelis@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dedegelis@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nancy Gilbert
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 12:54:42 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nancy Gilbert, nancygilbert333@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:nancygilbert333@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Chesnosky
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 4:41:49 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Chesnosky, dcrevp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:dcrevp@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maryanne Razzo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 4:53:55 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maryanne Razzo, mvrazzo@sonic.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:mvrazzo@sonic.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Justin Cherniak
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 5:00:13 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Justin Cherniak, justin.cherniak@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:justin.cherniak@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barbara J Dwyer
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 5:26:59 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Barbara J Dwyer, montereydivingwoman@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

Please support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD, and put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have
a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill
the current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

Public safety is vital to protecting industry and quality of
life. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:montereydivingwoman@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dara Zandanel
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 5:28:09 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Dara Zandanel, dzlaw415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I FO NOT support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on
the ballot in March 2024. San Francisco has too many
poorly trained police officers who think that they are
immune from consequences. We cannot regain the city’s
reputation as a safe destination to live, work, visit, and
shop while they continue to poorly perform their duties
since they do not have any consequences to poor
performance. When and if they will agree that they exist
to serve the people of San Francisco without qualified
immunity or criminal indemnification, then we can move
forward and reform the current institution. 

San Franciscans prioritize public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

More funding leads to more military grade hardware,
which we do not need. And more staffing will happen with
better educated, and trained officers who seek to serve
the residents of San Francisco.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Eggert
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 6:24:50 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Eggert, keggertsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bill Jackson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 7:39:11 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bill Jackson, bjacksonsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: GREG DANIEL
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 8:20:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: GREG DANIEL, gregdaniel@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Francesca Pastine
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 8:46:52 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Francesca Pastine, francesca@pastineart.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. It is time we stop the victimization of our
citizens by criminals.  Please support Dorsey's charter
amendment to fully staff the SFPD.

Best,

Francesca Pastine,
President of the Inner Mission Neighborhood Association
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: JOHN CERVANTES
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 9:26:08 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: JOHN CERVANTES, city10s@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Schwartz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 9:32:48 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Schwartz , kielygomes@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jane Smalley
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 9:33:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jane Smalley, janesmalley1@juno.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: james zucherman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 10:03:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: james zucherman, zuchermanj@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Innes
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 10:41:45 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Innes, metuvilla@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Traci Lee
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 11:12:57 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Traci Lee, trace125@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leslie Boin Podell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 11:58:52 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Leslie Boin Podell, leslie@podell.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nick Podell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 11:59:09 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nick Podell, nick@podell.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Ernst
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 12:10:52 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Ernst, steve.ernst@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda R Miller
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 2:06:53 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda R Miller, millerlr@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan Lee
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 3:52:39 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan Lee, jeunglee.susan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bernadette Lussier
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:16:45 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Bernadette Lussier, lussierbm@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sasha Mitchell Soheili
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:33:42 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sasha Mitchell Soheili, sasha.soheili@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Arredondo
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 6:27:54 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Arredondo, Marredondo@attglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: renee tannenbaum
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 7:19:02 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: renee tannenbaum, reneetbaum@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: George Consagra
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 7:32:14 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: George Consagra, gconsagra@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brad Green
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 7:36:48 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Brad Green, bradg@5ht.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Diane Janakes-Zasada
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:04:21 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Diane Janakes-Zasada, djanakes@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David English
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:16:25 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David English, cobweb_isle0r@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brian Wachowicz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:22:27 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Brian Wachowicz, brian_wachowicz@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:brian_wachowicz@yahoo.com
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From: merceho@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mercedes Ho
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:28:09 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Mercedes Ho
San Francisco, CA 94103

mailto:merceho@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:merceho@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nancy Zerner
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS); Breed, Mayor London (MYR)
Subject: I support Supervisor Safai’s Charter Amendment that would give Mayoral approval over parking meter and other transportation fees and

fares.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:55:01 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nancy Zerner, nancyfancypants@yahoo.com

 Message: I support Supervisor Safai’s Charter Amendment that
would give Mayoral approval over parking meter and
other transportation fees and fares.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Safai’s Charter Amendment for the
March 5, 2024 election that would require the Mayor of
San Francisco to approve any proposed increases to
SFMTA fares, parking meter maximum rates, and hours
or days of operation. 

No single unelected city department head should have
the sole authority to increase our parking or fare rates. To
correct this, the proposed Charter Amendment requires
the Mayor to approve any fare, parking, or MUNI rate
increases put into the SFMTA budget, placing the
authority back on elected leaders.  Transportation fees
significantly impact the lives of residents, and
businesses, particularly those in lower-income areas, and
when fees need to be changed, this decision should be
made by our mayor, who can take all factors and
constituents into consideration. 

Please vote to support this Charter Amendment.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Huey
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:49:14 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: David Huey, synergismpartners@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Harris
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 10:11:15 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Harris, Maryharris_sf@outlook.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: james delman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 10:19:54 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: james delman, jbentdel@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

SUPES" WORRY LESS ABOUT HOUSING AND CRAZY
RENT CONTROL GUIDELINES AND GIVE AWAY
"FREE HOUSING....'  When everyone leaves SF, AND
ALL THE SMALL BUSINESSES CLOSE WHO the hell is
going to pay for all your  freebies , subsidies, reparations,
monitoring, and "give aways?"  
CAN you convince SACRAMENTO TO subsidize our
housing, so we can move to Hillsborough or Atherton?
 After all, if you endorse such absurd CONCEPTS
as "HOUSING IS A RIGHT"- It is a right if you can afford
it, otherwise leave Pierre-Joseph Proudhon (1840-
"Property is Theft.".."What is P{property").
to the historical trash bin!

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

SUJPES" WORRY LESS ABOUT HOUSING AND
CRAZY RENT CONTROL GUIDELINES AND GIVE
AWAY "FREE HOUSING....'  When everyone leaves SF,

 

mailto:jbentdel@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


AND ALL THE SMALL BUSINESSES CLOSE OR
MOVE. who the hell is going to pay for all the new and
proposed services monitoring, and "give aways?" 
ses close?

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Preston Jeung
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 11:04:19 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Preston Jeung, prjeung@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Janet Pond
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 12:22:03 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Janet Pond, pond.janet@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: sloane conway
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 12:55:13 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: sloane conway, sloanelconway@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:sloanelconway@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: lucy junus
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 4:32:40 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: lucy junus, lujunus@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:lujunus@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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From: Levy, Janice (CON)
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: RE: REFERRAL - BOS File No. 230985 Charter Amendment - Minimum Police Department Staffing and Five-Year

THIRD DRAFT
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 4:59:07 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Thanks Victor!
 
_________________
Janice Levy (she/hers)
Office of the Controller, City Performance
City & County of San Francisco
(415) 636-9853 | janice.levy@sfgov.org
 

From: Young, Victor (BOS) <victor.young@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Monday, October 30, 2023 4:45 PM
To: Rosenfield, Ben (CON) <ben.rosenfield@sfgov.org>
Cc: Rydstrom, Todd (CON) <Todd.Rydstrom@sfgov.org>; Levy, Janice (CON)
<janice.levy@sfgov.org>; Mihal, Natasha (CON) <natasha.mihal@sfgov.org>
Subject: REFERRAL - BOS File No. 230985 Charter Amendment - Minimum Police Department
Staffing and Five-Year THIRD DRAFT
 
Greetings:
 
This matter is being re-referred to you in accordance with Rules of Order 2.22.3. 
Please review and prepare a financial analysis of the proposed measure prior to the
first Rules Committee hearing. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
Victor Young
Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, City Hall., Room 244
San Francisco CA 94102
phone 415-554-7723    |     fax 415-554-5163
victor.young@sfgov.org | www.sfbos.org

  Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.
 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation, and archived matters
since August 1998.

 
Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to
disclosure under the California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information
provided will not be redacted.  Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information
when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that
members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available

mailto:janice.levy@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
mailto:janice.levy@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
http://www.sfbos.org/
http://www.sfbos.org/index.aspx?page=104
http://www.sfbos.org/index.aspx?page=104
http://www.sfbos.org/index.aspx?page=9681



to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from
these submissions. This means that personal information—including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar
information that a member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees—may appear on the
Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.

 



From: morgenhumes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Morgen Humes
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:05:29 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Morgen Humes
San Francisco, CA 94133

mailto:morgenhumes@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:morgenhumes@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: breauxaw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Breaux Walker
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:09:15 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Breaux Walker
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415) 283-7656

mailto:breauxaw@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:breauxaw@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: anjulinadesai@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anji Desai
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:10:57 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Anji Desai
San Francisco, CA 94118

mailto:anjulinadesai@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:anjulinadesai@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


From: pablo.gersberg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pablo Gersberg
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:11:13 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Pablo Gersberg
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:pablo.gersberg@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:pablo.gersberg@gmail.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kristi Major
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:21:41 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kristi Major, kristilynmajor@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kristilynmajor@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
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From: rima_chadha@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rima Chadha
To: Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: In Support of File #230985 - Supervisor Dorsey’s Police Staffing Charter Amendment
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:29:24 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Victor Young,

I am writing to you to express my support of Supervisor Dorsey’s San Francisco Police Full Staffing Act and to urge
you to vote in support of it.

As San Francisco continues to grapple with severe public safety challenges including rampant car break-ins,
shoplifting, and unprecedented open air drug markets, we as a City must do everything we can to increase public
safety, including addressing the ongoing officer shortage in the San Francisco Police Department.

Reduced police staffing inhibits SFPD’s ability to provide the level of community policing and foot patrols that are
needed to help deter crime and enforce our city’s laws. This charter amendment will make sure SFPD has the
resources needed to attract and hire potential officers, reduce the need for costly overtime, and more effectively
address crime.

I hope you will vote in support of this legislation and prioritize the safety of your constituents, as well as residents of
and visitors to San Francisco.

Sincerely,
Rima Chadha
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415) 725-0419

mailto:rima_chadha@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rima_chadha@yahoo.com
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eric Floyd
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:36:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eric Floyd, floyderict@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:floyderict@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erika Kim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 6:29:49 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erika Kim, e_kimch@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:e_kimch@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: kristina cahojova
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 6:47:55 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: kristina cahojova, kristina.cahojova@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:kristina.cahojova@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lenard Pond
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:05:08 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Lenard Pond, la_pond@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:la_pond@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karin Pond
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:14:01 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karin Pond, karin.pond@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:karin.pond@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karin Flood
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:19:48 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karin Flood, karin@floodbuilding.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:karin@floodbuilding.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jane Perry
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:30:44 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jane Perry, janesjoint5@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:janesjoint5@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eric Roddie
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 11:09:59 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eric Roddie, ericdotroddie@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ericdotroddie@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eric Roddie
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 11:22:04 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eric Roddie, ericdotroddie@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 

  

 

 
   
   
 

 

mailto:ericdotroddie@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Winthrop
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Tuesday, October 31, 2023 2:39:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Winthrop, Awinthrop@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Wynne
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 7:18:47 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Wynne, stephenmwynne@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anthony Barbuto
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 7:29:13 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anthony Barbuto, verkesh@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anika Steig
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:18:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anika Steig, anika.steig@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Wynne
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:27:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Wynne, stephenmwynne@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patrick Wolff
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:30:39 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Patrick Wolff, patrick@grandmastercap.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who expect
public safety and a fully staffed police department to be
part of the basic city services we already pay for. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. 

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Homan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:33:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Homan, andrewhoman@mac.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda Mathews
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:37:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda Mathews, linda.mathews@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

Really?  This is unbelievable. You want to increase our
taxes because we want a fully staffed police force?  We
have a budget larger than entire states. You want to run
for mayor and are asking to increase our taxes when we
are asking for the BASIC services that a city should
provide each and everyone on of their constituents?
There is plenty of money in the budget. Please use it
wisely and increasing taxes so the taxpayers can be
provided with a fully staffed police force is unreasonable
when we have a budget of 14.6 billion. I am 100 percent
sure the money is there. We will remember this when it’s
time to vote. 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.
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You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michelle Quach
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:42:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Michelle Quach, lobbieq@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ana Duffy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:51:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ana Duffy, anaduffy14@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephanie Lehman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 1:58:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephanie Lehman, slehman21@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jan Diamond
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:09:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jan Diamond, janmdiamond@pacbell.net

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nikhil Gowda
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:15:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nikhil Gowda, ngowda1223@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kirill Skobelev
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:15:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kirill Skobelev, kskobelev@me.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:kskobelev@me.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Theo Cincotta
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:34:11 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Theo Cincotta, theocincotta@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:theocincotta@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Garry Tan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:34:49 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Garry Tan, garrytan@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:garrytan@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Klein
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:39:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Klein, andrew.e.klein@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:andrew.e.klein@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anthony Fox
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:39:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anthony Fox, sftonyfox@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:sftonyfox@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erica Sandberg
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:42:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erica Sandberg, esandberg_2000@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 
Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
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request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kwabena Agyeman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:42:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kwabena Agyeman, kwagyeman@openmv.io

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:kwagyeman@openmv.io
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Heather Kirkpatrick
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:45:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Heather Kirkpatrick, h.kirkpatrick3@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:h.kirkpatrick3@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dea Smeed
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:48:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Dea Smeed, dealazaro@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Shannon Thomson
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:48:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Shannon Thomson, thomsonshop1945@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Teresa Shaw
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 2:51:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Teresa Shaw, tawny.sapient0c@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karina Velasquez
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:03:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Karina Velasquez, karinawinder@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Brega
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:03:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: William Brega, willbrega36@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Forrest Liu
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:06:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Forrest Liu, forrest.liu@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Paul Morrison
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:09:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Paul Morrison, paulhm.sf@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 11

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:paulhm.sf@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jonathan Shulman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:19:56 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jonathan Shulman , shulman.j@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous. We already pay
very high taxes. 

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
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request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Angie Yap
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:22:47 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Angie Yap, ayhc69@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: ANNIE WONG
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:29:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: ANNIE WONG, annie_wong29@hotmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Victoria Barret
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:33:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Victoria Barret, vbarret@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Vikram Gupta
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:33:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Vikram Gupta, vkgsfca@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Patrick Bedwell
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:39:31 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Patrick Bedwell, pmbedwell@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 9

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jay Lnag
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:49:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jay Lnag, jim.lang.aa@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Roger Wong
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:54:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Roger Wong, outersunsetresi@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sara Starr
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 3:57:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sara Starr, sarastarr2r@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Todd Davis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:00:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Todd Davis, td@hoyablue.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mark Felix
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:00:33 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mark Felix, mafelix86@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Angela Tickler
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:00:39 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Angela Tickler, angela.tickler@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Colleen Harvey
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:09:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Colleen Harvey , colleen.harvey@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:colleen.harvey@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sonny Lee
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:23:35 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Sonny Lee, hobosf2@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:hobosf2@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mitchell Smith
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:28:11 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mitchell Smith, htimsm1@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:htimsm1@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erin OGrady
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:28:46 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erin OGrady, erogrady@pacbell.net

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:erogrady@pacbell.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Martin-Pinto
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:33:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Martin-Pinto, stephen@stephenmartinpinto.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:stephen@stephenmartinpinto.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Colton Weeks
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:36:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Colton Weeks, coltonw@msn.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:coltonw@msn.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ashley DeVore
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:39:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ashley DeVore, ashleycdevore@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:ashleycdevore@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Danielle Wang
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 4:57:00 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Danielle Wang, daniellewy2012@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:daniellewy2012@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: jennifer Yan
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:00:15 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: jennifer Yan, jennifer.yan@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:jennifer.yan@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jiyeon Kim
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:03:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jiyeon Kim, nickkennedy112@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:nickkennedy112@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Álvaro schor
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:09:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Álvaro schor, alvaroschor@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:alvaroschor@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Wynn
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:15:23 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Wynn, andrew@useascend.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:andrew@useascend.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maria Aldaz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:18:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maria Aldaz, mealdaz58@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 9

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:mealdaz58@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erin Murphy
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:24:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Erin Murphy, minimurph22@comcast.net

I am a resident of District 11

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:minimurph22@comcast.net
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Carla Schlemminger
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:51:47 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Carla Schlemminger, carlas@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:carlas@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Andrew Lehman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 5:58:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Andrew Lehman, aclehman@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:aclehman@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Chris Lehman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:00:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Chris Lehman, crlehman@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:crlehman@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Lehman
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:00:40 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Lehman, plehman@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:plehman@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Julie Fitzgerald
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:03:32 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Julie Fitzgerald, jafitz22@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:jafitz22@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Barklee Sanders
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:16:05 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Barklee Sanders, barkleesanders@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:barkleesanders@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Christina Pappas
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:18:20 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Christina Pappas, scoutca66@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:scoutca66@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eddy Sapiro
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:56:02 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eddy Sapiro, hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tessa Sapiro
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:56:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tessa Sapiro, hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cole Sapiro
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 6:56:48 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Cole Sapiro, hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:hiatal-curly-0h@icloud.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Edwin Gackstetter
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 7:24:59 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Edwin Gackstetter, hiedwin@duck.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

This is a disqualifier for Mayor. You have lost any chance
to gain my vote. 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

 

mailto:hiedwin@duck.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Doreen Horstin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 7:45:50 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Doreen Horstin, doreen.horstin@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:doreen.horstin@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Allene Jue
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 8:22:36 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Allene Jue, allenejue@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:allenejue@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Liz Le
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 8:26:24 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Liz Le, lizetsyl@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:lizetsyl@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leila Sen
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 8:33:29 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Leila Sen, leila@leilasen.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:leila@leilasen.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Zoe Fuentes
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 8:36:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Zoe Fuentes, travelzoe@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:travelzoe@yahoo.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan McDonough
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:31:17 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan McDonough, sdrcrm@hotmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:sdrcrm@hotmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Marina Roche
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:35:07 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Marina Roche, marinaroche@icloud.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:marinaroche@icloud.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kevin Roche
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:35:41 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Kevin Roche, krochemusic@aol.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:krochemusic@aol.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Aislin Palladino
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:39:21 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Aislin Palladino, aislin.palladino@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:aislin.palladino@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eamon Roche
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:39:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Eamon Roche, eamon415roche@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:eamon415roche@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Cullen Roche
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:39:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Cullen Roche, cullen.roche1992@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:cullen.roche1992@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dearan Roche
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 9:39:30 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Dearan Roche, dearan.m.roche@tcu.edu

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:dearan.m.roche@tcu.edu
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jordan Pappas
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 10:01:34 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jordan Pappas, jordanjpappas@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 9

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:jordanjpappas@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: William Dymek
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 10:06:28 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: William Dymek, bdymekster@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.  For example, the no-bid
contracts awarded to Urban Alchemy.  Ambassadors are
not a substitute for academy trained police officers.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor

 

mailto:bdymekster@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
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Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Elden
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 10:15:25 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Elden, peterelden@sbcglobal.net

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Josie Su
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 10:15:27 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Josie Su, josiesu@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ann Marie Porter
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:09:22 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Ann Marie Porter, porterssf@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Roberta Economidis
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:12:18 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Roberta Economidis , reconomidis@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 3

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tricia Young
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:21:42 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tricia Young, hillmanranchgal@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Anjali Billa
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:24:26 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Anjali Billa, anjalibilla@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maria Cruz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:53:59 PM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maria Cruz, monica_dnc@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment,
and You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in
March 2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not
have a fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s
plan has short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to
quickly fill the current gaps in personnel while making
retention and recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because
we understand how vital it is to the success and
achievement of every other industry and quality of life
metric. Having our officers live in the neighborhoods they
serve strengthens each community and the entire city. It
is time to show our SFPD we value each and every
officer, and it is long overdue that we take steps to help
our officers live in the city they patrol each day.  Please
listen to your constituents who have repeatedly
requested more funding for the police and more staffing
of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Spencer Sherwin
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 1:30:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Spencer Sherwin, spencer.sherwin@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 5

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: victoire reynal
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 7:09:55 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: victoire reynal, victoirereynal@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Doherty
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 7:45:15 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Doherty, rebeccadoherty@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Doherty
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 8:00:40 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Doherty, rebeccadoherty@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 4

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: solo zyscovich
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 8:37:01 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: solo zyscovich , zidsrudioz@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leanna Louie
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 8:39:47 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Leanna Louie, leannalouie28@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 11

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jay Elliott
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:00:17 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Jay Elliott, jayelliott415@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:jayelliott415@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Molly Elliott
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:00:49 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Molly Elliott, poncasue@aol.com

I am a resident of District 2

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tony Tran
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:03:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Tony Tran, tonyt813@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nora Rooney
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:03:26 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Nora Rooney, norarooney26@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:norarooney26@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Margaret Parker
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:03:28 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Margaret Parker, parkmar@aol.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maria Cruz
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:03:29 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Maria Cruz, monica_dnc@yahoo.com

I am a resident of District 6

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Wilson Constantine
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:09:23 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Wilson Constantine , wconstantine@me.com

I am a resident of District 8

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:wconstantine@me.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mari Murayama
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:15:35 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: Mari Murayama, mdmurayama@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 1

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:mdmurayama@gmail.com
mailto:shamann.walton@sfgov.org
mailto:DorseyStaff@sfgov.org
mailto:ahsha.safai@sfgov.org
mailto:victor.young@sfgov.org


entirely.

Mari Murayama
District 1

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: O Donoghue John
To: Walton, Shamann (BOS); DorseyStaff (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)
Subject: I OPPOSE Safai"s charter amendment to increase taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.
Date: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:40:20 AM

 

 

 
Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors  

 

  

 From your constituent: O Donoghue John, johnod5274@gmail.com

I am a resident of District 7

 Message: I OPPOSE Safai's charter amendment to increase taxes
to solve the SFPD staffing crisis.

 Dear Supervisor Safai, 

I am writing to vehemently OPPOSE  your amendment to
Supervisor Dorsey's SPFD staffing plan. Increasing our
taxes to solve the SFPD staffing crisis is irresponsible
and demonstrates a disregard for residents who struggle
to afford to live in San Francisco, and who expect public
safety and a fully staffed police department to be part of
the basic city services we already pay for. 

We need the restoration of public safety now so that
residents and business owners can feel reasonably safe
again.  This is a top priority for the majority of San
Franciscans, and a fully staffed police force is needed to
do the work that is necessary. 

The net amount needed to fund the ORIGINAL Dorsey
Charter amendment is estimated to be $20M annually
(after accounting for overtime savings).

We are hard-pressed to believe that the money couldn't
be found in the city budget. Perhaps you should consider
ending the funding of just one ineffective non-profit
annually to cover that cost.

You have recently overseen a city budget that has
DOUBLED since 2017, and you are telling the working
residents of San Francisco that taxes must be raised for
the city to provide basic law enforcement services and
address a public safety crisis that city leaders should
have handled long ago.

This is unacceptable and outrageous.

I do not support your amendment that guts Supervisor
Dorsey's charter amendment for SFPD staffing and
request that you withdraw it immediately or kill the bill

 

mailto:johnod5274@gmail.com
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entirely.

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brian Wachowicz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:22:26 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Brian Wachowicz, brian_wachowicz@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David English
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:16:24 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David English, cobweb_isle0r@icloud.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Diane Janakes-Zasada
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 8:04:11 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Diane Janakes-Zasada, djanakes@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Brad Green
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 7:36:42 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Brad Green, bradg@5ht.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: George Consagra
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 7:32:05 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: George Consagra, gconsagra@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: renee tannenbaum
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 7:19:06 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: renee tannenbaum, reneetbaum@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Michael Arredondo
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 6:27:55 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Michael Arredondo, Marredondo@attglobal.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Sasha Mitchell Soheili
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:33:33 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Sasha Mitchell Soheili, sasha.soheili@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bernadette Lussier
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:16:51 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Bernadette Lussier, lussierbm@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Susan Lee
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 3:52:45 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Susan Lee, jeunglee.susan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Linda R Miller
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 2:06:55 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Linda R Miller, millerlr@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Stephen Ernst
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 12:10:52 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Stephen Ernst, steve.ernst@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nick Podell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 11:59:29 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Nick Podell, nick@podell.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Leslie Boin Podell
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 11:58:53 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Leslie Boin Podell, leslie@podell.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Traci Lee
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 11:12:57 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Traci Lee, trace125@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Innes
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 10:41:48 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Innes, metuvilla@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jane Smalley
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 9:35:13 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jane Smalley, janesmalley1@juno.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Schwartz
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 9:32:48 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Schwartz , kielygomes@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: JOHN CERVANTES
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 9:26:08 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: JOHN CERVANTES, city10s@pacbell.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Francesca Pastine
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 8:46:41 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Francesca Pastine, francesca@pastineart.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. It is time we stop the victimization of
our citizens by criminals.  Please support Dorsey's charter
amendment to fully staff the SFPD.

Best,

Francesca Pastine,
President of the Inner Mission Neighborhood Association
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: GREG DANIEL
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 8:20:19 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: GREG DANIEL, gregdaniel@mac.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Tom Rapkoch
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 8:16:35 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Tom Rapkoch, trapkoch@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Bill Jackson
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 7:39:01 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Bill Jackson, bjacksonsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karen Eggert
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 6:24:51 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karen Eggert, keggertsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Dara Zandanel
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 5:28:08 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Dara Zandanel, dzlaw415@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I FO NOT support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing
amendment for SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the
ballot in March 2024. San Francisco has too many poorly
trained police officers who think that they are immune from
consequences. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a
safe destination to live, work, visit, and shop while they
continue to poorly perform their duties since they do not
have any consequences to poor performance. When and if
they will agree that they exist to serve the people of San
Francisco without qualified immunity or criminal
indemnification, then we can move forward and reform the
current institution. 

San Franciscans prioritize public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

More funding leads to more military grade hardware, which
we do not need. And more staffing will happen with better
educated, and trained officers who seek to serve the
residents of San Francisco.
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Justin Cherniak
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 5:00:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Justin Cherniak, justin.cherniak@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Maryanne Razzo
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 4:53:52 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Maryanne Razzo, mvrazzo@sonic.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Chesnosky
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 4:41:49 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Chesnosky, dcrevp@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Nancy Gilbert
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 12:54:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Nancy Gilbert, nancygilbert333@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Denise Gelis
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Sunday, October 29, 2023 10:48:23 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Denise Gelis, dedegelis@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Elizabeth Townsend
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 28, 2023 4:43:36 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Elizabeth Townsend, inclinebeth@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Peter Hall
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Saturday, October 28, 2023 3:28:33 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Peter Hall, grumpyhall@me.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Philip healy
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 3:37:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Philip healy, lfchere@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Claire Alt
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 9:37:58 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Claire Alt, clairekalista@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: HILARY ARMSTRONG
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 8:08:16 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: HILARY ARMSTRONG, hilaryarmstrong747@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jen Rinehart
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 7:05:13 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jen Rinehart, jdolinsf@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Erikson-Ishisaki
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Friday, October 27, 2023 2:38:45 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Erikson-Ishisaki, b1m2hec3@aol.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eleanor Bigelow
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 10:19:27 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Eleanor Bigelow, eleanor@websterpacific.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Rebecca Saroyan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 8:49:17 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Rebecca Saroyan, rebecca.saroyan@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Gregory Leung
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 6:54:37 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Gregory Leung, leungmangregory@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Martha Ehmann Conte
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 6:36:15 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Martha Ehmann Conte, martha@ehmannconte.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ray Kwong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 4:36:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ray Kwong, raykwong7@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Amy Kong
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 4:35:24 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Amy Kong, amykong@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Ka Cheng
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 3:53:01 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Ka Cheng, chengkayi@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Robert Zerbst
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:49:21 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Robert Zerbst, rzerbst201@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: anne zerbst
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:49:20 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: anne zerbst, azerbst@mindspring.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kelvin Chan
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:19:14 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kelvin Chan, k.chan2424@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Minky Fang
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Thursday, October 26, 2023 12:11:00 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Minky Fang, m.fang@apaccsf.org

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Spencer Lee
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Tuesday, October 31, 2023 10:54:07 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Spencer Lee, sspence37@Yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eric Roddie
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 11:22:11 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Eric Roddie, ericdotroddie@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eric Roddie
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 11:10:01 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Eric Roddie, ericdotroddie@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Jane Perry
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:30:48 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Jane Perry, janesjoint5@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karin Flood
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:19:49 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karin Flood, karin@floodbuilding.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Karin Pond
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:14:01 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Karin Pond, karin.pond@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Lenard Pond
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:05:04 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Lenard Pond, la_pond@hotmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: kristina cahojova
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 6:47:55 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: kristina cahojova, kristina.cahojova@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Erika Kim
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 6:29:40 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Erika Kim, e_kimch@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Eric Floyd
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:36:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Eric Floyd, floyderict@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Kristi Major
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 5:21:31 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Kristi Major, kristilynmajor@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: lucy junus
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 4:32:38 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: lucy junus, lujunus@yahoo.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: sloane conway
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 12:55:17 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: sloane conway, sloanelconway@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Janet Pond
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 12:21:53 PM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Janet Pond, pond.janet@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Preston Jeung
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 11:04:17 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Preston Jeung, prjeung@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: james delman
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 10:19:52 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: james delman, jbentdel@comcast.net

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

SUPES" WORRY LESS ABOUT HOUSING AND CRAZY
RENT CONTROL GUIDELINES AND GIVE AWAY "FREE
HOUSING....'  When everyone leaves SF, AND ALL THE
SMALL BUSINESSES CLOSE WHO the hell is going to pay
for all your  freebies , subsidies, reparations, monitoring, and
"give aways?"  
CAN you convince SACRAMENTO TO subsidize our
housing, so we can move to Hillsborough or Atherton?  After
all, if you endorse such absurd CONCEPTS
as "HOUSING IS A RIGHT"- It is a right if you can afford it,
otherwise leave Pierre-Joseph Proudhon (1840- "Property is
Theft.".."What is P{property").
to the historical trash bin!

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 

SUJPES" WORRY LESS ABOUT HOUSING AND CRAZY
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RENT CONTROL GUIDELINES AND GIVE AWAY "FREE
HOUSING....'  When everyone leaves SF, AND ALL THE
SMALL BUSINESSES CLOSE OR MOVE. who the hell is
going to pay for all the new and proposed services
monitoring, and "give aways?" 
ses close?

  

 
   
   
 

 



 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Mary Harris
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 10:11:13 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: Mary Harris, Maryharris_sf@outlook.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: David Huey
To: Peskin, Aaron (BOS); ChanStaff (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; MelgarStaff (BOS); Preston, Dean (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Board of

Supervisors (BOS); EngardioStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
Subject: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and You Should Too.
Date: Monday, October 30, 2023 9:49:16 AM

 

 

 
 

Message to the Rules Committee and the Board of Supervisors 

 

  

 From your constituent: David Huey, synergismpartners@gmail.com

 Message: I Support Supervisor Dorsey’s Full Staffing Amendment, and
You Should Too.

 Dear Supervisors,

I support Supervisor Dorsey’s full staffing amendment for
SFPD and hope you will vote to put it on the ballot in March
2024. We cannot regain the city’s reputation as a safe
destination to live, work, visit, and shop if we do not have a
fully staffed police force.  Supervisor Dorsey’s plan has
short-, medium-, and long-range solutions to quickly fill the
current gaps in personnel while making retention and
recruitment possible and probable.  

San Franciscans have prioritized public safety because we
understand how vital it is to the success and achievement of
every other industry and quality of life metric. Having our
officers live in the neighborhoods they serve strengthens
each community and the entire city. It is time to show our
SFPD we value each and every officer, and it is long
overdue that we take steps to help our officers live in the city
they patrol each day.  Please listen to your constituents who
have repeatedly requested more funding for the police and
more staffing of SFPD. 
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